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Documents, questions and comments
D-1

SEFER HALILOVIĆ: „CUNNNG STRATEGY“ –
SARAJEVO
Sefer Halilović, chief of the Main staff of the BH Army,
former employee and associate of KOS, writes about when
and where Alija Izetbegović and Ejup Ganić talk about their
negotiations and plans of exchange of territory and people of
Sandžak for the territory and people of East Herzegovina.
A part of Serbia for a part of BiH.
Sefer was already then appointed to the “Presidency of BiH”,
as if the “Presidency of BiH” was a village fire patrol unit,
and not a group of people elected in free elections.
In negotiations in Geneva, a place where discussions took
place about how to REGULATE THE POLITICAL
STRUCTURE of BiH, a delegation led by Izetbegović, Sefer
Halilović considers as BOSNIAN, instead of BOSNIANHERZEGOVINIAN, while the delegations of Croats and
Serbs are considered as delegations of Ustashas and Chetniks;
therefore the situation is terrifying because the “UN palace is
packed with Chetniks and Ustashas”.
Only Sefer Halilović and his company from the BASIC
NATION of BiH constitute the real, original and democratic
delegation of BiH.
We, from HVO (Croatian Defence Council) should have
formed a joint command and efficient and joint army
with this man, with his opinions and views formed in the
classrooms of the KOS (Counterintelligence Service). How
much effort and vain attempts went down the drain? How
much damage is caused to the Croatian people?
In document number 1 is listed what was, while returning
from Switzerland, in an airplane, Izetbegović saying about
Arafat’s advices, how should one take his piece of land and
make his own state.
Halilović disagrees with the views of his chief commander
because Sefer “does not withhold any right to anyone who
respects the Bosnian state”.
The supreme mind of Sefer Halilović will evaluate who
respects what and how much respect is shown, especially
which people or individuals respect the BOSNIAN STATE.
And if Halilović evaluates that some people don’t show
respect for his Bosnia, he will defeat them with his
PATRIOTIC LEAGUE and his BH Army, and they will
have to go to Croatia (Ustashas) or to Serbia (Chetniks).

and who successfully defended BiH (HVO) and who
saved BiH (Tuđman – referendum, recognition, refugees,
armament, training of policemen sent by SDA (Democratic
Action Party), training of army and pilots, schools, wounded
combatants). How on earth would Izetbegović kindly ask
the YNA (Yugoslav People’s Army) to leave the BiH when
it didn’t want to become his state army, as he offered and
proposed, this is known only to Croatian analysts.

D-3

Tuđman said to General Klein that Izetbegović offered him
West Herzegovina, and Klein verified that assertion by asking
Izetbegović about its accuracy.
Alija responded that it was true because Croats in BiH are a
“huge problem”, so he wants to get rid of them.
He already made an agreement with the Serbs how to divide
what would be left once he gets rid of West Herzegovina.
The Serbs have already got rid of Croats and the BH Army
wanted to cleanse what was left of Croats in Central Bosnia,
Sarajevo and Neretva Valley, up to Neum, even up to Ploče.
Tuđman and Croats are an obstacle.
So, my dear reader, in this proposition it is not about the
internal territorial structure of the BiH, certainly NOT. Mr.
Alija Izetbegović offers West Herzegovina to Mr. Franjo
Tuđman; let him annex it to Croatia.

D-4

Mr. Galbraith speaks here about the humanitarian aid.
Signatures on each proposition of the international
community, even the one in Dayton, harmful, unjust
and unacceptable for Croats in BiH; what about refugees,
armament, manpower for the BH Army, units, wounded
combatants, schools with Bosnian Language program…

D-5

The perception of “ISLAMIC DECLARATION” in
Croatian “intellectual” circles is an impressive example of
moral and intellectual cowardice and distorted communist
awareness.

D-2

This social and religious programmatic idea matured in
the territory of the former Yugoslavia since the World War
II, especially on relation Sarajevo-Zagreb; many people
were imprisoned for that idea for a long time; it was
finally completed in the 80’s of the 20th century when
Alija Izetbegović and other of the same opinion, mature,
intellectual, serious, imprisoned people, put that idea in
its form and publish it in 200 000 free copies as a certain
COMMUNIST MANIFESTO.

Who was the first to be organized in BiH (Croats-HVO)

And just before the FIRST free, democratic elections in
BiH.

Reader, don’t you, in all this, recognize the FOUNDATION
OF AGGRESSION OF BH ARMY AGAINST THE
HVO?

Isn’t it all clear in that speech of Mr. Okun?

www.slobodanpraljak.com
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Those people, future leadership of SDA, a party which
significantly forms political and national aspirations of the
MUSLIMS, publicly and clearly, urbi et orbi say that;
“There is no peace and co-existence between Islamic religion
and non-Islamic social and political institutions”.
“That the first and the most important conclusion is a
conclusion about impossibility to join Islamic and nonIslamic systems”.
“The Islamic movement should and can access the takeover
of the power as soon as it is morally and massively powerful
enough that it can ruin the present non-Islamic power and
build a new Islamic one.”
PUNKTUM.
Well, intellectual gentlemen of all types, these views are
pure fascism, sublime Nazism, communism, genuine
fundamentalism, a religious one, in this case a Taliban-like
fundamentalism.
SANU /Serbian Academy of Sciences and Art/
memorandum is nothing in comparison to this part.
Islamic Declaration by Alija Izetbegović and his associates
who pursued the Muslim policy in BiH is the same as
“MEIN KAMPF”, a fundamentally radical, intolerant,
dangerous, militant idea and program.
Citations should be followed by my paragraphs of apologies
and an explanation that all this is “not directed towards
ISLAM AND BOSNIAKS”, all of it on behalf of something
that should be an inexistent guilt and on the trace of false
loves and reconciliation.
It will never happen.
“ISLAMIC DECLARATION” IS WHAT IT IS.
ISLAM is a great religion whereas Bosniaks are a people just
like all other people.
We felt the development of ideas from “Islamic Declaration”
in the aggression of the BH Army against the HVO in the
war in BiH; how it will continue depends, amongst other
things, on the quantity of silence, quantity of delusion
in heads of those who write and speak about ideas on the
territory of BiH.
Development of each pernicious idea, fascistic,
communistic, Islamic-fundamentalist is directly
proportionate to the silence and cowardice that follow its
development.
See Bergman’s “Snake egg”.

D-6, D-7

Why this ultimatum of “a civil state or a civil war” of Mr.
Alija Izetbegović? We had much better situation in the SFRY
8

/Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia/ and nobody was
satisfied and it all ended in aggression and bloodshed.
This gentleman again offers “brotherhood and unity” and,
this time, the majority of his people.
What about Switzerland, Canada and Belgium…?
Nothing.
It will be either a civil state or we will get into the fight.
In the backgrounds there are ideas from the “Islamic
declaration” and evaluations of Sefer Halilović about who is
a good Bosnian.
Have you ever heard that someone renounced his positions
from this program? That someone offered an apology?
All precondition for war were fulfilled if we add to it Serbian
pretensions to the territory.
The Croats defended themselves and it remains unclear
why do you call the aggression of BH Army against HVO
an “unfortunate conflict” when that conflict is based on the
views of the Muslim leaders: “Ustashas”, “Chetniks”, “civil
state”, “its territory”, “to compensate what Serbs conquered
by their army”….

D-8

I have no idea what kind of the “first session” of the BH
Assembly this was, on 8th of October 1992, but I do read
what the first soldier of the BH Army is saying. He says that
PATRIOTIC LEAGUE and MUP /Ministry of the Interior/
stopped the enemy and “saved the existence of the Muslim
people on this territory”. There are no Croats, there is no
HVO if we do not consider it as “organized and unorganized
groups”.
BiH is again a “democratic state of citizens”. This is not
true because the disproportion of the common sense and
words of that gentleman is grandiose. HVO stopped the
breakthrough of the YNA across Neretva river towards the
West and Croatia, liberated Stolac and MOSTAR, HVO
stopped the breakthrough of the tank brigade of YNA (VRS
/Army of Republika Srpska/) near Livno, HVO fought in
Kupres, HVO fight in Posavina, Jajce, Rama and Bugojno.
With many Muslims among its ranks. We had no nationally
colored programs. And Sefer is sitting in surrounded
Sarajevo, 73% of the BiH is controlled by VRS and he talks
about “crossing to strategic offensive”.
Dear Lord!

D-9

Alija Izetbegović did authorize, delegate and designate
Adil Zulfikarpašić and Muhamed Filipović to make the
“Historical agreement” with the Serbs on behalf of the
Muslims.
www.slobodanpraljak.com

What about Croats in BiH?

Forces of SDS – 80 - 120 000 people – the enemy.

They are invited to stay in Yugoslavia, “fully equal to other
nations”.

Extreme forces of HDZ – 1-2 brigades – the enemy.

At the same time, the army of that state attacks Croatia
from the BiH territory.
If BiH is a state and it is – it has a democratically elected
government – it is the aggressor too.
The matter is simple; stay in Yugoslavia and there will be no
war; you will be equal in this Yugoslavia, with joint unique
army, unique monetary policy and foreign affairs.
Let’s put aside the fact that LATER on, Izetbegović
outwitted Filipović and Zulfikarpašić (M. Filipović; “I was
Alija’s diplomat”), this was a miserable attempt to trade with
destiny of one people - the Croats in BiH.
Later it was the fault of the Croats for not being completely
and uniquely subordinated to the Muslim team from
Sarajevo when YNA attacked them; they are to be blamed
for being organized and for fighting back; it is their fault for
not having stayed in Yugoslavia.

Patriotic League – 120 000 fighters – the true and only
force of BiH plus the Muslim forces outside of BiH – 30000
fighters.
This document, “a handicraft of Sefer Halilović” is the
official document from Mehurići (later, the permanent
location of Mujahidin).
Therefore, Sefer, along with his armada, will protect the
Muslim people, defeat both enemies, liberate Croats and
Serbs and enable them to live in BiH peacefully.
Croatian people will help there without HDZ extremists
and their brigades.
What does that mean to him, “in cooperation with the
neighbors”?
Which neighbors, where and how?
“Progressive world public” in order to complete this joke,
made of small communist, KOS-like ideological platitudes.

They have never denied BiH as an integral state.
Not a unique one but an integral state.

D-12

D-10

Who is “the father of the Patriotic League”?

Let me mention one of the hundreds of documents about
the views and attitudes of Croats from BiH. We all know
how it ended; the following documents will show what
everybody’s game was in BiH.

Is the “Patriotic League” a secret military organization?

However, the lesson remains:

Is the P.LEAGUE formed within the SDA, political party of
the Muslims in BiH?
When was it established?

NEVER EVER AND UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES
DO NOT YIELD TO ANYONE IN THE MATTER OF
BASIC RIGHTS OF A NATION.

Who will those fighters defend?

That is, if you are not defeated and we were not defeated.

Who do the fighters of the “Patriotic League” take an oath to?

The referendum had to be supported; the referendum
question was a fraud.

All of this is alright, the Muslims organize themselves,
they will defend themselves, they swear to Allah j.sh. /jalla
shanuhu/, the only thing being awkward here is that three
nations live in BiH and that “Islamic Declaration” and
“SANU memorandum” are behind the whole story.
Much later, when they establish the HVO and the HZHB (Croatian Community of Herzeg-Bosnia), the Croats
will become the GUILTY ONES, permanent culprits even
neither more nor less than for the “DIVISION OF BiH”.
Those Croats could have placed themselves “under the
hat” of one or another idea and it would all be fine; they
wouldn’t be guilty and presidents of the RH (Republic of
Croatia) shouldn’t have to apologize to everyone for decades.
This logic is as pathetic as it can be.

D-11

It is quite difficult to understand such confusion.
Helas!
www.slobodanpraljak.com

D-13a, D-13b

Izetbegović talks how and why he lied and cheated in
Lisbon.
What he signed there – the constitutional establishment
of the BiH – was a condition to recognize BiH and the
only reason why Croats went out to referendum on
independence of BiH.
With help from Franjo Tuđman who wanted once again to
protect, secure and define the borders of RH.
Alija says; “Unwillingly, but we reached an agreement”.
Why did he say yes?
Reply: “If the Croatian community (he doesn’t say
“Croatian people”??) does not come out to referendum, the
referendum goes down. Bear that in mind. Do not gamble
with it. We have to pass at the referendum; if we don’t, we
9

remain down and there is no way for us to go up within the
next 30 years.”
Izetbegović further says something about the stone and
the hill but cannot remember Sisyphus and concludes
with: “The referendum cannot be lost!” So he will receive
recognition and then, “whatever happens on the inside, I
cannot do anything about it”.
On October 8th 1992 the war is already raging and
Izetbegović has talks differently. A bit more indulgent.
The situation is grave so we might consider changing our
mask again.

no Constitution; it was something like- Ejup, my son, I’m
leaving you the Pašalić, it’s all yours and you Kljuić, you
wait for better times although it is your turn, if something
happens to Alija.
A classic coup d’état, a clear violation of the BH
Constitution.
Nobody paid any attention to that.
In late 1992 as Izetbegović’s second mandate as chairman
of the BH Presidency expired, Alija himself prolonged
the duration of his position and threw into garbage all
provisions of the Constitution.

HVO has military successes, each HZ-HB document says
that we are in the state of BiH, it says that all regulations are
temporary, that we don’t have our own assembly, our own
Constitution, we have no ministers but heads of offices, we
have no president of the government but…

NOBODY paid any attention to that.

We provide our own funds (mostly through contributions
from Croats who work abroad, a great number of such
people come from this region), we buy weaponry by
ourselves, transport and accommodate refugees and
displaced Croats and Muslims by using oil that we allegedly
“nicked”; we transport 10 000 wounded BH Army
combatants in cars that we (and that we “certainly” “have
stolen”), Croatia helps us with money from the joint bag,
that consists of contributions from Croats from BiH too,
we provide armament and logistic help to the BH Army and
Muslims in HVO… (later they will turn the guns against
their army in the highest manner of treason).

On the street, according to the will and evaluation of the
Chairman.

From all those billions of dollars provided as aid to BiH
from Islamic states we got shit.

The document D-14 shows how members of the BH
Presidency are elected.
By emperor’s decree, party directive or sultan’s mercy?

Where, when, at which elections and on behalf of who was
Dr. Tatjana LJUJIĆ-MIJATOVIĆ nominated as candidate?
Who voted for her?
Nobody has ever seriously addressed this mockery of law
and constitutional provisions.
Because we all know who is the CULPRIT.
Along with the YNA and the Serbs, those who have always
been GUILTY will become culprits, the “Ustashas”, Croats,
HVO, HZ-HB, Franjo Tuđman.
Top it off as you wish.

Et cetera and similar.
For all that a Croat must apologize, because the servant
is always GUILTY; he should apologize because that is
the right thing to do, it is a humane gesture, a historically
conciliatory gesture.

D-15

Apologize to the Sir even if he stepped onto your foot, you
have to be GUILTY because the real question is what was
your foot doing at that place at the time.

Sefer claims the following:

D-14

c) “This is not our war” – that is what Izetbegović is saying
when Ravno in BiH was destroyed (Croats live there and it
is logical for the author of “Islamic Declaration” that “this is
not his war”)

It was in the spring of 1992 when general Kukanjac
“captured”, “held” Alija Izetbegović, whatever the
interpretation was, at the airport in Sarajevo in order to pull
out the YNA from the town. On the phone Mr. Izetbegović
then says to Kljuić and Ganić, members of the Presidency of
the BiH: “If anything happens to me, Ganić you take over”.
Take over the power, the position of the chairman of the
Presidency.
As if there was no regulation, as if the rules of procedure
on chairman rotation of the did not exist, as if there was
10

This document can show you the relations between
commander of the BH Army (Izetbegović) and his first
soldier (Halilović).
a) Izetbegović claims there will be no war in BiH
b) Izetbegović is neutral when Dubrovnik and other parts of
Croatia are being destroyed from the territory of his state

d) On March 10th, 1992 to Izetbegović the aggression
against Croatia is a “filthy war that ravaged Croatia” and
after such war “the Yugoslav people wakes up from a
nightmare”.
When such Yugoslav people, according to Alija, wakes up
from a nightmare, he will not wage war in BiH. Then,
on March 17th, in the newspapers “Danas” he explains
www.slobodanpraljak.com

to journalists of the same intellectual level that the YNA
nowadays is different in its “quality, quantity, psychology,
even intentions and goals. The Army will not occupy
BOSNIA (again there is no Herzegovina in the state title)
and will not execute the coup d’état.
Shortly and briefly, “with due consideration” and “smartly”
“he advocates peace” and “he does not spread the ideas of
war”, “his policy is conciliatory” and when someone tells me
that history is life’s teacher it makes me throw up.
e) On March 5th, 1992 the “situation is under control and
it’s safe to walk around town (of Sarajevo)”
Izetbegović, what about Mostar, Široki Brijeg and Ljubuški,
Čapljina and Ravno…?
f ) Sefer states that “BiH, along with Vojvodina, practically
became a basis for carrying out operations against Croatia”.
Later we will see what is the LAW saying about the use of
army against attackers, what a battlefield is and what is a
theatre of war and whose army could and was allowed to
wage war and where.
g) Eventually on April 26th when there are already 1000
dead people (according to Halilović) in Sarajevo, Izetbegović
believes that the YNA will “turn into the Bosnian Army”!!
(Again BOSNIAN, probably because it will certainly not
turn into the Herzegovinian army).
Please comment on this, my supremely noetic readers.

D-16

A clear as the sky in a sunny summer day, Jevrem Cokić
writes about the task of YNA and its units. What they should
take, with which forces and which political goal.
That is the reason why the 4th battalion of the 4th Guards
brigade (counting 160 young men) filled the “hole” on April
10th 1991 and took positions on direction Tepčići-Slipčići
near Čitluk.
They remained there and participated in liberating the left
bank of Neretva River and afterwards liberating Buna and
Blagaj on the right bank of Neretva River.
Terrific guys and terrific commander Krstičević.
The same aim of the aggressors and the joint defense of the
attacked ones.
Look at the maps marked I - XIVa.

D-17

Everybody in Herzegovina knew that the tank brigade of
YNA heads towards Croatia and the tank brigade of YNA
was stopped.
Just like that, “those Dinarics in peasant shoes”!
www.slobodanpraljak.com

Izetbegović, whose pondering on the possibility of war we
are already familiar with, came and begged Croats to release
the tanks to go their way, because…
For the sake of a peaceful home, we listened to him and to
Kljuić, the blessed peacemakers.
Later, in April of 1992, the same tanks severely defeated
HVO in Kupres, but they were stopped in Livno and from
direction of Glamoč, as well as from direction of Livanjsko
Polje.
All this happened, according to those who pull the wool
over somebody’s eyes, from the company for that produces
“HORNES and HOOVES”, and after Mate Boban and
Radovan Karadžić agreed on everything in Graz.
Ask Livno, Duvno and Kupres inhabitants how the attack
looked like (two big attacks); also ask the rest of them from
HVO and Ante Gotovina.
If my memory and intellect serve me well, he was there.
Ask Glasnović and all the others!
Bear in mind the battles for Stolac, Mostar, Jajce, Bugojno,
Posavina,...
All this happened after the “AGREEMENT” in Graz.

D-18

Ravno is not Sarajevo; where is this Ravno after all and
who lives there in order to make killing people in Ravno
somebody’s war?
No “intellectual” was killed there, significant enough for
further ordinary development of world history.
However, if any of those remaining communist intellectual
jury members can calculate 3,2% out of 17,8% from 560
KUNAs or solve an equation with unknown variable, come
and get me. In a real world they wouldn’t have anything to
eat; that is why creation of a society of chaos, chaos of sense
and truth is their only sinecure.

D-19

JNA “is defending” MOSTAR

D-20, D-21, D-22, D-23, D-24, D-25

Honest chroniclers of events should be read in order to
reduce the possibility that each semi-literate nobody thinks
that world and history are only possible as his “will and
perception”, hence for those purposes he also reduces events
and people to the measure of his own contemptibility.
It is easy to imagine a meeting, sitting in an armchair in an
air-conditioned premise and rule the world.
What about the pain of a mother from Široki Brijeg, whose
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child was killed by a bomb from MIG aircraft, what about
pain, desperation and hatred, fear and defiance; what to do
with such “banalities”?
To great minds, which swamp the post-communist Croatia,
people who experience this are irrelevant mathematical
numbers, a 5th or 6th place behind a decimal comma of
their great ideas. After reduction, derivation, neglect, here
We come, great and powerful, humane and misunderstood;
when they did not listen to Us – THEY ARE GUILTY!
The only problem is that such GREAT MINDS never
participate in the event. They are always just observers,
adjusted to every system and up to a certain pleasant limit
of a good life; as such they are the worst type of PEACE
PROFITEERS.
I recommend a book from a priest Mr. Radoslav Zovko,
entitled “MOSTAR DIARY 1991-1996”.

D-26

Imagine that some architects and constructors build your
houses, bridges and towns for a period of 45 years and then
imagine it all gets destroyed in blood and fire; soon after that
they tell you they would make new projects because they
know best; imagine physicians with sick or dead patients
after a long treatment whereby the same physicians tell
you they would treat them again because they know best;
imagine the same situation with jurists and doctors of selfgoverning socialism, economist of bankrupted economies-it
is all a recycled social intellect defending the positions from
communism.
Please see a genius animated movie “The Wall” by Dragić.
MAPS I-XIVa
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
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- SFRY ARMED FORCES 1985.
- OPERATIONALIZATION OF YNA 1987.
- OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF SFRY
ARMED FORCES 1992.
- MILITARY DISTRICTS 1992.
- DEPLOYMENT OF YNA FORCES IN BiH ON
MARCH 20, 1992
- AGGRESSION OF SERBIA, MONTENEGRO
AND BiH AGAINST CROATIA
- TOTAL STRENGTH OF YNA AND VRS
FORCES 1992 AND 1993
- STRUCTURE OF 10. AND 4. VRS CORPS
- STRUCTURE OF 5. AND 9. VRS CORPS
- STRUCTURE OF 17. VRS CORPS
- PLAN OF THE ATTACK AGAINST CROATIA
1991
- PLAN OF THE ATTACK OF YNA ON BiH
AND CROATIA ACCORDING TO THE BOOK
OF ADMIRAL COKIĆ

XIIA - PLAN OF THE ATTACK AND ATTACK
OF YNA AND VRS ON SOUTH PART OF
THE REPUBLIC OF CROATIA FROM THE
TERRITORY OF BiH (1991.-1992., FIRST HALF)
XIII - INITIAL GENERAL IDEA OF THE
AGGRESSION AGAINST CROATIA AND
SLOVENIA – FROM THE BOOK OF MARTIN
ŠPEGELJ
XIV - PLAN OF THE ATTACK ON CROATIA
AFTER RETREAT OF YNA FORCES FROM
SLOVENIA (JULY 1991) – FROM THE BOOK
OF MARTIN ŠPEGELJ
XIVA - SOUTH OF CROATIA (1992-1993)

D-27

The international warfare rule clearly defines theatre of war
and aggression, whether the aggression is declared or not.
I hope you will read this document and understand that
Croatia, if it had been able to, had the right to attack all
military potential of the YNA wherever they were located - in
Serbia, Macedonia, Montenegro or BiH…
YNA attacks Croatia from BiH, starting from Slavonski
Brod all the way to Dubrovnik; that state is the aggressor
against the RH.
The RH has the right to strike back.
However, new interpretation of the warfare rules from the
heads of certain Croatian political ignoramuses says that “BiH
is not attacking Croatia but that YNA is attacking from the
BiH territory”; when several hundreds of Croatian soldiers
cross the BiH border while liberating Stolac and Dubrovnik
they say that “the Croatian army must not cross the border
because this is an aggression against the other state”.
What do the graves of dead children and civilians say
about that, stretching from Slavonski Brod all the way to
Dubrovnik, having been killed by the YNA heavy artillery who cares?
And that perfidious game by Mr. Izetbegović who cannot
control 73% of his country a Croatia is being attacked at the
same time - he does not want to sign the military agreement
with Franjo Tuđman and he is not controlling the aggressor
- he is doing all this just to beg some mercy from the Serbs
in order to get some charity for his own people.
Why did Tuđman even need a military agreement when he
was allowed by the warfare rule to send troops against the
aggressor wherever he was?
It is a blabber of a native ignoramuses and a pressure of
carpetbagger creators of war.
By the way, Alija signed the military agreement with Croatia
when his army was about to break into pieces - Srebrenica
and Bihać.
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Offensive against Croats in Central Bosnia and Neretva
valley up to Neum and Ploče failed, Sarajevo cannot be
unblocked, they killed people in Srebrenica and Bihać awaits
the same destiny.
Only then..
Whose fault is it, my reader?
Croats and their slave and serving nature, the Croats.
Apologize, please.

D-28, D-28a

Why isn’t Izetbegović turning that powerful army of
“Patriotic League” into the BH Army or something similar?
Why is he trying to reanimate the TO (Territorial Defense), a
bankrupted deadweight of the YNA, disarmed and in hands
of the retired YNA officers?
Why is he doing it not earlier then on May 27, 1992, when
it is too late for something like that?
Why isn’t there, among all those appointed candidates, a
single Croat? How to explain it?
What kind of a joint fight is that?
How can such man and such policy be trusted?
How is it possible for him to rename the Croatian regiment
of the HV /Croatian Army/ “KRALJ TOMISLAV”,
commanded by Mato Šarlija Daidža, into a BH TO unit?
Is it because Mato Šarlija is actually NIJAZ BATLAK, a
Croat of Islamic religion and Alija usurps him pursuant to
religious belief?
Whom did he ask?
And then he orders DAIDŽA (MATO ŠARLIJA, NIJAZ
BATLAK), regardless of the uniform he is wearing and
the unit he is in command of, as well as the payroll that
Croatian Army is giving to those people or the supreme
commander, Franjo Tuđman.

worthless goods they were driving casually, half of the
“humane” world would have jumped on our back.
You are familiar with the consequences.

D-30

We were rather swamped with such and similar messages,
flyers in BiH, in the spring of 1993.
You will see, my readers, that such intentions should have been
realized through offensive operation of A BiH, “Neretva 93”.

Documents that are all filed under D-31
All documents marked D-31 are about how many of
volunteering combatants from RH went to A BiH and how
many to HVO.
If we count in the Mujahedins, 20 times more volunteers
FROM CROATIA went to A BiH than to HVO.
Hence, I repeat, at least 20 times more volunteers from
Croatia were equipped and sent to A BiH than to HVO.

D-31a

The announced unit from Brod did not arrive, whereas
Milićević and Mandić brought slightly less volunteers than
quoted.

D-31b

There are 230 volunteers from 5th Guards Brigade, 130
infantry-men. It is the situation “in the field”, probably more
of them went; however some people always change their
mind along the way.
We are grateful to those who came; all respect to them.

D-31c

There is your answer about engagement of the Croatian
Army in BiH; more will be said about that.

Those who came as volunteers, unorganized and having
different motives were sent off from the territory of the HZHB.

D-29

D-31d

After bringing his people into a catastrophic situation by
series of wrong decisions, Alija Izetbegović invited fighters
from Islamic states to help. As M. Frisch says in one of his
books, speaking about foreign workers: “We invited workers
and the people came”; so was the situation with Mujahedins.
They came to fight for Islam, not for the BiH, whether it
was civil or differently structured BiH. They came with
identification of humanitarian organizations.
When we tried to stop their convoy full of fighters with
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When Rommel arrived to Africa, British and Americans sent
their troops against him; when Wermacht docked in Norway,
the British sent their units there as well; when the Germans
rolled over The Netherlands, the British sent couple of
thousands of soldiers to help the Frenchmen, etc, etc.
It is the logic of war and so it is interpreted by the rules of
war.
All those who, God knows on the basis of which logic and
common sense shouted that a Croatian Army soldier cannot
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pass the Croatian border to confront the aggressor, let them
look at the faces of killed children and civilians in Slavonski
Brod and let them answer the question whether it was
smarter to stop the YNA and VRS away from the borders of
Croatia and hold their heavy artillery at a distance that we
all call the tactical depth?
Isn’t it better to send 160 men to help HVO near Tepčići
and Slipčići (Čitluk municipality) then fight in the suburbs
of Split later and flee to Italy with children?
Isn’t it so, my good Horatius?

D-31e

Mr. Tihić asks himself why and how could “Posavina go down”.
It is a groundless and exaggerated euphoria after initial
successes, which has nothing to do with the army but
with many local politicians whose brain grew from a plain
alphabet and Little Red Riding Hood up to the philosophy
of Kant, Hegel, Planck and Weber and a general final
cognition on the essence of history in a rather short period;
arrogance, quarrels, capitalizing their own positions in
currency amounts, escape to reality of those who pretend “as
if they have a clue”; brains “who know how to do it”, instead
of going to a fight, copying command formalities from the
YNA to an emerging volunteering army, reading “precise”
military maps and moving led soldiers far away from the
battlefield like a game without any insight into the essence of
the situation “on the field”, misunderstanding, indecisiveness
as a consequence of misunderstanding and ignorance,
inability to sort the problems according to their importance
and meaning and many, many matters, Mr.Tihić.
The power and organization of VRS and the significance
of that corridor for Banja Luka and others places in BiH
that this army already had under its control should not
be underestimated; Martić’s brigade that came to help
“their brothers” (and for UNPROFOR in UNPA zones
in CROATIA THIS WAS NORMAL) should not be
underestimated; the absence of “LAW” that the Croatian
Army, pursuant to an order, without afterword, crosses the
BH border because Alija Izetbegović does not allow it (there
is no military agreement) should not be neglected, etc.
Eventually, those who fought in a right way, Đuro
Matuzović and the rest of the HVO members managed to
keep ORAŠJE.
All this and even more than mentioned, as long as the
nonsense on betrayal of Bosnian Posavina or exchange
of Bosnian Posavina for the SOUTH OF CROATIA or
nonsense about weaponry that went to Herzegovina or some
guilt of a certain Praljak are not mentioned.
Noise and screaming, more noise and screaming of
incompetent, and much more than that, irresponsible
participants. There was no good management of excellent
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fighters, as well as pathetic nonsense, wisdom after the event
as justification.

D-31f

The document says that I kindly ask the addressee to help me
out with two HV battalions.
I have never received any help.
The BH Army, after Konjic, Bugojno, Mostar and Central
Bosnia, as well as after the attack against the HVO and
Croats moves towards the sea and “western borders of the
BiH” which results in awful situation for HVO and GS
/Main Staff/ commanders of HVO.
The difference in number of “military effectives” between BH
Army and HVO is too big, whereas I keep asking myself why
they pounced on us, why don’t they go in direction of Banja
Luka, why don’t they lift the blockade of Sarajevo, why don’t
they go towards Srebrenica, why this and that. It is a rhetorical
question, whereas the real reasons are clear – pound the weaker
one, conquer the territory and go to some international
conference at which the world sharers of justice will recognize
the situation they found there and stop the war. They have
been doing it until that very moment therefore the BH Army
leadership’s decision to attack the HVO is “entirely logical”.
Let’s not lie about the facts.

D-31g

In Split, when I was speaking about the situation in BiH
(5 November 1993) and whereas the offensive of the BH
Army was still broken along with the dead and wounded
on both sides (as it is in the war), I again requested two
battalions of the HV.
I didn’t get them.
Three days later I was dismissed of duty of the commander
of the HVO Main Staff (at my personal request).
As long as somebody isn’t telling me that this long time
prepared, both politically and rationally, attack against the
HVO and Croats is an “unfortunate war with the Muslims”,
it will be fine.
HVO was not attacking, HVO was attacked, and HVO was
defending.
Like the war with the Serbs was a “fortunate war”? Whoever
attacks me is an aggressor.
Period!
Explanation along with the map - positions of the HVO
“TG-2” /Terroristic Group/ south from Stolac.
We struggled with the HV – whether they should defend
the area regarding Metković and Ploče from VRS or should
HVO defend that area regarding Čapljina.
We shifted on several occasions, followed by remarks of some
www.slobodanpraljak.com

foreign forces why is Croatian Army on the territory of BiH,
along with remarks of us from HVO that Croatia can defend
itself from the depth or on the border itself, while the latter,
in terms of the military, is not the smartest solution.

Dear reader, keep reading on that document, and you shall
find out that “Ustasha” and “Chetnik” units “did not wage
war against each other anywhere” and then he goes on about
the story of Stolac and Mostar.

D-32

“The Ustashas” retreated from the town, of course “pursuant
to the agreement” and “Chetniks” entered town without a
bullet being fired.

On 7th of July 1993 HVO was already attacked by BH
Army in Travnik, Konjic, Kakanj and Mostar- Petković
goes to the agreed meeting in Kiseljak and he can come to
Kiseljak only if UNPROFOR drives him there, whereas
Halilović “is not eager to go”. Izetbegović tells him that this
meeting “isn’t that important anyway”, he tells him actually
to let Petković go, to let go the HVO and let go the truce,
as well as agreed joint command because it is all irrelevant,
along with the Vance-Owen plan that we signed.
First, we shall erase them and then we will talk.
That book says that Sefer snapped back at Morillon and this
pitiful organization UNPROFOR that if he, Sefer had had
the weaponry, he would have quickly “agreed” both with
Ustashas and Chetniks.
Later he writes about this army of his that would erase
Ustashas and Chetniks in a blink of an eye, also saying that
Juka Prazina is a “known Sarajevo criminal”, “commander
of the reserve special police” in this army and then “Juka
was promoted – the Presidency of the state appointed him
commander of special units of the ARMY”.
Again it says that Sarajevo was pillaged and “no Chetnik
entered the town”.
A question – where are the “Chetniks” and what happened
to them?
A possible conclusion – probably “Ustashas” ravaged
it because the BH Army units did not, they are led by
Izetbegović and Halilović and they would erase people,
etc, etc. Besides, they are not criminals of “Ustasha” or
“Chetnik” type.
Then again he talks about the work of Alija Delimustafić
and Aleksandar Vasiljević and says that Alija knows
everything about it.

What happened after that?
“After that”, according to Halilović, struggling to activate
the three brain cells of his, “they made another agreement”.
Chetniks retreated from Stolac and the Ustashas marched
right in. THEY ARE STILL THERE TODAY”.
“USTASHAS”, OF COURSE.
Before this play “we go out and you come in” in Mostar
and Stolac, everything was agreed; Sefer Halilović knows
this and his a “Short Course” of SKPb /The History of the
All-Union Communist Party (Bolsheviks)/ i was a tough
literature. Please be patient, read until the end and I hope
you shall understand with which people we should have and
wanted to execute defense in BiH.

D-33

This document says what Mr. Muhamed Filipović thinks
about who is to be BLAMED for such policy of the Muslims
and what was Franjo Tuđman (and Slovenian leadership)
offering to Alija Izetbegović back on April 8th 1990.
However, Franjo Tuđman who is well above these reserve
provincial political players and who raises above by his deep
comprehension of social and political powers, not only in
the former Yugoslavia but also “in such a world”, Franjo
Tuđman knows that “Alija Izetbegović is far more impressed
and, in a certain sense, prepped by the YNA”.
Mr. Tuđman estimated and knew that Alija “was surrounded
by agents of KOS and DBJ /State security of Yugoslavia/
and that he, Izetbegović, will not have the strength to free
himself from this and to risk the conflict with this force”.
Wasn’t it like that?

Further he writes about KOS (that he worked for, it remains
unknown for how long) and Halilović writes that “our MUP
/Ministry of the Interior/ was worse than KOS in Patriotic
LEAGUE, “because here you never know who you are going
to run into”.

Further in the document it says that it was Alija and
that Alija sent M. Filipović to agree on the “historical
agreement” with Serbs.

With which army does he want to beat VRS when Mladić
knows what is he having for breakfast? He writes again
about Fikret Muslimović, chief of KOS in the 4th corps of
the YNA, whereas that same Muslimović later became chief
of security in BH Army. Later we shall see what Muslimović
thinks of Sefer, but all Croats are Ustashas to both of
them, which is also in their KOS genetic structure and
unfortunately not only in theirs.

And then he tricked M. Filipović – Alija Izetbegović tricked
him.
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Without Croats.

D-34

On the basis of what is Izetbegović (a fortune teller?)
convinced that HE (MILOŠEVIĆ) will suggest to Tuđman
some “partial solutions that would partially be realized at
costs of the Muslims in BiH”?
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What are these “certain information” and who gave them to
him?
Was it KOS, which he is surrounded with or the DBJ which
he is surrounded with or a third party, fourth maybe out of
many who modeled the conflict?
The goal is more than clear and I shall analyze no longer
because I want to save paper.

Games continued for a long time; who cares about Peruća,
Maslenica, highway and 600 murdered Croats in UN and
UNPA zones?
“The Storm” solved the problem!
HVO still managed to defend itself.

D-38

It is always interesting how a lie can become “an accepted
event” and how many “shit drawn flies” can gather around
such lie?

What about Fikret Muslimović’s writing, former CHIEF
OF KOS in the 4th corps of the YNA, later with the same
position in BH Army.

Producers of such stories are top experts and know very well
how it functions, what we call a “HUMAN BEING” in
such exalted manner.

Fikret says that the tank brigade that Croats stopped near
Polog – that the “movement of this brigade served to
protect the Chetnik para-military on the territory of the
RH /Republic of Croatia/ , especially in the region KNINZADAR-SPLIT”.

D-35

Miroslav Tuđman writes extensively about the meeting in
Karađorđevo, the story, the saga and myth that emerged later
as well as about conveyers of the story from generation to
generation and its sense and purpose.
Please read, please deny.

D-36

On January 24th 1991 Tuđman writes to the UN Security
Council; Tuđman knows what would happen and seeks
help to avoid the later casualties and enumerates republics as
states...
What kind of a statement did BAKER make after that in
Belgrade?
America wants to preserve Yugoslavia!
And the YNA departed to execute the task! Unsuccessfully!
You know the consequences!

D-37

On December 11th 1992 Tuđman writes to the Security
Council and among others, in item 2 he states that
UNPROFOR, according to the Resolution of the Security
Council 769 (1992) should urgently introduce a strict regime
of control over the international borders of the Republic
of Croatia towards Serbia and BiH in order to prevent and
especially to control the passing of armed troops or weaponry
and war equipment supply.

Ok, he knows that, he was in the YNA while it destroyed
Croatia, whereas of course at that time he was not
“Chetnik”.
Since his cerebellum of a KOS officer does not allow him to
use the noun “CROAT”, it is people who stopped the tanks,
“THE HERZEGOVINIAN PEOPLE”.
Further he writes that the tank brigade of YNA was passed
through because the “LEADERSHIPS of the HDZ /Croatian
Democratic Union/ from Zagreb, Sarajevo and Mostar
insisted to put the people aside and that the convoy passes”.
You, “brother” Fikret, are lying, lying like a dog; Izetbegovic
asked, begged and swore “that he cannot betray”, so the
people (that welcomed him with applause) yielded. Alija
did that for his interests and for the policy that you are well
familiar with through the documents, my good readers.
Truth be told, some things came from Kljuić’s mouth as well.
Fikret further writes about who drove Serbs and Croats away
from the BH Army ranks.
He states: “A conclusion that there is not a building in
Sarajevo which isn’t more or less pillaged and that there is
no citizen who more or less is not harmed by such actions of
the criminals is entirely realistic”.
It’s not quite clear to me how will they wage war if they are
not able to introduce minimal law and order in Sarajevo.
Here is what Sefer Halilović, chief of the BH ARMY MAIN
STAFF thinks and speaks about Alija Izetbegović, his
superior joint commander?

What division of BiH, what Banovina and annexation to
Croatia, what nonsense, what “historical agreements”?

“Here he is, a fool! I have no idea what to do with this old
guy. I keep telling him one thing and he keeps doing another.”

Gentlemen, stand on the borders of Croatia and protect the
state that you recognized from aggression from:

“He is the traitor of BiH and Bosniak people”. (Sefer about
Alija. HE is ALIJA.)

a) Serbia
b) BiH
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“He is the grave-digger of BiH.”
“There he is, a notorious fool. I was with him just now and
told him something else and he again is talking rubbish.”
www.slobodanpraljak.com

My dear deceased Alija, what army? What state?

Alagaić also writes the following:

Please, it is all Croats’ fault, I tell you.

“After a certain meeting in Visoko I wrote an order, with
my own hand, for the operation of Vareš” and then he
continues to explain who and with which units should have
liberated VAREŠ.

Further Muslimović writes about Delalić – Čelo and
Topalović – Caco and ORIĆ????? And “about shooting
right into the flesh”, as well as taking hostages on July 3rd
1993 and Izetbegović’s blackmail, who negotiates with those
criminals and yields to blackmails.
I only hope that those who want to talk and who have been
talking about the problems of the war in BiH so far read all
this in peace and with attention.

D-39

God knows what Alagić was doing until January 13th 1993
when he reported to the personnel officer in the barrack in
Travnik, however it is sure that he reported late and that all
that is rather vague.
Since he came there Alagić was being quite clear:
“Ambassador Thebault visited me at that time and VanceOwen plan was current.” And then Alagić quotes himself:
“here is where this plan is going to go down the drain, Mr.
Thebault, here is where the Herzeg-Bosnia will go down”.
Being even clearer, he continues; “We even shared the
barrack in Travnik with HVO” and again quotes himself:
“Two armies cannot be in one barrack, neither can two
flags” – I said to Gašo, actually Alagić, general of BH Army
said to Gašo, commander of HVO.
“YOU WILL LEAVE THE BARRACK!” in such
commanding, military tone, shortly and clearly was Alagić
setting things in new order.
Forget Geneva, forget negotiations, forget Alija Izetbegović,
Vance, Lord Owen – to Alagić it was all bollocks.
He decides, after he dragged himself around YNA and other
Serbian troops and cover-up organizations until January
13th 1993, when he came as instructed by Tolimir or
Mladić, I guess.
Alagić also writes the following:
“I find the creation of the operational group of Bosnian
Krajina the embryo of our army”.
IN SPRING 1993
There it is.
Forget about Patriotic League, Sefer and everything else
in Tuzla and Sarajevo... when there comes Alagić from
somewhere, an embryo, just like when a slightly bigger
spermatozoid swims ashore and then our Army is conceived.
After he chased away HVO from the barracks in Travnik,
waiting for the “enemy” (that is, the HVO) attack “we
have already secretly deployed our forces and had forces on
Vilenica, behind HVO’s back and they didn’t know about it.”
www.slobodanpraljak.com

Forget VRS, Mladić, Srebrenica, Sarajevo, Bihać…Alagić
and his men are liberating Vareš, after they have liberated
Travnik, Konjic, Kakanj, Bugojno…
Let’s finish with citations from Alagić’s book, shall we?
On the occasion of the first meeting with Izetbegović, I
said - Mr. President, we must move to offensive war
Time passes in the meantime, you are waging battle after
battle. When did you enter Sarajevo for the first time?
At the end of summer of 1993. I met the president Alija
Izetbegović at the time.
How did you envisage the Army leadership and high officers?
I didn’t know who the people in the leadership are; I had no
idea about internal relations neither about what was going
on among officers in Sarajevo. I wasn’t receiving any orders
from them at the time, or instructions, directives, assistance,
nothing. I spoke to president Izetbegović. It was a talk between
two human beings. I told him I had contacts with Bosniaks in
Zagreb and I have just conveyed Selam from Hasan Čengić. I
explained him that Krajišniks have traditionally good fighters
and that we have to move into offensive war.
So they did, of course, moreover they continued offensive
war against Croats and HVO because Alagić and company
have worked according to their ideas because “until now
(END OF SUMMER 1993) I haven’t received any orders,
instructions, directives, assistance, anything from them
(from Sarajevo and from BH Army Main Staff).
Due to all what he writes and the clear facts, do not change
your mind about what BH Army was like and whom it
defended, what political ideas it represented, what their high
officers were like, what relations they had among themselves,
what their discipline and order were like and against whom
that army fought…if you want to be consistent “intellectual”
of “a la Croatia” type don’t let the facts influence your position:
The Croats are the GUILTY ones, they divided the BiH,
they were the HVO and they attacked the Muslims, poor
and unprotected Muslims…
The facts are either way vulgar or unworthy of any
communist-scholastic mind.

D-40

SITUATION OVERVIEW OF R BiH IN MAY AND
JUNE 1992.
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D-41, 42, 43

While sitting in a warm and comfortable room, if you by
chance, dear reader, feel it is not that simple to transfer
15,000 people and 3,000 cars across Neretva river on a
raft and accommodate them in Čitluk and Međugorje,
along with constant shooting by certain fools from some
weaponry, do not believe your quick judgment. If you were,
by chance, a member of some humanitarian team and if you
saw a certain group in the night, on a fallow ground waiting
for morning because they are still not sheltered; and night
aren’t that cold and earlier many refugees already came to
the area, well in that case, you should write a harsh letter, a
protesting letter on the inhumane conduct of local powers
and commanders because they are mean, inhumane and in
violation of war rules and regulations, etc.

agreement was signed, neither did parties agree upon a thing.
Desire and instruction were satisfied as well as a request of a
powerful player, Lord Carrington, therefore in item 5 of the
communication from the meeting the following is being stated;
“This agreement erases reasons to interrupt the conference of
the European Community about the BiH, and therefore both
sides request an urgent continuation of the conference”.
Then comes the moment of orchestrated shouting, lies,
gibberish and nonsense.

Add spices as you wish, humanely inspired.

The war between “agreeing parties” continued in Stolac,
Mostar, Livno, Jajce, Bosnian Posavina, Bugojno, Rama,
etc…you can check all that in the forthcoming documents
and maps as well as in many other documents on the
WEBSITE, all with the same topic – TO ESTABLISH THE
FACTUAL TRUTH.

D-44

D-46

That was more or less the situation in Mostar and vicinity in
1992.

Who is defending Mostar? Who is in the Crisis Staff of Mostar?

D-45

What about Uborak and Sutina?

A document, an extract from Franjo Boras’ book, legally
elected member of BH Presidency from the corps of Croatian
people about another crime of the Croatian policy - talks
between Boban and Karadžić in Graz.
At those meetings with the opposite side methods similar
to those used for proving the GUILT of WITCHES were
applied.

When and under which circumstances was the left side of
Mostar – the left bank of Neretva River abandoned?
What was destroyed in total and who did it?
How did the Patriotic League arm itself and how much
weaponry they received from Daidža, Croatian Army
general and where did he get the weaponry?
What about the liberation action of Mostar, left and right
bank?

If a person accused of being possessed by devil, Satan or the
Evil One does not admit guilt, a part of his body will be
immersed into the hot oil, for example, the arm.

What about preparations to liberate Sarajevo and Nijaz
Batlak’s role or Mato Šarlija’s role or Daidža’s role, general of
the Croatian Army?

If a person, firm in his beliefs holds up the pain all the way
and remains silent under that pain, he is GUILTY because
no one can endure that kind of pain without help by the
devil- as to judges and justice sharers.

Why my proposition to Izetbegović in Mostar was refused,
and we talked for a while in a certain apartment about
HVO and BH Army’s joint efforts to lift Sarajevo blockade?

If a person screams in pain and natural weakness of a human
being, he is GUILTY because devil stated his statement
through a screaming pain because, if the devil hadn’t
possessed a person, the person would have endured the
temptation – as to judges and justice sharers.
It was the same situation with these meetings – if you don’t
go to a meeting you are not in favor of a peaceful solution,
you are not working on establishment of peace, you merely
want war and similar shit; if you do go to a meeting, it will
be much worse, you talk to the enemy, you must be up to
some monkey business and vague trading – it is all a fuss,
same types and similar shit – as to judges.
It was necessary to participate at the meeting in Graz!
Nothing was arranged at the meeting in Graz and no
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“A great general and warrior, Sefer Halilović, shall not be
“liberated by Ustashas”!
Yes, gentlemen, in that relic of YNA’s counter intelligent
service we have been Ustashas from the beginning till the
end of this Odyssey (“Iliad”).
All of them, TUTTI COMPLETTI.
For that action alone we gave them one T-130 cannon (later
known as “Sultan”), one tank, several hundreds of guns, all
what they asked for and, of course, the ammo.
The action itself was an amateurish fiasco.
They have never given that weaponry back, moreover they
pounded us with it later.
All that for the brotherhood and unity, eternal love among
nations.
www.slobodanpraljak.com

In this “unfortunate conflict between Croats and Muslims”.
It sounds stupid.

Where are those dead Muslims coming from, when,
according to Sefer Halilović, “Ustashas” and “Chetniks”
agreed on division of BiH and then played “you come out, I
shall come in and vice-versa”.

D-47, 48, 49, XV, 50

Forget about actions, war, dead people; it is all an agreement
between “Ustashas and Chetniks”, according to Sefer
Halilović while sipping coffee in his den in Sarajevo because,
according to Muslimović’s words “he does not tour the units”
and according to Alagić “he neither sends orders to Alagić,
nor this and that”.

D-55

MAPS XVI-XX

Unitarian state.

D-51

D-56

Look at those requests.

D-52

Throughout the entire time, the time of events that
mentioned facts talk about, the Constitutional Court of
the BiH, in God knows what composition, initiates the
procedure of evaluating the constitutionality of the HZ-HB
on a paper with a star in its header –with a single political
aim that the BiH must be unitarian state.

Who was in command of HOS /Croatian Defence Forces/?

D-57

Examine this request!

Are BH Army and HVO a constituent part of the armed
forces of BiH?

The war presidency of Gacko municipality requests that
the regional board of SDA solves the problem of 1707
apartments, which are needed in Mostar.

What is President of BH Presidency, Alija Izetbegović
saying?

In former “normal” Yugoslav times bestowing 3 apartments
used to be a problem, while these refugees and displaced
people ask from their party to solve the problem in their
country, not more or less to make solution for 1707
apartments needed.

D-58

D-53

Have the apartments, abandoned by the former YNA
officers, been properly distributed and who gained the most?

The BH armed forces have a supreme commander which
is a collective body – the presidency of the BiH instead of
Sefer Halilović, but let us leave that aside and let’s look at the
DIRECTIVE of September 10th 1992.
Apart from the BH Army that significantly withstands
the aggressor, there are “other armed forces”. Sefer cannot
mention the HVO; how can he be defended by Ustashas in
BiH?
Russian, Greek and Israeli lobby are against him.

D-54

He does not mention who defends the BiH in Mostar
region and in the area of Tomislavgrad-Livno if those are
not our forces and we don’t know which our forces are.

Is VRS shelling Mostar, Stolac and Konjic? Are there any
infantry fighting?

Halilović says the following: “Armed forces of the Republic
of Croatia, by carrying out offensive activities to liberate the
Croatian territory and a part of its forces which are engaged
in the area of Dubrovnik, cooperate in the most immediate
manner with our forces in liberation of East Herzegovina,
especially the towns of Trebinje and Stolac.

What does the gazette of the 4th Corps of the BH Army,
from Mostar, write about in February 1993?

What is Mr. Mirsad Zuhrić saying? His unit is composed of
Muslims whereas in the HVO it is the matter of formation.
Do they wear lilies as their insignia from the beginning of
the war?
Does that bother someone in the HVO?
It says in that gazette (I cannot print it all) that first
lilies were brought and distributed by the commander in
Čapljina, Luburić.
We shall skip the name of the man who decided this and
had it custom made, a name of some general.
www.slobodanpraljak.com

By activities in Posavina, especially in the area of Derventa
and Odžak, Brčko and Orašje, a part of these forces
cooperates with our forces in breaking the aggressor
and preventing their breakthrough on direction BrčkoDerventa-Banja Luka” (from Sefer Halilović’s directive dated
September 10th 1992; see entire document D-58).
The author of this text and a participant as well doesn’t
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quite know whether the HV or the HVO wanted to liberate
Trebinje, however if Sefer says differently…
Further great plans are developed on a sheet of paper,
strategic strikes on various directions and similar blah-blah
military ideas.
For the 4th corps of the BH Army Sefer determines an
offensive on direction Mostar-Nevesinje-Trebinje-Bileće,
Tomislavgrad-Kupres-Šipovo, Livno-Glamoč (execute the
latter with reserve forces) and then Glamoč-Drvar and
Livno-Grahovo.
A man lost his senses, hallucinates, talks rubbish, walks in
his sleep, lies, quibbles and talks nonsense.

D-62

This record by Stjepan Šiber will help to better understand
the previous document.
Remark: I am not quite clear why is Šiber talking about
Herzegovinian HVO as a special part, neither I am clear
why did he write that no one could have entered Sarajevo,
“walk in just like that”; UNPROFOR had to be begged to
transport people by helicopter or by an APC. Besides, if my
memory serves me well, there were some severe fights down
there in this Herzegovina that lasted for months, which is
exactly what Šiber mentioned on previous pages of his book.

Such actions are dangerous in peace; in war on the other
hand, it leads to disaster…

Whatever, it doesn’t matter; Petković and others (Blaškić,
Koštroman, Keža and Bandić) arrived. However, Sefer doesn’t
want to attend talks with “Ustashas” because “they are all
Ustashas except you” Stjepan, my friend.

D-59

Petković, a colleague from YNA is also “Ustasha”; God
knows about those who have never been in YNA?

At the same time Jadranko Prlić calmly and clearly explains
what is a temporary executive and administrative body of
the HZ-HB and why they were forced to pass regulations in
some areas of social community, “followed by a remark that all
regulations were passed as temporary regulations and that they
are limited to the period of war and immediate war danger”.
I hope you will read the document (as well as hundreds of
others) with attention and entirely.

HENCE - TO SEFER HALILOVIĆ ALL CROATS ARE
USTASHAS.
It was the same for many other officers of his, as well as for
many Muslim politicians.
Stjepan Šiber did not slap that commander asshole and did
not take off the uniform of the army whose commander
talks like a classic communist fascist.
Nothing.

D-60

Again only Muslims, again only Muslims are victims, again
only Patriotic League put up resistance and grew to be a force
of 150 000 combatants.
50 000 combatants of the 1st BH Army Corps in Sarajevo
alone cannot lift the blockade for God knows how many
years or do not want to; they cannot defend Srebrenica,
Bihać was being saved by the HV but they do liberate
Kakanj (from Croats), Konjic (from Croats), Travnik,
Bugojno (again from Croats) and move towards the Adriatic
Sea.

D-61

Prkačin (HOS) brought a unit of 260 men from Croatia;
70% of the unit were Muslims dressed in uniforms, armed
and equipped in the HVO barrack in Čapljina (Grabovina)
and moved to help Jajce.
Prkačin’s report should be read in order to understand when
and how the conflict in Central Bosnia was established.
The Herzegovinian also went to help Jajce.
It is autumn of 1992 and the Muslim army stops assistance
to Jajce?!
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It is an immoral, opportunistic frame-up my dear friend
Stjepan Šiber!
Do you really think that no one felt the atmosphere of such
thoughts and that the HVO combatants were not aware?
Such position is a TOUCHSTONE of the BH Army
aggression against the Croats since late 1992 and on, getting
stronger and more aggressive.

D-63

The operation “Bura” /Tempest/ is another example of the
cooperation between HVO and VRS after the “agreement”
in Graz and “in accordance” with views of Sefer Halilović.
MAPS XXI-XXII

D-64

After agreeing upon the joint action I personally went
twice to reconnoiter before the action was planned. When
everything was ready and as I arrived to Konjic to implement
the agreed operation (I guess this is how it’s said), BH Army
gave up pursuant to somebody’s instruction “from above.”

www.slobodanpraljak.com

D-65

Document that speaks about what HVO wanted to do and
what it was doing, and how, as well as why those efforts were
unsuccessful eventually, having weakened our military and
political positions regarding to views of the “partner” side.
Even then and views should have been clearly stated
significantly earlier and substantial moves should have
been made in accordance to interests of a sovereign and
constituent nation in the BiH – the Croats.

dilemma that, with signing the Vance-Owen plan, reasons
of HZ-HB existence ceased and that the implementation of
the signed plan should start, and that a transitional period is
necessary.
c) That Praljak kindly asks Izetbegović to appoint one or
two prominent Muslim politicians, who would, along with
Praljak, go to Central Bosnia, work and influence further
calming down of the situation.
Did Praljak go? Yes.

When it comes to principles, yielding always leads to
something bad.

Did anyone of the Muslims join him?

D-66

Jaganjac was the only one who wholeheartedly and honestly
worked on that project.

If you were part of those events or if you are at least an honest
and impartial observer, it must be clear to you that those
who signed the Vance-Owen plan still haven’t changed their
positions, and that all except Croats signed without meaning
it; that’s why the plan will go down and the war will go on.
Even today I wouldn’t change a thing in the analysis of the
situation in BiH that I presented to high French delegation
(along with general Tus) on January 13th 1992.

D-67

To all those who knew about the sentence of the 3rd BH
Army Corps commander that he wrote to the command
of Bugojno defense staff and 307th BH Army brigade on
January 20th 1993.
It is perfectly clear and it should be read carefully and clearly.
“Write reports in a manner to reflect the combat situation,
instead of being political lessons.
IT IS TOO EARLY FOR CONFLICTS IN ALL TOWNS
OF HERZEG-BOSNIA ALTHOUGH THAT OPTION IS
ENVISAGED, TOO”.
January 20th 1993 is a date when the ATTACK option
AGAINST CROATS (HVO) was already envisaged.
Please, continue with apologies for a “mistaken” Croatian
policy in BiH which “with certainty” prepared conflicts with
BH Army.
You are not lacking brains, knowledge, not even sycophantic
submissiveness for that kind of work.
Apologize with “dignity” and in a European manner, but please,
not on my behalf.

No.

But we continued to arm the BH Army.

D-69, 70

Mile Akmadžić is the Minister of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
What a miracle, he is not an “illegal” Croat from HZ-HB or
HVO or any military or political part.
Please read what Akmadžić is writing, to whom and why.

D-71

This document shows how it looks in practice when each
agreement and signed proposition of the international
community on the internal structure of the BiH is being
reduced to its components.
BH Army pursues a certain policy, to be more accurate, the
BH Ministry of Defense makes certain districts operational
when the Vance-Owen plan has just been signed and it
should be implemented.
What districts, where do those districts come from, where
and when did talks about districts take place, what republic
committees for those districts and how is that related to the
Ministry of defence?!
A man must be polite and due to this politeness he cannot
ask: “Who is fooling whom around and to which end?!”
Munib Bisić and those similar to him should be asked about
those things.

D-72

D-68

HVO HZ-HB, being the political part of HVO, answers to
such and similar documents within this one.

a) On February 12th 1993 when Jasmin Jaganjac writes this
letter, he is a military adviser of Alija Izetbegović

D-73

Just to be clear:

b) For the Croats in BiH there wasn’t even a slightest
www.slobodanpraljak.com

Who will “urgently take steps in order to make district of
Mostar and Livno operational?”
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Arif Pašalić, commander of the 4th Corps of the BH Army,
in cooperation with some others.
So much from Lagumdžija.
Where is the BH Prime Minister?
He writes letters worldwide, brethren do not give a shit
about him, he plays his game and they make fools of us
Croats.

Every semi-literate idiot was accusing Croats and, pissing
by their own ignorance on the entire nation with imperial
supremacy of ideological judgment.
Pathetic.

D-76

An apology should be offered.

It is best to read the entire book, but here it is little
something about problems that emerge when war disturbs a
sensitive national balance in a certain place or area.

D-74

The same topic is being discussed by M. Thatcher in a way
where a great mind understands the problem.

How does it look like in the BH Army, government, SDA
headquarters in Zagreb, when it comes to money and other
issues, please read.

D-75

What kind of a military document was signed in New York
and between whom?
What about March 10th 1993?
It’s important what Sefer thinks about the document and
Sefer doesn’t think well about the document.
This continues, sign a document and then think about what
you have just signed and then one gives up from what was
signed.
Sefer proposes items 2, 4, 5 and 6.
4 - The Republic of Croatia –this “Ustasha” state should
finally be dealt with; logistics for the needs of BH Army.
5 – RH – all friendly states (which ones?) must put pressure
to this country to “give up on supporting the Herzeg-Bosnia
and actively work on its abolition.
It has already started, dear Sefer, in Konjic with aggression
against Croats and it continues severely because…
6. Secure that PORT OF PLOČE and direction PLOČEMOSTAR-SARAJEVO-ZENICA is constantly operational
for the needs of the BH state.
And he continues with content and style that only few
people in Zagreb think about it. Neither they cared, nor
they knew or understood. The majority minds its own
business in self-governing papers persistently and boringly.
Until nowadays.
And SEFER CONTINUES:
” If it’s necessary, engage international forces, if necessary
secure the space to our forces as well”.
IN CASE YOU FORGOT, PLOČE IS IN CROATIA.
So BH Army moved towards Ploče and Neum because, save
for Mujahedins, Sefer Halilović didn’t manage to engage
other international forces, American or French army, for
example.
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MAPS 1.-20.
1. SITUATION IN BiH IN APRIL-MAY 1992
2. SITUATION IN HERZEGOVINA UNTIL AND
AROUND APRIL 10th 1992
3. JOINT ACTIVITY OF HVO AND BH ARMY,
SITUATION FROM APRIL 10th 1992-JUNE 7th 1992
4. JOINT ACTIVITY OF HVO AND BH ARMY FROM
JUNE 1992 UNTIL OCTOBER 29th 1992
5. JOINT ACTIVITY OF HVO AND BH ARMY
OCTOBER 29th 1992, VRS TAKES JAJCE
6. RELATIONS BETWEEN HVO AND BH ARMY JANUARY 1993
7. ATTACK OF THE BH ARMY AGAINST HVO APRIL 1993
8. ATTACK OF THE BH ARMY AGAINST HVO - MAY
1993
9. ATTACK OF THE BH ARMY AGAINST HVO JUNE 1993
10. RELATIONS BETWEEN HVO AND BH Army JUNE 30th 1993
11. ATTACKS OF THE BH ARMY AGAINST HVO
-JULY 1993
12. SITUATION IN THE AREA UNDER CONTROL
OF BH ARMY AND HVO ON JULY 30th 1993
13. RELATIONS BETWEEN HVO AND BH ARMY NOVEMBER 8th 1993
14. RATIO OF FORCES BH ARMY AND HVO,
MARCH 1993, STRUCTURE AND ARRANGEMENT
OF OZ SB /Operative Zone of Central Bosnia/, APRIL
1993
15. SCHEME SHOWING SEPARATION LINES WITH
AGGRESSOR FORCES AND DEPLOYMENT OF HVO
FORCES IN CENTRAL BOSNIA ON APRIL 1st, 1993
16. CENTRAL BOSNIA - FRONTLINES AND
DEPLOYMENT OF MILITARY FORCES
17. DEFENCE OF VITEZ AFTER APRIL 20th,1993
18. HVO POSITIONS IN VITEZ, MAY 1993
19. HVO POSITIONS IN VITEZ FROM JULY 1993
20. ORGANISATION OF FORCES AND ATTACK OF
THE BH ARMY ON VAREŠ, NOVEMBER 5th 1993
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D-77

ORDER BY SEFER HALILOVIĆ THAT CANCELS THE
COOPERATION BETWEEN BH ARMY AND HVO
In the document D-67, signed by Enver Hadžihasanović,
commander of the 3rd Corps of BH Army we saw this
at that time (January 1993) it is too early for the attacks
against HVO in urban areas.
Assumptions for attack should have been made, which
means, to remove all those Muslims that cooperate with
Croats and political and military part of HVO.
Those Muslims, legally and democratically elected
representatives of a nation, which in many places
(Mostar, Konjic, Jablanica, Rama, Bugojno...) set up an
administration together with Croats, became an obstacle in
realization of already made plans on the “liberation” of those
areas from Croats.
BH Army and SDA policy plan; in spring 1993 Alija
Izetbegović, without a legal stronghold and by imposed will,
dismisses elected Muslims in Jablanica, Konjic and Rama
and appoints Dr. Safet Ćibo.

D-78, 79

BH Army in Konjic started with a general reckoning “with
Ustashas”, according to firm words of Sefer Halilović.
The political leadership of SDA prepared a field and the
propaganda will do its thing –HVO always attacks.
Muslims are victims in Sarajevo and since they once became
victims - a victim cannot be guilty.
How and why would 20% of Croats in Konjic, with a
military power equal to one HVO battalion in town (on
lines towards the VRS) and one battalion from Kostajnica
(in total 600-700 soldiers) attack 4 times stronger BH Army
forces?
But who cares about logic and facts?!
Let’s continue reading the documents.

But not in Sarajevo, or Srebrenica or Bihać … they should
try to break the weaker one, while the entire armament was
provided to them from Croatia and from HVO.
Please do not forget that this aggression was hiding under
a mask of “Unfortunate Muslim-Croatian conflict in the
BiH”.
Who are you screwing with, you makers of that lie,
nonsense, deception and for long are you going to keep
doing it?
Who are you trying to trick?

D-81/1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Forget about signed agreements in Geneva, Vance-Owen,
agreements on cessation of fights when Arif Pašalić on April
17th 1993 gives out the following order:
Item 3: “In respect to all other issues, adhere to previous
orders and instructions.”
On the same day, April 17th 1993 Esad Ramić reports to his
commander Pašalić (4th Corps of BH Army);
“WE SHALL INTEND TO FINISH THE WORK IN
KONJIC AS SOON AS POSSIBLE AND THEN MOVE
TO COUNTER ATTACK WITH ALL BRIGADES IN
TWO DIRECTIONS”.
1. Konjic-Jablanica-Mostar
2. Konjic-Prozor-Rama
What kind of an attack was that on HVO, against whom
and from which direction, with which effects and from
which army? HVO WAS NOT ATTACKING!
Pathetic, seedy lies.
They went on endlessly and both buyers and sellers were
redundant for many reasons.
It is hence correct that HVO paid VRS in oil to pull out
civilians and saved them from a massacre, to accommodate
wounded combatants and save them from death but VRS
shelled Konjic for its own military reasons.

D-80

April 16th 1993, Esad Ramić puts together a combat report:

What is contestable about that “oil”, what is contestable in
that “trade” – to give oil to save people, for that was the only
possibility?

a) Zlatar establishment is surrounded and HVO seeks help;
they are “on the ropes”

When human lives are being saved, “the only possibility” is
the best possibility.

b) Babin Nos is blocked

Do you, readers, think this shouldn’t have been done?

c) “It is interesting that HVO Konjic screams for help
through the radio-communication”

If your son had been there, if he had been wounded, would
you have done that?

There you have it: it is “interesting” that HVO seeks help.

Despise those criticize something when it’s not their concern
- in the name of your stupid and idiotic ideas, principal
ones, of course.

At the end, a clear message how long will BH Army do this:
“UNTIL THE FINAL VICTORY!”
www.slobodanpraljak.com
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Forthcoming documents will show that the strategic
agreement between Muslims and Serbs regarding the
movement towards the sea starts at that time.
Regarding to this topic you shall read Mladić’s diaries.

D-82

Žarko Keža’s report from April 23rd 1993 will provide you
the results and success of the Muslim aggression against
Croats in Konjic.

D-86/2

At the same time, while walking “friendly” through the
streets of Mostar together with Mića Lasić, commander of
HVO in that zone of operations and with Slobodan Praljak,
on April 16th 1993 the very same Pašalić writes an order:
1. Continue with b/d /combat actions/ in your zone of
responsibility…
2. Balance and combine joint combat actions for successful
fights and BREAKING HVO FORCES

D-83/1

D-87, 88, 89

AGGRESSION – ATTACK OF BH ARMY UNITS
AGAINST HVO

It is April in Mostar and the spring is warm.

Look at it! Please read!

D-83/2

REMAINING POCKETS OF HVO DEFENCE –
AFTER BH ARMY ATTACK

D-84

Look at it and examine it.
Refute if it is untrue.
Refute with facts instead of repeating lies like a parrot and
confirming it with excuses.

D-85

WAR DEVELOPMENT IN BiH, ATTACK OF BH
ARMY AGAINST HVO

D-85/1

PLAN TO CONQUER CENTRAL BOSNIA AND
BREAKING INTO NEUM AND PLOČE

D-86/1

And now, about Mostar.
What is Mr. Hadžiosmanović writing about?
What is he writing about the joint announcement of
Croats and Muslims and joint coming out on the streets of
commanders of both armies?
I shall write a page or two about the topic later.
For the moment, please read about the Islamization of
BH Army, “a partial one” (how partial)? And how this
army defends BiH by acclaiming Allah’s name j.sh. /Jalla
Shanuhu/?

Photograph; GENERAL SLOBODAN PRALJAK; BY HIS
SIDE ARIF PAŠALIĆ AND GENERAL MIĆA LASIĆ
No, it is not June and lime-trees in Mostar are not fragrant
like the previous year (1992) when we were liberating the
town.
A group of fellows, 20-30 from BH Army, well dressed,
well-armed and as far as I can remember, well-developed
took the positions on RONDO.
Just like that; what are they doing on RONDO?
Besides, it is also Mate Boban’s headquarters. Since the
armies (BH Army and HVO) became well divided already
and Rondo is way on the west side, the situation is “very
close to shooting start”.
I came on Rondo, invited the guys over, talked to them,
convinced them and asked them to take a walk with me.
At the time they still trusted me from before; they knew I
wasn’t making difference among soldiers.
Arif Pašalić also came, invited, as well as Mića Lasić, invited
too and so we took a walk, had a coffee and talked.
The situation calmed down for a short while.
Was HUJKA with us?
A double game, a double policy, too much pressure from
above.
Later I went to the premises of SDA in Mostar on the
left bank and talked, convinced and explained; Pašalić
and Hujka joined me. Of course, soon they dismissed
Hadžiosmanović and people like him.
Forces that conducted war against Croats already became
too important; it was worth trying to oppose to those
powerful fields.
In vain.
But I knew that from before.
Too many various players were heating up the flame.

Crusade wars?
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D-90

Arif Pašalić had already cleansed Konjic from Croats, issued
orders on “BREAKING HVO FORCES”, sent guys on
Rondo to provoke an incident, took a walk, had coffee with
me and then he writes to UNPROFOR that HVO was
preparing the attack against him and his army under my
supervision and the supervision of the HV /Croatian Army/
brigades and HVO.

to keep all possible arrangements between those involved
secret).
The Spanish battalion was indeed impotent.
Also they will not be able to guarantee safety to multi-party
delegation of the RH Parliament that wanted to visit Konjic
several days later.
Read their report on the website.

The man is deceased but he is a liar par excellence.
A bit later you will see a document, an order on the attack
against HVO which was already drafted at the time.

D-91

Who can cross the bridge over Neretva River in Mostar?
Who determines that?

D-92

Preparations for attack of the 4th BH Army Corps against
HVO in Mostar started.

D-93

Deployment of BH Army forces in the town of Mostar.
Preparations for attack against HVO.

D-94

Who is in control of the Bijela Bridge?
Who is blocking the main road?
Why? Against whom?
In order to give to all this ado an even greater significance
of danger to Muslims “that are being attacked by two types
of fascism” – “Ustashas and Chetniks” – HV must always
follow HVO.

D-95

Army members mined the Bijela Bridge; they had control
over that bridge and took it down, I think, in October
1993. In the meantime, they took journalists through some
mountain paths in order to convince them they were being
blocked.
It is a good, false story, accepted by many.

D-97

Bajro Pizović, commander of BH Army brigade deployed in
the area of Stolac – Dubrava Plateau prepares attack against
HVO of Stolac and Čapljina. “Secure control on direction
Buna – Gubavica, control the area of Stanojevići village,
control and close direction Žitomislići – Pijesci – Bivolje
Brdo – Pijesci”.
“Control the following directions with forces deployed in
villages on direction Čapljina – Domanovići; Tasovčići –
Domanovići, Počitelj – Muminovače, Ševač Polje – Bivolje
Brdo”.
Where are the positions of VRS?
What are the units doing in villages 20 km away from
positions of VRS?
The “plan to use units of brigades for combat activities...
and a deadline to carry out the said tasks is April 19th 1993
until 12:00” when the documents should be brought to
commander Bajro Pizović to be inspected and attested.

D-98

On the same day, April 19th 1993, an order on the attack of
BH Army against HVO was written in Mostar.
All is set and “at signal – CANCER 625 – commence the
general attack on all locations and on given directions”.
Signed by commander Midhad Hujdur.
On which direction they attack and who they attack you may
read in the order and see on the map, given to your disposal.

D-99, 100, 101

And then, general Bo Pellnas appeared in Mostar.
Through great efforts and huge energy invested, with help of
the UN Spanish battalion and with complete cooperation of
HVO, a solution on division of forces was reached.
I also was an important contributor to it.

D-96

Document D-101 speaks about obstruction of the
agreement from the BH Army side.

In order to reinforce all this they brought Zulfikar Ališpago
– Zuka and gave him jurisdiction outside Pašalić’s (in order

It postponed the realization of the attack PLAN.

BH Army and SDA policy did the work in Konjic.
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D-102

Several documents under this number, my dear readers, will
clearly show you what Arif Pašalić, commander of the 4th
BH Army Corps, requisitioned in the town of Mostar with
his signature.
What right and whose right?
What civil power and whose civil power?
That isn’t all what this military dictatorship took, but it is far
enough for you to understand the work this is all about.
HVO was, more or less, silently accepting it because
it would have been far greater “aggressor” against the
unprotected Muslim people.
Look at the map which I enclose which is drawn according
to the documents.

D-103

As soon as general Bo Pellnas left Mostar, convinced that
he achieved something, Arif Pašalić and company from BH
Army continue with their plans.
It has all been planned much earlier on higher political and
military levels and it cannot be stopped.
Item 3.
I indeed ask for your patience and attention while reading
this document.
Hence, “at the meeting held on April 17th 1993 at 22:00,
the following is orally stated (ordered);
DO NOT START ACTIVITIES WITHOUT AN ORDER
LINK-UP WITH OUR MEN IN HVO WAS CARRIED
OUT!!!
What does it say here and what does that mean?
Muslims from BH Army linked-up with Muslim members
of HVO, planning to attack Croats and HVO.
Everywhere in the world, in every army and at any given
time this was TREASON and HIGH TREASON.
COURT-MARTIAL JUDGMENT HAS ALWAYS BEEN
SHORT – DEATH BY
a) SHOOTING
b) HANGING
Depending on the tradition of the sentence.
Further on in the text, after they enumerate what must be
taken and blocked behind HVO’s back, in the background,
Arif Pašalić writes:

Documents that follow will present further development of
the story.
Yes, and:
“MB 60 1’82 were set for activities against HVO”.
I request that some president of RH gives his urgent apology
to the Muslims on behalf of Croats, of course.
Please, by the way, let him apologize to the Serbs as well,
because we must have done something wrong to them too,
nonetheless we did not surrender just like that and we did
not move like livestock to be slaughtered, which was rather
expected from Croats.
Everything else is either nationalism or Ustasha ideology.
FUCK YOU COMRADES!

D-104

Read the document under this number.
Deny and refute if something is not correct.
I especially turn your attention to the capturing of MIRO
ANDRIĆ.
At that time Colonel Andrić was deputy chief of the
HVO Main Staff, general Petković. Colonel Andrić was a
member of the joint HVO and BH Army command which
is established pursuant to agreed and signed Vance-Owen
plan. Colonel Andrić went to the meeting of the joint BH
Army and HVO command. Colonel Andrić, for the reasons
of common decency and pride, does not accurately write
what exactly happened to him and his escort, the way they
were mistreated and humiliated.
I will not write about it either.

D-105

BH Army and units of the 4th Corps attacked HVO troops
on May 9th 1993 in Mostar, after long preparations.
Several days before, some sort of psychological demarcation
line was agreed (Bo Pellnas) in order to prevent incident
turning into a conflict of the armies. The line Bulevar –
along Šantićeva street and Carinski Bridge.
Deep on the west side in “Vranica” building, the command
of the 4th corps as well as the command of the 41st
motorized BH Army brigade and RADIO MOSTAR,
Arif ’s radio and his propaganda remained there and worked
without being disturbed.
It is all accurately and truly recorded by Mr. Hadžiosmanović.

“Taking of the town of Stolac with our men in HVO”.
What about people in HVO that aren’t “ours, aren’t
Muslims?
They should be either captured or killed because the plan
cannot be implemented differently.
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D-106

Documents under this number show reactions of HVO,
to be more precise, of general Mića Lasić, commander
of the OZ JIH /Zone of Operations of the South-East
www.slobodanpraljak.com

Herzegovina/, hence, defense of Mostar , when it came to
BH Army attack against HVO on May 9th 1993 in Mostar.

What kind of a brain do people have who say that HVO
carried attacked BH Army?

He seeks help in manpower, armament and ambulance.
He writes to UNPROFOR.

D-112

HVO managed to defend itself.

Despite all, HVO remains a multi-national army (unlike
VRS and BH Army).

D-107

Go through that document.

However, the President’s statement (read Alija Izetbegović’s
statement), adopted in the Security Council, reads that “HVO
are paramilitary units of Bosnian Croats”.
There is nothing about Konjic (the Croats carried out an attack)!
About Mostar – the Croats carried out an attack!
Please, Mile Akmadžić is Prime Minister of BiH and it is his
letter to Vorontsov.
The propaganda does its business, there is no truth indeed
and the facts are trivial banality.
This has been going on until nowadays!

D-108

A truce, after BH Army attack failed. A truce.
Truce lasts shortly, since no one ever analyses who and
why carried out the attack and there is no referee, there are
no guarantors and no implementing factors of the signed
document.

D-109

What was the purpose of Radio Mostar, who was in charge
and what kind of propaganda that was?

D-110

HVO is taking care that humanitarian convoys pass through,
that people and the army attacking HVO are fed, let it be fed.
Please read what the international rules of war say about
humanitarian help to the opposite side.

D-113

In order to capitalize the military victory of BH Army against
HVO in Konjic and Jablanica and create better conditions
for further attacks against HVO, 6th Corps of the BH Army
was established on June 9th 1993 in Konjic.

D-114

This document provides, in a clear, precise, true, intellectual
and factually right manner, basic causes of war, reasons of
BH Army attacking the Croats and everything else.
Dr. Franjo Tuđman was and remained a supreme man over
the hanger-ons around him even after his time, and it is
more than clear that they wanted to “detuđmanize” him at
any costs. Nonetheless, it is not possible to communicate
differently with such people because they, even when
speaking about goats (and goats eat leaves and we shall have
less fires), talk about historical statement, historical event
and historical turning point, which is once-in-a-lifetime
significant thought, whereas they alone are the historical
turning point; they open and “close” stories and lead people
with a contemplative strength of a pathogen virus.
They are turned to the future where a light above their heads
awaits us.
For the name of God, all indicators tell us that history
becomes worse and worse.
And by the way, pissing against the wind is also a historical
phenomenon.

D-115
D-111

BH Army had in its Main Staff leadership two generals, YNA
officers, a Croat Stjepan Šiber and a Serb Jovan Divjak.

As to this topic you can review the enclosed maps.

Two tiny ornaments that waved in front of the very nose
of the international community with a statement on the
multinational composition of BH Army.

And while the situation in Mostar is “calm” for a short
period, BH Army “liberates” the Central Bosnia from Croats.
On June 5th 1993 letters are written, not only letters by
Bruno Stojić, about what was going on in Central Bosnia.
In enclosed documents please look at BH Army and HVO
force deployment in that area; look at the forces ratio within
enclosed documents and once again read Alagić’s and
Hadžihasanović’s documents, as well as Sefer Halilović’s plans.
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It is the same Šiber to whom Sefer Halilović is saying that
general Petković was Ustasha as well, as all those down there
in HVO, except Šiber who is not Ustasha.
Šiber is quiet, does not respond, does not react and adjusts
because it is not a small thing when Sefer grants amnesty to
USTASHA IDEOLOGY.
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What does On June 25th 1993, Stjepan Šiber write
FOR THE ATTENTION of Alija Izetbegović and Sefer
Halilović.
The meeting takes place in Zenica and president of the
municipal government Ramiz Đaferović is speaking (if I
misspelled the name, I apologize):
- as a citizen I am disappointed in 3rd corps; the leadership
of the corps is involved in pillaging and crime
- there are seniors that erase people after pillaging.
Who is saying that and who is he saying it to?
TO ŠIBER, KARIĆ AND VRANJ.
Read again.
The meeting takes place in Zenica and the district president
Hodžić and the president of the municipal government
HARAČIĆ says:
- Merdan is the chief in charge of religious units
- Severe criminals are in command of Zenica and 3rd BH
Army corps units who do not wish to do so, because they
are not comfortable with the victory against Chetniks, but
they are comfortable with the conflicts involving HVO.
Who is saying that, where and what is that all about; who is
familiar with the situation? Izetbegović, Halilović?
FOR THE ATTENTION OF!
What changed?
In which village and when were 35 Croats killed and in
which village and when were 30 Croats shot and who did it?
Read Šiber’s report entirely in order to find an answer.
What is bothering Mr. Divjak, Delić’s deputy on August
28th 1993?
Delić is now commander of BH Army.
Divjak is bothered with the fact that he is just a
STATIONARY FIGURE, however he will continue to
practice it quite persistently.
We shall protest a bit, politely, just to satisfy tiny moral
doubts, however not even Šiber as Croat shall respond
powerfully and consistently, like a “woman”.
I shall not write down he should have reacted like a man
because it is actually very rare among men.
It is a type of human being who is, in order to keep a certain
position, adaptable to the point of obnoxiousness.

D-116, 117, 118, 119, 120

June 30th 1993 BH Army again attacked HVO in Mostar,
Stolac, Dubrava Plateau, Bijelo Polje and Livno.
This time, even Muslims in the HVO turned their arms
against their fellow combatants.
Pathetic!! Treason!!
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Do not get excited, for another decade and a half Haris
Silajdžić will tell you a different story and mess up with your
brain until you go crazy. Fed-up with his “spices” you shall
come to him and apologize to him and his army and his
obnoxious arrogance.
Bravo, bravissimo!

D-121

The documents clearly show that the terrorist groups of the
BH Army and the former members of the HVO – Muslims
attacked the HVO by treason.
In a single day they killed 23 HVO soldiers outside of
battlefield line and without a fight; allies, the same ones
that, while running before the YNA and the VRS, were
located in Međugorje, the very same, trained by the HVO,
armed and equipped.
It was not a battle for BiH, it was a battle, assault, attack,
aggression against the HVO and CROATS in order to
conquer space, a territory for the Muslim state from “Islamic
Declaration”.

D-122, a, b, c

a) Units of the 1st BH Army Corps extract units from
Sarajevo are transported to Mostar.
(Please, don’t you ever forget that Sarajevo and Mostar are in
encirclement according to continuous propaganda).
A task should have been completed until 15th of August 1993;
they indeed felt powerful and sure about a great victory after
treason and initial successes.
b) After Bugojno, the 3rd BH Army corps should
“successfully drive away the remaining forces of HVO”.
Nonetheless, in Bugojno as well, the forces of BH Army
carried out an attack against HVO forces from the back and
in a perfidious manner while they were located on positions
towards VRS.
c) IN MOSTAR – attack towards the south – let’s go to
Neum, let’s go to Ploče.

D-123

I give you 6 documents of HVO to examine them in order to
see who is attacking, where and whom, what is going on with
the truce, who adheres to it, who does not, who deceives and
executes huge propaganda that HVO is attacking BH Army.
They successfully launched the story.
There were many of those (and there still are such people) to
whom the guilt of Croats represents a lucrative occupation,
regardless of political or personal aspect; it is all under one
single motto: let’s break them, demoralize them, make them
feel guilty, let’s mix up their language so they wouldn’t have
www.slobodanpraljak.com

any idea what they are talking about, let’s make them unable
to differ moral from the lack of it...
IN A SINGLE WORD – LET’S MAKE THAT GOOD
CHEAPER AND ADVERTISE SALES.

D-124

In my opinion it is the right thing to do if we put documents
of the aggressors, rivals and attackers in front of the reader.

When Sefer finished his speech, everyone remained silent
for a short while. And then one of the combatants screamed:
“Long live comrade Tito!”. We all laughed. The combatants
were pleased that Sefer was with them, and so was Sefer, for
being among them. Sefer tells them:
“This is the real thing – to be on the field with the
combatants! I want to take the brigade and command it.
He was thrilled with the combat motivation of the fighters.

Read what is Šefko Hodžić saying about the aggression
against HVO because he follows the operation “Neretva 93”
directly; he hangs with Sefer Halilović and company and
reports to the public daily.

“We will free entire Bosnia, isn’t that right, Ćibo? – He
addresses Ćibo who was standing next to us. – There is no
division of Bosnia. We shall wage war for ten years but we
shall liberate it entirely.

I shall quote several paragraphs:

– Not a chance! What division?! – says Ćibo.

1. “We spoke about battles and commanders. I asked Delić
whether he believed that those peace talks would indeed
bring peace or they were merely “the war ornaments”.

4. “So far there hasn’t been any bigger operation since the
beginning of the war – says Sefer. – This is, actually, our first
offensive, because in the morning, the front from Bugojno
to Mostar shall burst into flames.”

- I think they are merely ornaments and that the war would
go on – he responded.
- Only damage comes from negotiations – Sefer added – the
moral of combatants is decreasing…
- What are you saying there, Sefer: “We shall reach Ploče
too” – says Delić, smiling to Sefer, making allusion to a
recent Sefer’s statement that our army would “reach Ploče”.
Huge waves were made in Croatian press after his statement.
Also smiling, Seefer explains to us how did this faux pas of
his come into being?
- I spoke on the gathering of Podrinje inhabitants – he told
us – I said that we would liberate each part of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and that our army will reach Bosnian borders
and reach Neum too. At that moment someone from the
first row shouted: “We will reach Ploče too!”. And I said,
“Well, so be it, we will reach Ploče too”!
2. “So far this is our biggest operation – says Sefer. – If it
succeeds, we shall completely change the strategic situation
in our country. So shall President Izetbegović have strong
aces in negotiations for the first time.”
3. “In front of the Prozor battalion command Sefer again
held a speech to the combatants of Prozor and Neretvica. He
spoke about the significance of this “first offensive of ours”.
And then he added that this offensive that starts tomorrow
“coincidently corresponds to the date when I, two years ago,
on September 13th 1991 secretly started to organize the
Patriotic League.”
This coincidence with the date of our first offensive and the
date of establishing the Patriotic League was also effective.
However, Sefer was not saying the truth, because, later, in
that huge interview with them, he stated that he left YNA
on 18th, 19th or 20th of September 1991 and after several
days of checks, he joined the work with the Patriotic League.
Hence “it is not quite the date when the first offensive starts”.
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5. “Since the front length in operation “Neretva” was
some 200 kilometers, I decided to follow battles from the
forwarded command posts where information flow in, in
order to send them to the redaction immediately. It was
completely different to follow battles on Žuča where the
commanders managed battles from the first lines.”
6. “ BH Army Main Staff reported on the battles. On
Tuesday, September21st, BH Army Main Staff reported
more than I did; apart from liberation of Medved, they
reported on liberation of Velika Vlainja and Vratnice village.
Of course, there were also reports on liberation of Hum,
Raštani and Semovac in Mostar, as well as on pushing away
HVO forces from Vojno mountain, which was one of the
strongholds “of HVO extremists on the left bank of Neretva
River, from Drežnica to Blagaj”.
However, immediately after we returned to Sarajevo, on
Wednesday, September 22nd, at 13:00 hrs Radio BiH
broadcasted information that a truce was signed between
BH Army and HVO in Vrdi, as well as that fighting in
Herzegovina is stopped. It was also mentioned that present
Zagreb Mufti, Šefko Eff. Omerbašić took part in those truce
negotiations in Herzegovina.
That news confused us. Having that information, the
command of the 4th Corps on the same day requested
from the Main Staff an explanation “what does that mean
regarding further activities in the zone of responsibility of
the 4th corps”. It has never been determined who launched
that false news.
On that exact day, in the evening I met Dr. Safet Ćibo. He
went to see Sefer Halilović. Dr. Ćibo tells me that he spent 4
hours with president Izetbegović yesterday. “The president is
eager to fight”, says Ćibo and adds that president Izetbegović
yesterday said the following to him: “Liberate Stolac as soon
as possible!”. He also added several times “hurry, hurry!”.
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Ćibo went along to see Sefer in order to inform him about
the conversation he had with president Izetbegović.
So, there is no question about some truce that was, allegedly,
signed.
7. “I asked Ćilić and Zajka whether they stick to this order
and whether they would attack HVO on Pisvir the day after.
– We do not believe that HVO would respect the truce. Do
you? – says Ćilić.
I went to the command of Zulfikar unit in Donja Jablanica
to ask Sefer, who probably got the order on cessation of
combat actions between BH Army and HVO, whether we
go back to Sarajevo. Sefer, however, was not in Zuka base.
Nihad Bojadžić was there though. He tells me that they
prepared “a severe war trick” for this new battle towards Vrdi
and Mostar.
– What kind of trick” – I ask. – The one that Tito prepared
here in the 4th offensive – says Nihko.
8. “Indeed, how did the truce between BH Army and HVO
come into force last night at 18:00 hrs, what the radio
reported constantly yesterday and this morning. I guess I
should start my report with HVO attacking first. Besides,
the rule of war reporting was in force at the moment – that
“they always attack first and we always defend ourselves.”
9. “And while the two of them talked, “Zoka” interrupted
the communication and informed Sefer that Haris Silajdžić
wanted to talk to him, being at the time Minister of Foreign
Affairs. “Zoka” put Silajdžić and Sefer through.
Silajdžić said: Please Sefer, reduce the activities down
there, because they are not in accordance with president
Izetbegović’s peace initiative. You know that president is in
peace talks with president Tuđman…
-But HVO stroke first and we had to strike back –Sefer
interrupted him. We laughed.”
Reader! Think on your own, make your own conclusions!
I will merely say that their OFFENSIVE went to hell.

D-126

Documents under this number are the documents of BH
Army and show us that BH Army is attacking, that BH
Army is attacking HVO and that the forces of the 1st,
3rd, 4th and 6th BH Corps are engaged - heavy artillery,
helicopters and that the aim is Neretva Valley, Mostar,
Neum, etc.
This is just to make sure we learned the lesson in a proper
manner in order to start to “make peace”.

D-127

How does HVO behave regarding to wounded BH Army
combatants and Muslim civilians, despite the aggression?
Again, I kindly ask you, read carefully!

D-128

In the course of the aggression of BH Army against HVO
from Bugojno onwards, many crimes against Croatian
civilians were committed in its conquering movement
towards the sea.
The documents are here.
There is no Central Bosnia here, whereas those crimes
against Croats, committed by someone from BH Army were
published by me in another book.
Well, now, who committed those crimes, individuals,
units, groups, according to an order (oral or written), or
by encouraging, approving, in a planned manner, or by
covering up or keeping it secret…
I HAVE NO IDEA.
However, in the name of God, look at the data, look at the
numbers, names and last names and ask yourselves where
the processes are, where the culprits are and who should
apologize to whom and on behalf of which policy and
ethnicity?

I will show you how many men they have lost in one of the
forthcoming documents.

If you care about the truth!

And I again kindly ask you to forget about stories about an
“unfortunate conflict between Muslims and Croats”!

D-129

D-125

The document is about the following aim of the BH Army,
Sefer and others:
“Definitive break of Chetnik-Ustasha fascism and liberation
of BiH”.
Doesn’t’ it say so for the umpteen time?
So it is being said at the military counseling of the BH Army
in Zenica on August 21st and 22nd 1993, isn’t that right?
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“A secret agreement on the confederation” was signed in
Geneva on September 14th 1993 between Dr. Franjo
Tuđman and Alija Izetbegović. It says what it says there
and it is all well written in that agreement. However, it is
necessary to read the next document as well.

D-130

Two days later the same Izetbegović in that same Geneva on
September 16th 1993, in the same year and month, prepares
a completely different story with Serbs and Momčilo
Krajišnik.
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a) Cease with all hostilities between BH Army and VRS “IN
ACCORDANCE with agreement from July 30th 1993”.
Hence, you have, my dear gentlemen, already on July 30th
agreed to refrain from carrying out an attack – so that the
Army can easily go against HVO.
b) What is with the territory under control of HVO; you
already share the Neretva Valley and who cares about the
Croats.
You, my BH Army gentlemen, have already counted on the
victory against HVO.
A BIT TOO EARLY!
c) You divide BiH, talk about a Union, anticipate a
referendum, whereas the Muslim state, when it all goes to
hell, would keep all international rights of the BiH, for
example a membership in the UN.
Now, you can go on with feasts (symposiums) and discuss
the topic who and how divided BiH, continue with
blabbering, monkey business, stammering and sell your
damned ideas around.
So many deceptions, political lies and quick-buck schemes
in this BOSNIAN stew.
Please, produce one single deception and lie from the
Croatian side!

D-131

Do you remember document D-125 (counseling, military,
BH Army) and thundering Sefer Halilović (he looks like
an Olympic God) screaming about “the definitive break of
Chetnik-Ustasha fascism…”

from HVO (because “as it is known”) HVO always strikes
first, let’s conquer the territory and then we will again sit
around the negotiating table, now with completely different
military and political conditions.
It is all ok, there are no problems, except that Croats
swallow this shitty tricks like oysters, like strawberries and
drink that hodgepodge that smells of deceiving odor which
has been brought to perfection in these areas throughout
centuries; they drink that bad drink like it was a French
champagne (whereas champagne can only and exclusively
be French), smile like Indian cows and pop their eyes like
“Hera the cow-eyed”.

D-133

And now, again, let’s see what the commanders of BH Army
write about?
This time it is Esad Šejtanić, commander of BH Army OG
/Operative Group/ “SOUTH” – Mostar, 4th Corps of the
BH Army.
Correction; unfortunately they had more than 70 killed
combatants in that attack and not because of the truce and
retreat. Those are Esad’s excuses for failures. And it is not the
same, not at all, my dear reader; HVO “did cooperate” with
VRS in order to pull out civilians and wounded combatants
and to treat wounded combatants in their hospitals because
we couldn’t transport them to our hospitals and in order to
defend from Army aggression – Vareš, Konjic (Turija, Zabrđe)
but we have never, ever cooperated with VRS in order to
attack someone or carried out a certain action together.
Never, ever.

It remained a secret where Sefer broke “Chetniks” until
today, however, his first big offensive being (to him and
Alagić) the attack against HVO, which is what they are
saying, that it is true.
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And now, not even a month later, on September 17th 1993
and in accordance with the AGREEMENT dated July 30th
1993, Stjepan Šiber ORDERS.
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Why do you sign it, my dear Stjepan, why not Delić, you
decorative plant of the multi-national character of BH
Army?
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Documents of BH Army with orders to attack HVO show it
all clearly, like on a clear summer day at noon.
The formula is simple, we sign the agreement with VRS
(Serbs), liberate the units for the attack against HVO; let’s
even sign truce and confederation with Croats and please
the international community which can further on be proud
of its peaceful success, let’s continue to “defend” ourselves
www.slobodanpraljak.com

Look at the photographs…

Documents are at your disposal just to make sure at the end
that all what is presented in these comments is stated as an
assertion.
a) BH Army attacks HVO
b) Before each attack they write they were attacked by HVO
c) They attack before truce, at the time of truce and they
violated EVERY TRUCE.
d) They lie in Geneva, in Sarajevo, Delić lies, Halilović lies,
Izetbegović lies, Pašalić and Silajdžić lie as well as others.
Simply, they LIE.
e) When, eventually, they failed in their intention, LET’S
REACH THE SEA – NEUM – PLOČE (along with VRS)
they blame everybody.
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and who is he leaving in front of the door?

A lie about snipers and sniper shooters is a special lie, but
that is a rather extensive topic that requests a technical
support and we will discuss it some other time more
extensively.

Even back then you didn’t want to know, neither can you
discern the signs of the time, nor you are interested in
hearing the truth. For supreme “communist” minds the facts
are a banality which deserves no attention at all.
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2. Dreković precisely quotes the power of BH Army 6th
Corps, starting from the manpower and finishing with the
artillery.

Yes, Mr. Izetbegović (may Allah j.sh. give you peace), that
kind of BiH that you wanted both politically and territorially
structured is impossible. It is not even possible with YNA
aggression and Mladić’s cleansings not even with a desire that
Serbs rein 70% of the territory.
In late 1993, you had to again blame Ustashas and
Chetniks, Serbian and Croatian fascism which breaks you
in half.
You are not fair, you are an ignorant in both political and
military sense.
You foraged, made agreements that you broke the day after
each time, denying them and betraying them from the
beginning to the end.
All this was mostly paid by your people, unfortunately by
Croats too and without their help you wouldn’t have had
BiH long before this speech of yours, whereas sufferings of
your people would have been far scarier.
And believe me; you should be grateful to these Croatian
people, both in BiH and in Croatia, not to mention how
grateful you should be to Dr. Franjo Tuđman.
There are also Šušak and the RH Government, doctors,
citizens, Parliament and, and ……
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Even the BH HSS/Croatian Peasant Party/ the comrade
Komšić, felt hurt by Alija’s statements and so they reacted.
This group reacts just in cases when they are severely pissed
at.
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The penultimate document of this book, and again a certain
BH Army general, along with the facts.
It could have been a lie if I would say it; like this, how could
you not believe in the accuracy of presented assertions.
1. HAKALOVIĆ, AKA “Homeini” is an Islamic religious
official and he became commander of BH Army brigade.
Check on the website www.slobodanpraljak.com the line-up
of that brigade in Jablanica and tell me whose army this is
and what does it fight for and what its fighters will fight for
in the future?
Who is more important to Izetbegović, who is he talking to
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And they were “barehanded”?!
Who gave them or yielded to them heavy artillery, where
did they get it from?
3. Same topic!
4. Look at the table of killed and wounded members of BH
Army 4th Corps in 1992. They fought against VRS – 103
killed, 99 wounded combatants. In 1993 they attacked
HVO – 312 killed and 523 wounded combatants of BH
Army.
Who was at the end the main enemy of BH Army 6th
Corps –VRS or HVO?
5. Dreković writes about pushing Croats and HVO away
from the remaining enclaves around Konjic and offering
money, as well as the fact that the Army combatants did not
allow the implementation of the agreement on the “greatSerbian” and “great-Croatian” policy on division of the
Republic of BiH.
That is the reason why they, after the 1993 spring
attack against HVO and Croats (along with crimes they
committed which are at your disposal) now expelled the rest
of them too from the enclaves that managed to sustain in
terms of military.
When the guys from HVO didn’t want to receive money
and went away bribed “as gentlemen”, Dreković found it
rather strange and peculiar.
And who was the big boss of that ethnic cleansing of the
remaining Croats from Konjic for money?
Haris Silajdžić, the money ruler from Islamic states, billions
of money, which had been agreed in Zagreb, Vienna and
Graz, the money that was taken and divided exclusively by
the MUSLIM state officials of the BiH.
Look at the document D-139-2. Examine those documents
and you will understand that you cannot, not ever, apologize
to that man or his policy.
Ask the Croats from Konjic whether it makes sense.
When a bomb exploded in Mostar, set by a certain Islamic
fundamentalist, on the same day Haris Silajdžić, without
and before any investigation, without court and law he
publicly accused Croats for blowing their own device up.
That man, an evil spirit of the Bosnian policy towards
Croats still sells his ideas as European.
www.slobodanpraljak.com

He will never apologize to anyone, because Haris Silajdžić is
a PILLAR OF MORALITY.

There is no reconciliation on such bases, no understanding
and no good future.

6. Table; strength of the BH Army 4th Corps.

No small political expressions of love, hugging and pattering
on the back won’t change a thing.

7. It is very important, after Šejtanić, to read what Dreković
is saying about it – does BH Army, 6th and 4th Corps
actually have soldiers turned against VRS.
No, they don’t, from Konjic to south of Mostar they’ve got
watchtowers (for negotiations, trafficking and others), they
have no army.
It is because, my dear reader, they have a joint military and
political plan – to divide coast from Ploče to Dubrovnik
between themselves.
You find it unusual? There is time, you will find out about
it.
International community? Remember the plan Z-4, those
players didn’t care about anything else expect for the
termination of hostilities. When it came to principles and
conditions for peace, nobody cared about that unless it
was the question of one’s own skin, instead of some Balkan
guys who those humanists see as unable to resist the mutual
bloodshed.
Don’t they keep doing it from Berlin Congress onwards,
being utterly stupid and persistent in it?
To our detriment.
8. Please read, in order to avoid “wrong assumptions” and
“reduction” as basic logical errors of every bad judgment in
future analyses of the war.
9. Table; losses of BH Army 4th Corps.
579 killed and 1168 wounded combatants in attacks against
HVO in 1993.
It is the year when they did not wage war against VRS.
Look at those numbers.
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No comment!?
And now, at the end I should write something “smart” and
“significant” and “round up the topic”. But what could that
be?
A KIND REQUEST?
Check the facts, please and if they are right, accept them as
part of the attitude and speech.

Especially false, untrue and ridiculous excuses or convictions
of those small gods that they “would close up the historical
story” as soon as they appear somewhere. It doesn’t work
that way; the post-war period is a very, very hard job,
responsible, serious, hard, painful, sensitive and sore.
To those who wish to work in this way I say and beg them,
do not allow to be silenced, don’t allow those illusionists to
continue doing what they did in SFRY and which led to
aggression and crimes.
And they claimed it for years, everything was the best it
could be; it was the best of all the worlds.
An Idyll.
This entire communist phalange ran into democracy in a
stampede and continued dictatorship, tyranny of lies and
ado.
Dictatorship of liberal democracy, chat-rooms of ignorants,
those who found themselves a secure position and careless
ones that spit, piss and shit on their ideological rivals,
to those who think differently; those who lie and accuse
without any efficient legal regulation (which would sanction
all that) without a slightest moral responsibility.
My dear reader, to them a “fact” is an obstacle, unnecessary
fuss, whereas in the real world of knowledge most of those
Ostap Benders wouldn’t have anything to eat.
Because of that and exclusively because of that, because of
the money they collect without having it earned, they sustain
and fight for the society in which it is wrong, unimportant
and vulgar to count donkey’s teeth if one wants to find out
how many teeth does a donkey have.
To talk, discuss and blabber about the number of donkey’s
teeth at the meetings, symposiums, well paid and airconditioned meetings for years continuously enables a good
life to those scholastic communists.
That work shall continue; they mostly silenced the others –
until the final joint social bankruptcy.
In God’s name – utter a word and save your soul.
Slobodan Praljak

And why is that?
Because, just like in Yugoslav KINGDOM, as well as in
SFRY and everywhere else, this quantity of lies, turned
into the truth is merely a basis and a cause for repeated
bloodshed.
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Večernji list- Tuesday 06. 03. 2007
Interview with Jacques Paul Klein, a former interim director of UNTAES:
IZETBEGOVIĆ OFFERED HERZEGOVINA TO TUĐMAN
Jadranka Jureško - Kero
Retired U.S. General Jacques Paul Klein, who from 1995 to 1997 was interim director of UNTAES for the Croatian
Danube region, and then Deputy High Representative of the Secretary General of the United Nations Office often speaks
to American public about the experiences from this period. After the lecture held at Columbia University in New York
regarding the economic problems in the new countries of Southeast Europe, Jacques Klein for Vecernji List commented
current and former political events in Croatia and Bosnia.
VL: How do you comment on the verdict of the International Court of Justice which granted Serbia the amnesty from direct
responsibility for genocide in Srebrenica?
KLEIN: Before making a final decision, I would like to study (review) the verdict, since I haven’t had time to do it yet. I
am confident that not all sides can be equally satisfied with the verdict, but the court decision should not disrupt the efforts
to enhance political and economic relations in Southeast Europe. The term genocide is obviously interpreted differently.
What happened in Rwanda (IZETBEGOVIĆ told me that Croats were a BIG PROBLEM so he wanted to get rid of them
by offering them Herzegovina) is genocide over the genocides. Also in Srebrenica! Ratko Mladic is a criminal and I’m not
sure that he needed the command from Serbia to kill because he wanted to kill anyway. No, it is not giving amnesty of
responsibility to Serbia, I’m just telling the facts. It is a shame that he and Karadzic are not in The Hague!
VL: Well, why not? Many in Croatia and the former Yugoslavia claim the tribunal in The Hague has not fulfilled the role
for which it was founded 14 years ago. Croatia met all the requirements, our generals are awaiting trial, and Serbian war
criminals ...
KLEIN: Yes, I know. It is a political court! And while I was in Bosnia I reacted strongly to the fact that there is no political
will to arrest Karadžić.
VL: At the lecture you emphasize that Tuđman, Izetbegovic and Milosevic were telling one thing when speaking with you
alone, and another in front of their people or the public. What about the claim that Izetbegović offered Tuđman to affiliate
Herzegovina!
KLEIN: In politics, there is the reality that many do not understand or do not want to see. There were many occasions
when they used to say the same thing: I would have done as you suggest Mr. Klein, but if I tell this to my people, I will lose
support. (I think that the BiH is an experiment, on paper everything looks good, but in reality implementation is SLOW)
No, I will not single out anyone, I had a similar experience with all of them. And after I was told by President Tuđman, that
Izetbegovic indeed offered a separation of Herzegovina, I openly raised this question to the President of Bosnia in Sarajevo.
He replied that it Croats are big problem and he wanted to get rid of them and thought that this is the best way, but
Tuđman declined the offer.
VL: And today, Tuđman and not Izetbegovic is accused of a dividing the Bosnia. Do you believe in the survival of this
country!
KLEIN: I sincerely think that Bosnia and Herzegovina is still an experiment. Everything on paper, all the agreements and
laws seem idyllic, but the implementation of it in reality is slow. Some say Dayton is dead. But I ask them: Do they really
want an Islamic state in the heart of Europe? I think we need to accelerate the integration of Southeast Europe, including
Bosnia, to the European Union. The Bosnian conflict in the nineties is not the only one in history. In America we had a civil
war and afterword, we continued to live together!

Interview conducted by: Jadranka Jureško Kero (Večernji list, 06. 03. 2007)
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YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO SAY THAT YOU
DIDN’T KNOW!
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Secret known as Bosnia: speeches, interviews, letters --- 1989-1993/ Alija Izetbegovic
/ edited by Nermin Šašić, Bahrija Šehović) .- Sarajevo:
Democratic Action Party, Center for Analysis, documentation
and communication with the public, 2004. - 354 p.; 25 cm /
Bosnia will not be part of Great Serbia
Pre-election rally SDA (Democratic Action Party)
Velika Kladuša *), 15. September 1990
Dear brothers and sisters, dear Krajina people, Dear friends,
I begin my remarks with Bismillah and ask God to help us
and to show us the right path.
***
Our ideal is a civic republic. Bosnia and Herzegovina as a
civil republic. Therefore, not an Islamic republic, not even a
socialist republic. Free and civic republic. This is a definite
commitment of the Muslim nation. But this is not enough.
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That’s why it needs the consent of both Serbs and Croats,
and we invite them here to join us in the effort to build
Bosnia and Herzegovina as a civic republic and democratic
state.
***
I believe that I have approval not only by Muslim people
but also by Serbian and Croatian people. Why do I have
such an approval? Because what is the alternative to civic
republic, which we proclaim here, the alternative is only
civil war, and no reasonable man in Bosnia can stand behind
such a decision. Therefore, there are only two ways: either
to build civic republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina together
in peace, or that we have a civil war ...

D-8
During the first session of the Assembly of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, on
8th October 1992, I stepped forward in the name of the BH Army:
Ladies and gentlemen, distinguished guests,
***
We started with a defensive war with Patriotic League, the
MUP (Ministry of Interior) and the organized and unorganized
groups and individuals and we won the greatest battle –we
stopped the aggressor’s strategic attacks, saved the Republic of
BiH and in particularly rescued the viability and existence of the
Muslim people in this area and thereof moved to the strategic
offensive, since we started to further liberate new territories
and win the first great battle. We will lose an occasional battle,
but it has become clear to the Nazis that we will win this war,
so in their offensive their crimes became even more brutal and
unscrupulous.

www.slobodanpraljak.com

All of this was possible because our citizens, and our solders are
the pillar of morality with political objectives which were clearly
set at the beginning of the war imposed on us
1. Contemporary, integral and indivisible Republic of BiH.
2. Republic of BiH as a democratic state of all citizens’ who live
in it. Therefore, we soldiers, have very precise military objective
which is:
- Liberation of the entire BiH territory and definite military
defeat of the internal and external enemies.
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Miroslav Tuđman: The truth about Bosnia and Herzegovina; Documents 1991-1995

Miroslav Tuđman: The truth about Bosnia and Herzegovina; Documents 1991-1995 /
Zagreb, Slovo M. 2005.
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PATRIOTIC LEAGUE
Patriotic League had a historical role in
organizing people in a nationwide resistance
against the Serbian and Montenegrin aggressors,
the former Yugoslav Army and the Chetnic’s
hordes. With the vision, League was the first
who, in the wake of the attacks on Slovenia,
Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina and an
unprecedented genocide against the Bosnian
people was organized and stood in front of
patriots to lead them in battle. PL’s spirit can be
felt today by most people and by large number
of soldiers of the BiH Army. This spirit should
not disappear, it must be guarded and carried
over to future generations. Our soldiers who gave
their lives against a brutal enemy, our martyrs
will not forgive us, if we do not continue the
fight for free, independent and integral Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina. We pledge to them.
We guaranty that PLs spirit will be nurtured and
guarded forever.

FATHER OF PATRIOTIC LEAGUE

MAN
WITH
HUGE
MERIT

The future will show
everything that was done
by Hasan Čengić for the
Patriotic League and Bosnia
and Herzegovina.
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Mr. Izetbegovic, despite
the troubles at the time,
managed to gather the
Bosnians, by forming
the Democratic Action
Party (DAP), and through
other forms to mobilize
the resistance against the
aggressor. Patriotic League
was the nucleus of the first
military formations.

Patriotic League was formed, organized and
armed by the Democratic Action Party. The
League is the military division of the DAP, and
emerged from a military-political organization
formed on 31st March 1991, while its roots
reach back to the DAP division of “HercegBosna”, formed in late 1990. Father of the
Patriotic League is the founder and President
of DAP, Chairman of Presidency of Republic
B&H, Mr. Alija Izetbegovic. The man who
has a huge merit in the organization and its
operations is Mr. Hasan Čangić. When talking
about the establishment and work of the PL one
must mention the late Safet Hadžic. The name
“Patriotic League” was created under the auspices
of the DAP, in agreement of Mr. Hasan Čengić,
Dr. Rusmir Mahmutćehajić, and others. The first
officer who left the JNA and came to the center
of the DAP was Sulejman Vranje - Sule.
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IN THE
SERVICE OF
THE NATION

Sulejman Vranje – Sule
was the first officer who
left the former JNA and
put his service at the
disposal of his people
through the DAP

After the DAP victory in 1990 elections, the
Bosnian people were allowed for the first time
to get familiar with its past by studying it’s the
history, to assume what to expect, and to get
organized as soon as possible. Before the attack on
Slovenia, it was clear that Serbia and Montenegro
have territorial aspirations towards Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Nationalistic and chauvinistic
settings of “Memorandum” SANU (Serbian
Academy of Science and arts), displaying relics
of Prince Lazar, recalling of the Kosovo battle,
the events at Gazimestan, calling Serbian saints
and heroes, excavation of common graves, public
burials , public liturgy, singing of nationalist
and chauvinistic songs , fiddle evenings and
such, pointed to the great threat that hangs over
Bosnia, and in particular against Bosnians.

PATRIOTIC LEAGUE IS A SECRET
ORGANIZATION WHOSE EXISTENCE AND
WORK WERE NOT EVEN KNOWN TO ALL
MEMBERS OF THE DAP

Former Yugoslav Army (JNA) carried out
serious preparations for the realization of the
plan of ethnic cleansing in Croatia and Bosnia
and Herzegovina and creating conditions for
a “Great Serbia”. Among other things, JNA
significantly reduced the number of members in
Territorial Defense, with a tendency to abolish
it (the number of members has been reduced
from 7 to 1.8 percent), while the weapons were
placed under the control of the JNA in their
warehouses. Also the command of the 7th Army
Region, which was responsible for the units on
the territory of BiH was abolished, while all
command was concentrated in military centers
located in Belgrade, under cover of formP.10
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Sefer Halilović: Cunning Strategy

Chapter 34
Directive from Main headquarters of the Patriotic League
of Bosnia and Herzegovina for defense of the sovereignty
of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Sarajevo 25.
February 1991.) *
“The enemies (forces of disintegration of Bosnia and
Herzegovina) with their current military-political activities
have for the most part managed to disrupt the system of
government and create strongholds in certain areas. This have
created conditions for the complete disintegration of the
Bosnian government and splitting of the BiH territory.
The main strongholds of the forces for disintegration are
located in the Banja Luka region, eastern and western
Herzegovina and the Doboj region, and the main actors are
SDS (Serbian Democratic Party) with the Yugoslav Army (JA)
and the extremist wing of the HDZ (Croatian Democratic
Union).
In their present activities they have managed to: attain full
political unity of the SDS and JA (Yugoslav Army), to create
parallel authorities throughout BiH, form commands,
military headquarters and units, to partly establish their own
information system and the relocation of materials to make
provisions for their needs. By reorganization of JA throughout
BiH there is a high concentration of JA and with the arrival of
the Blue Helmets that concentration will be even greater.
Total enemy forces are:
• JA, six corps KOV (Sarajevo, Banja Luka, Tuzla, Bihac and
Knin and parts of Titograd Corps), the likely strength of 2-3
corps KOV and one strengthened VAK.
• SDS manpower (from 80,000 to 120,000 people)
• HDZ extreme wing (one to two brigades)
The main objective of these forces is to divide the territory of
BiH and to adjoin them with their nation states. They will try
to realize this goal in two stages: in the first stage the creation
of national confederation units within BiH, and in the second
stage connecting them to Great Serbia and Great Croatia.
Expectations before the beginning of the general operations
are: further intensification of psychological and propaganda
activities in order to deteriorate the interethnic relations,
conducting sabotage-terrorist operations, causing social unrest,
sabotage, kidnapping and assassination of the most prominent
people of the Muslim nation. Once the general operations
start one should expect strong air and artillery-missile support
to all regions.
2. Our forces are organized in the Patriotic League of Bosnia
and Herzegovina in the formation of the squad, platoon and
brigade, with a total strength of 120,000 people. With the
start of combat operations the influx of more volunteers is
expected as well as members of MOI (Ministry of Interior) of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, which would increase the strength
of our forces to about 150,000 people. The basic task for
PL BiH forces is to protect the Muslim nation, preserve the
56

integrity and totality of BiH in order to ensure continued
and future co-existence of all nations and nationalities within
the BiH state territory. Once the combat operations start,
to protect the population and simultaneously to close the
main routes leading to the territory of BiH, with the mass
deployment of destruction and obstruction, with rapid and
vigorous operations to block and invade military facilities
within the republic and with certain number of forces
(weapons warehouses, warehouses of ammunition and mines
and military barracks) and then as soon as possible arm our
formed military units, continue with the action plan, in order
to free larger territory and secure functioning of the legal
authorities. Special attention is given to redraw and to secure
the population from the threatened areas.
3. Once the action plan is in motion to invite the people of
Sandžak, Kosovo and Macedonia to show solidarity with our
just struggle and start immediate action to combat binding
enemy force and weaken its combat power on the BiH
territory. At the same time to establish contact, cooperation
and coordination in joint activities with the Croatian people
in Bosnia against the common enemy. In the international
arena call on the progressive world public to protect Bosnia’s
sovereignty.
4. I decided, with the involvement of all Patriotic League
forces of Bosnia and Herzegovina, in cooperation with the
neighbors, to close the main routes leading to BiH with rapid
and vigorous attacks, especially in the valley of the Drina
and Sutjeska. At the same time obstruct and invade suitable
locations within the internal routes, for defense of BiH people,
with a focus on the routes that lead from a wider region of
Banja Luka and Eastern Herzegovina. With certain number
of forces with fast and energetic attacks occupy JA warehouses
of ammunition, mines and weapons and army barracks, to
prevent the penetration and spread of hostile action on the
entire territory of BiH. Once the favorable conditions are
created, to start the wider offensive attacks aimed at breaking
up, destruction and expulsion of the enemy from the territory
of BiH. Deploy the main forces in central Bosnia and minor in
Cazin-Prijedor region and Tuzla region ... “

* Safer Halilović: Cunning Strategy, Sarajevo: Marshall,
1977., P. 164-169: “On 7th and 8th February 1992. , in the
village Mehurići near Travnik, a military conference was held
that will later take the title of a historical, on which regional
commanders of regional military headquarters and part of the
staff of General headquarters of Patriotic League of Bosnia
and Herzegovina met. The goal of the conference was the
harmonization of plans by regions and division of tasks for the
next period. Preparation of this gathering began in late 1991,
when I have sent the instructions to all the staff in the field:
RVŠ (regional military headquarters) Tasks. It was a document
which, among other things, laid the foundations of a dedicated
domestic industry. When we met, I made an introductory
www.slobodanpraljak.com
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speech regarding the present military and political situation
and the assessment and evaluation of future strategies. The
basis of this presentation at the conference has been accepted
and summarized in the first two paragraphs of the most
important PL document: Directive to defend the sovereignty
of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Presentation
and report to the commanders, the immediate exchange of

opinions and information, completed this document, which
was finished on 25th February, in Sarajevo. Rifat Bilajac and
Zićro Suljević, as advisors, helped in the preparation and
implementation of the document, as well as with running the
conference in Mehurići, however, the Directive is my hand
work, the manuscript was copied, and later retyped distributed
to commanders of regional headquarters.
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Excerpts from the speech given by Alija Izetbegović at a news conference held
in Mostar on 8th October 1992
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***

***
I explained everything we did in the Sarajevo region and
persisted on the claim that it is necessary to bring the
organization procedure to the same level in all the regions,
and then continue with the work even more intensely. The
President looked at me and asked: “And what if the whole
work is done in vain? In this way you will mobilize over
50,000 people. “ “Not 50,000, Mr. President, but at least
250,000. And if you want a sovereign state, the job is not
in vain: you will gain the backbone of the Bosnian Army,
“I replied. Then he stated the historical: “Yes. Continue

the work throughout the republic, the same way you did
in Sarajevo “*. Shortly afterwards, while using a towel after
ablution, he confessed: “Now, that I have heard and seen
all of this, I feel safer. Until now, whenever I spoke with
Karadžic and his people and when they were pushing me
with threats, I had the feeling that even though I was sitting,
the chair and carpet where slipping beneath me, as though
the ground was sinking”. He was not in this mood very
long. He was persistent in his belief that there wouldn’t be
any war.
***
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Izetbegović later admitted this profound conviction and
misconception. No argument could convince him that the
preparations for the attacks were being carried and in front
of everybody. He strongly believed that there will be no
war. It’s true he finally agreed to prepare for Defense and
approved the project of organization, tactics and strategies
of defense, but after that he was gone. As if this did not
concern him.

face”Behmen will not even hear of it”. I used the given
opportunity and after a few days I asked Behmen for an
opinion on the Directive. All the red in the face he slammed
his fist on the table and snapped: “Get the hell out of my
office. You too want a war here. “ I stayed calm, politely
apologized and told him that there will certainly be a war,
and it is my obligation, and the people at the headquarters
of the Patriotic League to warn and to suggest ways of
defense. Those who do accept or do not accept will assume
the responsibility. He fell silent, and then I went away.

Our second disagreement erupted about the acceptance
of the Directive for the defense of the BiH sovereignty.
When we finished it, and after the data regarding numbers
of Chetnic - Ustasha forces was checked several and
conversations about Tuđman and Milošević intentions,
evaluation of Karađorđevo, we looked for ways to
inform the state leadership. Karišik stated all red in the
***
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Jevrem Cokić: The beginning of the end
***

***
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Jevrem Cokić:
The beginning of the end
Publisher: Serbian book,
Ruma 2008.
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Stopping of 10th JNA motorized brigade in the village of Polog on May 7, 1991
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Blockade started on 7th May 1991. Alija Izetbegović came on the 3rd day of the blockade on 9th of May
2. The 10 motorized brigade. of JNA was blocked, which had intended:
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Alija Izetbegović’s statement regarding the attack of JNA (Yugoslav People’s Army)
and TO (Territorial Defence Forces) on the village of Ravno
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Decision of the commander of the 10th motorized brigade, colonel Milojko Pantelić
mbr. JNA
u selu Polog 07.05.1991.
D-19 Zaustavljanje
regarding the10
defence
of Mostar
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Mostar - since the end of 1991 until May 15, 1992
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Mostar - May 15, 1992
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Expulsed population (Muslim and Croat)from the left bank of Neretva river
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Orders for further military operations (Momčilo Perišić)
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Order on the protection of the army compound “Miro Popara”, Čapljina
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OPERATION PLAN Canon Batteries 76mm ZIS
Military secret
TOP SECRET
Attachment no.
Copy number
“TISA”

APPROVED:
COMMANDANT
Captain of the first class
Cvetković Radoslav
/Signature/
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Radoslav Zovko: Mostar diary 1991-1996 - excerpts

Wed. September 18th, 1991
Bombing of TV transmitter
This afternoon JNA planes bombed the TV transmitter on
Biokovo so that the whole Herzegovina and Dalmatia remained
without a Zagreb radio and TV programs. I somehow manage
to receive Radio Zagreb, but the transmission was very poor.
They say that the reason we are receiving anything is due to the
Radio Posušje. I can hear Belgrade and Sarajevo well but how
can one trust them since they are still in communist hands.
Will the Serbian information blockade be successful?
***
Fr. September 20th,1991
Herzegovina on its feet
In the morning hours, Serbian and Montenegrin reservists
entered Herzegovina from two directions: Trebinje, Stolac,
Čapljina and Višegrad, Nevesinje Mostar. Čapljina residents
set up barricades in Potkoš and stopped the reservists from
entering into their municipality. They say the reservists
went through Stolac and Dubrava without any problems.
Those from direction of Nevesinje entered Mostar without
any resistance. They justify their arrival as reinforcement for
protection of the Ortiješ airport. As far as I know, so far, no
one has attacked the airport, so I do not know why it should be
further protected by the reservists from another republic?
Some of the residents from Gnojnice are fleeing to Mostar, and
many from Mostar to Western Herzegovina. Many companies
and all the schools in Mostar are closed, vehicle after vehicle
are moving along Žovnica and Kobilovač, there is rarely
someone going in the opposite direction. The people are left to
themselves, none from the authorities gives any information on
what to do and how to behave.
There is a great uncertainty and war psychosis hanging over
Mostar and Herzegovina.

from above, but do as they wish. True, the army does not attack
civilians, but they constantly intimidate them with gunfire into
the air. Today such shootings occurred in Mostar at 4,00 pm.
The Crisis Headquarters, Red Cross and Caritas were activated
for the reception of refugees from Dubrava. All this functions
badly, so the people are dealing with the situation themselves as
usually.
***
Tue. October 1st, 1991
Attack on Dubrovnik
Montenegrin reservists attacked Croatia from several directions.
From Herceg Novi on Konavle, from Trebinje via Ivanjice,
from Trebinje via Čepikuće. The planes strike from the air,
and the ships with from the sea. The attack, although fierce
is stopped for the time being. There are casualties among
the attackers. HTV (Croatian television) said 70, Serbian
sources said 21. There are casualties also among the defense.
Montenegrin TV said 400, Croatian sources are silent. HTV
is showing houses and facilities that were damaged by the
shells and mines. Montenegrins attacked under the pretext
to liberate Dubrovnik from Ustasha. This is a clear sign of
aggression, because at least in Konavle there are no Serbs,
and they cannot be threatened, in order that so called JNA
(Yugoslav national army) should defended them and in such
a manner, destroying the entire city, the pearl of culture in all
categories.
Sun. October 6th, 1991
This is not our war, says Alija
Tonight Alija Izetbegovic declared neutrality of Bosnia and
Herzegovina in this war. “This is not our war, this is a war
between Serbs and Croats.” SDS (Serbian democratic party)
declared Alija’s statement regarding neutrality of BiH illegal.

In western Herzegovina civil authorities are preparing for
defense and some kind of mobilization. They say weapons are
scares, there is an occasional rifle, and they mentioned some
kind of Russian Kalashnikovs, which are of similar value as an
average cow and the occasional hand grenade.

All of this shows a complete impotence of civilian authorities
in BiH. The real power is in the hands of military leadership in
alliance with the SDS and they do whatever they like. When
it suits them they call upon the Constitution of the SFRY,
and when it doesn’t suit them they call upon constitutions of
various Serbian Krajinas and the will of the Serbian people.

Tonight, the army stopped the transmission of TV Sarajevo,
apparently because of the TV frequency interference.

***

***
Tue. September 24th, 1991
People from Dubrava are fleeing
Tonight TVZG started working again from Biokovo. Over the
phone we find out that people from Dubrava (only Croats)
are fleeing to safer places like Čapljina, Neum, Mostar and
Metković. So, unfortunately, the Autumn of 1942 repeats. The
people of entire Herzegovina are anxious and the fear is great.
The army does not respect the decision of the BiH government
to retreat. It is obvious that the army doesn’t respect anyone
84

Sat. October 26th, 1991
Army requests surrender of Dubrovnik
The Army requires the surrender of Dubrovnik, in order to stop
destroying it. Even some of the gentlemen from Dubrovnik
agree with this alternative because they don’t want to fight and
have no sense of national identity. Even Herzegovinians, who
came to defend them, were accused for Chetnik attacks.
In Krivodol there was a shooting between reservists and
national guard. Later, five of our men came to negotiations, but
the reservists captured and transported them by helicopter to
the Heliport, and later in Nevesinje. The same night they were
www.slobodanpraljak.com
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returned and released home. That night, the dead guard was
placed in Kruševo.

corrupt, that they will do nothing to protect the innocently
attacked?

Sun. October 27th, 1991
Help for Dubrovnik

***
Sat. November 16th, 1991
First dead solder from cathedral

Today, in several of our parishes we were gathering help for
Dubrovnik. Parishes of Potoci, Katedrala and Plog were
involved. We gathered around 15 tons of food. We didn’t
even dear to hope that people would respond so well to our
call, since it was announced only this morning. We could not
announce it earlier because we were just informed this morning
that assistance can be transported to Dubrovnik.
Fr. October 28th, 1991
Help for Dubrovnik left
Our help for Dubrovnik joined the Red Cross composition.
The army allowed the March route: Mostar, Split and then by
boat to Dubrovnik. This military nerve exceeds all limits of
rational thinking, doesn’t it? But one must be grateful that they
allow any help at all.
***
Sun. November 3rd, 1991
Chetnik provocations around Mostar
JA reservists roam around the hills surrounding Mostar and
are causing conflicts with the local population. Especially in
Krivodol and Miljkovići where six civilians were arrested, but
were later released without consequences. Apparently the JA
soldiers were threatened; if they are not released the whole of
western Herzegovina will be mobilized.
***
Sat. November 9th, 1991
Situation in Herzegovina is deteriorating
Due to the presence of reservists and their provocation,
situation in Herzegovina is getting worse every day. JA does
such crazy moves as though their aim is to provoke a war and
not to prevent incidents. Everything is possible in this situation,
and the wildest of all seems the most realistic, the war.
Sun. November 10th, 1991
Blood and soccer matches
In Croatia, the war rages on all fronts, cities are under fire,
people are dying, and TV BG (Belgrade) and SA (Sarajevo) are,
unbelievably broadcasting soccer matches. These are the crazy
times, and the sense for humanity seems to be lost. One would
prefer to die without being involved in these wild times, or
should I say wild people.
Mon. November 11th, 1991
A fake Europe
Europe and the world, same as in Turkish (Ottoman) era,
praise us promising help, but in practice do nothing. What
is seen in Croatia seems like something from the movies
about the Wild West, not reality. Is the world so helpless or so
www.slobodanpraljak.com

In the Cathedral parish, today we had a funeral for the first
dead soldiers. His name was Zoran Pehar 23 years old, he died
near Dubrovnik. He was buried in Masline in the presence of
great number of people.
***
Tue. November 19th, 1991
Tension around Hutovo
The situation in Hutovo is tense. Montenegrin reservists
want to go on with plunders, but the Neum or better to say
Metković defense, occurring at Hutovo, does not give away.
Skirmishes are frequent, but the defense lines are not moved.
Feeble and old population moved out of Hutovo. The pastor is
in the parish during the day, but goes somewhere safer during
the night.
***
Th. December 12th, 1991
Croatia’s first recognition
Ukraine recognized Croatia, but what is it worth since Ukraine
itself is not recognized?
Our priest Mijo Bosankić came back from Dubrovnik, and he
said there was no great famine in Dubrovnik, but the town is
largely destroyed.
On Mostar TV AS interview with a mayor Gagra was
broadcasted, after a colonel and representatives of intellectuals
from Bodiroga. They were saying that JA is peaceful. Only if
it weren’t for the frightening reality of Croatia and Ravno in
ruins. Serbian outlaws would not have succeeded if JA did not
arm them and constantly supported them. Even the blind can
see that JA stands behind everything.
***
Sat. December 14th, 1991
Bombs again
The cafe bar owned by Jadranko Topić, the leader of the HDZ
and vehicle from brother of Defense Minister Doke, were
blown away last night. Also the auto paint shop at Buna owned
by S. Gagra and photocopy shop “Canon” at Center II, owned
by Pero Ivankovic were blown away. Nobody was injured. No
one knows for sure who is doing it, but it can be assumed that
JA or SDS is behind it. They have recently started to arrest
and attack some prominent members of the HDZ (Croatian
democratic union). Is this the beginning of Serbian-army
attacks on Croats in Mostar, or just a provocation, God only
knows!
***
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Tue. January 14th, 1992

***

Reserve Army provocations
Tonight an explosive was set at Radio Mostar. The damage was great but there were no casualties. Who could be behind this,
it is hard to say?
San Marino recognized Croatia.
Reserve army has placed unauthorized mines at Miljković. One cow and several goats wondered in this mine filed which was
unmarked, and were killed. A claim for damages was sent to JA.
Chetnik reserve soldiers have good salaries between 30.000 and 50.000 YUD (Yugoslav dinar) so they were able to buy
everything in Mostar, especially foreign currencies on the black market behind the HIT. People are already used to new
Serbian dinar, and privately Croatian currency is also available, and is considered to have greater value than Serbian dinar.
1 DEM = 60 HRD = 70 YUD.
***

***

***
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Sut. 28th March 1992
What are Serbs waiting for?
Chetniks are holding all of the hills around Mostar, except
Žovnica, Galco and Planinica. On all these hills they have
all kinds of weapons and they are constantly provoking
passengers. In both camps and around the airport they have
dug in tanks and heavy artillery with pipes facing westward.
It is a miracle that chethnics are waiting when they have
everything ready to level both Mostar and Herzegovina.

Tue. 31st March 1992
Bus from Lištica under attack
Reservists from Orlovac fired on the bus from Lištica and
have wounded one person.
I watched Biljana Pavšić on TV how she was wondering
who ostracized JNA? Does she not see that she herself is
ostracized by the evildoings both in Croatia and eastern
Herzegovina?
The 6th conference regarding BiH ended in Brussels. It was
concluded that the peace agreement is to be signed and a
group of experts established to divide BiH.

Sut. 29. March 1992
People are frightened?
One can notice that there are considerably fewer people
attending the Sunday mass. All of those who are from the
western part of Herzegovina leave on Friday to be with their
families, not wanting to spend the weekend in Mostar. Fear
of war is creeping in.

Barricades were placed around Stolac to protect Stolac from
the Serbian occupiers; Muslims also participated in this
defense action.

***
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aircraft, tanks, artillery and special tanks that are resistant to
Zolja.
Belgrade reports that JA withdrew from BiH, although in
practice nothing has changed.
The war still rages in Sarajevo. The Russian minister who
arrived in Belgrade yesterday, flew to Sarajevo today but
didn’t land, apparently due to fog. There was no fog. It must
have been some kind of political fog.
A convoy of 2000-5000 children, which left Sarajevo for
Split, is being held up by Chetniks in Ilidža. Italy has
declared a state of emergency due to the large influx of
refugees from BiH.
School year has ended today in Bosnia. Pupils who failed the
exams will transmit the subjects to the next grade.
The Belgrade press has accused the former Yugoslavia
generals for betrayal of the Constitution and SFRY.

Tue. May 19th, 1992
Dangerous Goranačka road
This morning on Goranačka road, Chetniks killed 3
persons. Poison was thrown on B. Polje and airplane
through bombs. There is an occasional shooting in Mostar.
Our troops have liberated access to Pelješac and are
advancing to Slano.
JA left Sarajevo, and during withdrawal from Tuzla
destroyed the airport.
Wed. May 20th, 1992
Liberation of Trebinje, Bijelo Polje fell into enemies
hands.
Our troops liberate villages around Slano. Liberation of
Trebinje.
In Kuti Chetniks massacred over 12 of our people. B. Polje
fell because they could not resist Chetnik superiority in
***

***
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Sut. 20th June 1992
Traveling through Herzegovina
Because of the church in Kamen I traveled through the
whole Central Bosnia to record the situation in devastated
parishes. I write about this extensively in CnaKu no. 6-7/92.
I’m only briefly listing the parishes in which churches are
damaged: Lj. Dolac, Kruševo, Tepčići, Čitluk, Gradina,
Čapljina, Čeljovo, Grljevići, Gabela, Hrasno, Hutovo,
Gradac, Domanovići, Aladinići, Prenj, Stolac, Rotimlja,
Trebinje, Ravno, B. Polje, Konjic, Šujica (I later learned that
churches in Nevesinje and Šćepan Krst were destroyed).
Many Serbian houses on the left bank of Neretva in
Tasovčići and Žitomislići have fallen, and Serbian monastery
is burning. I think there are much better alternatives for the
Serbian property, then burning it.
BiH government declared martial law, mobilization and
work obligations. Chetniks were shelling Stolac from
Hrgud.
Sut. 21st June 1992
Refugees are returning

Chetniks have damaged HE plant in Mostar.
Patron mother of Church and mass for all fallen solders was
held today in Mostar cathedral. Many people were present
although it is still unsafe to move around the city and
chetnics can always start shelling again.
Mon. 22nd June 1992
Terminating relations YU.
Last night in Dobrići several Serbian houses whose owners
(Stevo Slavic) have joined Chetnics exploded.
There are fights around Šibenik, in Sarajevo civilians were
killed again by sudden shelling. There is nothing on radio
on Herzegovina as though war in Herzegovina has ended.
In Travnik there are some disputes between the HVO and
TO (territorial defense) are some disputes. The dispute was
resolved peacefully. Today is one year from the Chetnik
attacks on Slavonia. Croatia is celebrating struggle against
fascists.
BiH has terminated all relations with Serbia and
Montenegro.

There are fights in Sarajevo, Tuzla, Posavina, Jajce, and on
edges of Stolac (Baran) and Mostar municipalities.
The commander of the French forces at Sarajevo airport
requested 48 hours of peace, or otherwise they will
withdraw from their positions. Serbs do not wish peace and
continue to shoot.
Today I held the mass in Položac shelters, the number of
people has increased rapidly, indicating that many refugees
returned from Dalmatia.

Author: Radoslav Zovko
Title: Mostar Journal 1991 - 1996
Issue: Mostar, 1999.
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On relay Mejavica, near Tuzla, Serbian TV program started
transmitting. In Zvornik, Chetniks and members of the TO
are fighting in the Kula-grad which is held by our troops.

112

Chetniks are shelling Kula grad with mortars. In Foča, in
local cummunity Aladža, houses are in flames, and Muslims
are fleeing to Ustikolina and Goražde.
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I organize distribution of labels marked TOBiH (Territorial Defense of BiH). Ramiz Šuvalić contacted me from Zenica and he is
asking for labels and money. Edin from Bihać insists that Osmanagić is appointed commander as soon as possible, Mirsad Ćeman
from Tešnje informs us that TO Headquarters is formed, and the adjacent municipalities have done nothing in this respect.
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Minister Doko called me in the evening, and ordered that as of
today at the Republican Headquarters building and Presidency
building the following people can no longer enter or work
at Republican Headquarters of Territorial Defense (RŠTO):
Mladen, Valentina and Kemo Bećirević, Huso Paravlić, Dževad
Jusić, Marija Pavlović, Himzo Pečenković, Vehbija Kari, Ivan

116

Slaviček and others, who were with us from the first day of the
war. When I asked him what does this mean, he replied that
they cooperate with the Chetniks, and have mixed marriages. I
replied: “Minister, while I’m here they will be here, and when
I’m dead, you can throw them out.
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Stjepan Šiber: : Deceptions, delusions, the truth - 1992 war diary (Rabic, Sarajevo 2000)

SFRJ (Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia) armed forces in 1985

I.
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Operation of JNA 1987

Borders of Great Serbia
advocates!

MMR

1. MD

1. MD
+3. MD
+1/3 5. MD
+2/3 MMD

Year 1987

5. MD

OPERATION OF JNA

3. MD

II.

* MD (Military Districts)
* MMR (Military Marine District)
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III.

OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
OF DEFENCE FORCES OF SFRJ

Operational development of defence forces of SFRJ in 1992
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21. Corps – Niš
20. Corps – Leskovac
52. Corps – Priština

3. MD

1992.
January – April

2. Corps – Podgorica
13. Corps – Mostar
37. Corps – Užice
OG Trebinje Bileća

4. MD

5. Corps – Banja Luka
10. Corps – Bihać
4. Corps – Sarajevo
9. Corps – Knin

2. MD

12. Corps – Novi Sad
24. Corps – Kragujevac
17. Corps – Tuzla
Guards division
OG Belgrade

1. MD

IV.
Military districts 1992
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Deployment of JNA forces in BiH on March 20, 1992

V.
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Aggression against Croatia was continuously
implemented from March of 1991
to the fall of eastern Slavonia that is
Fall of Vukovar, those borders have not
Changed much until the summer of 1995
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MMD

AGGRESSION
Of Serbia, Montenegro and BiH against Croatia

VI.
The Aggression of Serbia, Montenegro and BiH against Croatia

* MMD (Military marine district)
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Total strength of JNA (Yugoslav national army) and VRS
(Army of Srpska Republic) forces 1992 and 1993

VII.

Structure of 10. and 4. VRS (Army of Srpska Republic) Corps

VIII.

10. Corps – Western Bosnia

4. Corps – Sarajevo

General major Špiro Ninković

General major Vojislav Đurđevac

Soldiers

25 086

Soldiers

5 826

Volunteers

2 300

Volunteers

33 220

UNITS STRUCTURE

UNITS STRUCTURE

622 mtbr

Motorized brigade

49 mbr

Motorized brigade

9 mtbr

Motorized brigade

14 mtbr

Motorized brigade

592 mtbr

Motorized brigade

120 lib

Light Infantry Brigade

2 lib

Light Infantry Brigade

4 mar

Mixed artillery regiment

4 lib

Light Infantry Brigade

4 maaar

145 lib

Light Infantry Brigade

Mixed anti-armor artillery
regiment

6 maaar

Mixed anti-armor artillery
regiment

240 ssrp

Light Infantry Brigade

346 lar AAD

Light artillery regiment
AAD

340 engr

Engineering regiment

6 mar

Mixed artillery regiment

306 lar AAD

Light artillery regiment
AAD (anti air defense)
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IX.

Structure of 5. and 9. VRS (Army of Srpska Republic) Corps
5. Corps – Western Bosnia

4. Corps – Sarajevo

General major Vladimir Vuković

General major Vojislav Đurđevac

Soldiers

19 316

Soldiers

14 531

Volunteers

16 750

Volunteers

2 200

UNITS STRUCTURE

UNITS STRUCTURE

329 abr

Armed brigade

11 mtbr

Motorized brigade

16 mtbr

Motorized brigade

180 mtbr

Motorized brigade

343 mtbr

Motorized brigade

221 mtbr

Motorized brigade

122 lib

Light Infantry Brigade

9 mar

Mixed artillery regiment

6 partb

Partisan Brigade

557 maaar

11partbr

Partisan Brigade

Mixed anti-armor artillery
regiment

5 maaar

Mixed anti-armor artillery
regiment

271 lamr AAD

Light artillery missile
regiment AAD

5 mar

Mixed artillery regiment

594 engr

Engineering regiment

30 aaad

Anti-armor artillery
division

X.

Structure of 17. VRS (Army of Srpska Republic) Corps
17. Corps – Tuzla
General major Sava Janković

Soldiers

19 316

Volunteers

16 750

UNITS STRUCTURE
336 mtbr

Motorized brigades

92 mtbr

Motorized brigades

327 mtbr

Motorized brigades

395 mtbr

Motorized brigades

6 partbr

Partisan Brigades

216 mbr

Mountain Brigade

22 partbr

Partisan Brigades

454 maaar

Mixed anti-armor artillery
regiment

17 maaar

Mixed anti-armor artillery
regiment

17 mar

Mixed artillery regiment

38 aaad

Anti-armor artillery
division
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Plan of the attack against Croatia in 1991

XI.
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XII.
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Plan of the attack of JNA on BiH and Croatia according to the book of admiral Cokić
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Plan of the attack and attack of JNA and VRS on south part of the Republic
of Croatia from the territory of BiH (1991-1992, first half )

XII.a
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NOTE: The base of this plan is plan S-2, which was corrected with the purpose to dethrone newly elected government and to
include the republics to unitarian Yugoslav state. General idea of inclusion is to develop armed rebellion from Zadar and Šibenik
in the south to Virovitica and Oreahovica in the north, protection of this zone from impact of the Croatian police, and support
in weapons, staff and logistics. On the edges of rebellion zone, minor parts of 32nd, 10th, 13th, 9th and 5th corps are engaged
under pretence of prevention of armed conflicts (typical example of „separation“ is the operation in Plitvice during March and
April 1991), while the other parts of the corps try to maintain territorial control in the other parts of Croatia, so that at a given
moment these forces can be used internally as a kind of landing units in depth of the aggression/military attack objects; 13th and
14th corps in Slovenia have to control, with fewer force, western borders of SFRY, and with main forces on the whole Slovenian
territory serve for military attacks or help for the main aggression form the east (14. Corps also operates the attacks on Ljubljana).
If the forces in Slovenia and Croatian would not be sufficient, the large forces from Serbia, part of Bosnia and Montenegro would
be mobilized.

Direction of action of JNA forces, because of
the creation of buffer zones and stabilization of
authorities in the rebellion zones

Direction of action of JNA forces, because of
the creation of buffer zones and stabilization of
authorities in the rebellion zones

Direction of action of JNA forces, because of
the creation of buffer zones and stabilization of
authorities in the rebellion zones

Total area of the rebellion

Center from which
rebellion is directed and
expanded

Corps Headquarters

Headquarters for the
north-west front from
which the development
of the rebellion strategy
is controlled

6. Initial general idea for the aggression against Croatia and Slovenia

XIII.
Initial general idea for the aggression against Croatia and Slovenia
– from the book of Martin Špegelj
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NOTE: This is considerably altered S-2 plan; JNA forces from BiH area did not execute any of the
assignments from this plan

Aggressor’s Line of retreat once the Croatian army is destructed; also western border of Great Serbia

Blockade line between Slovenia and Croatia

Unspecified obstacles organized on the whole Croatian territory and parts of BiH

JNA garrisons blocked by Croatian forces

Directions and the targets of the aggressors’ attacks

Plan of attack on Croatia after retreat of JNA forces from Slovenia (VII 1991)

Plan of attack on Croatia after retreat of JNA forces from Slovenia (July 1991)
– from the book of Martin Špegelj
XIV.
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South of Croatia (1992-1993)
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Perazić Gavro: International Law of War
LEGALLY UNAUTHORISED USE OF ARMED FORCE

Aggression
The attempt to convict and define aggression until the
Second World War
***
One of the attempts, which have had been done mostly
outside the League of Nations, to condemn the aggression
and to reach a single definition of aggression is also a
known Litvin - Politis Draft of definition of aggression,
made within the frame of the Conference for the Reduction
and Limitation of Arms in 1933. Namely, an attempt
was made to put together, in one document, the acts of
state committing the aggression. On February 6th , led by
Litvinov, the Soviet delegation has filed the Declaration draft
on the definition of the attacker to the General commission,
that is the Security committee headed by Politis who has
submitted it in a slightly amended form to the General
Committee (hence Litvinov – Politis draft). Article 1 of the
draft stated that the country which first executed one of the
following is to be declared an aggressor:
1. Declaration of war towards another country;
2. Invasion by its armed forces, even without a declaration of
war, on the territory of another country;
3. Attack by its land, sea or air military force, even without
a declaration of war on the territory, vessels or aircrafts of
another State;
4. Naval blockade of coasts or ports of another State;
5. Assistance rendered to the armed gangs which, after
formed in its territory, would intrude on the territory of
another State, or refusal, despite the demands of the attacked
state, to take up on its own territory, all measures that
depend on it, to deprive the said gang every assistance and
protection . “
The proposal noted that the internal situation in one country,
whether of economic, political, military or other nature,
cannot justify the country in case of attack.
***
The definition of aggression in the order of the United
Nations
***
The general definition of aggression is determined in Art. 1
of the definition in a way that aggression is considered to be
“ the use of a countries armed forces against the sovereignty,
territorial integrity or political independence of another
country”, or in any other manner contrary to the UN
Charter. In a note to that article the term “Country” refers to
the country regardless of its recognition by or membership
within the UN , and includes the concept of group of states.
www.slobodanpraljak.com
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According to Art.2 of the Definition, act of an aggression
is considered, prima facie, the first attack against the UN
Charter, which is sufficient proof of the act of aggression.
However, in addition, it was pointed out that the Security
Council “could conclude, pursuant to the Charter, that it
would not be justified to mark that as an act of aggression
without taking into account the other circumstances,
because acts concerned or their consequences, have greater
significance.” This means that for minor violations of peace
the qualification of aggression can be avoided if the Security
Alliance deems that to be justified and in connection with
these other measures by that authority will follow.
Art 3. Of the aggression definition, regardless of whether the
war is declared or not, lists the various acts (with reservation
of art. 2) which constitute the act of aggression:
a)
The invasion or attack on the territory of a country by
the armed forces of another country, occupation, even
temporary, resulting from such an attack or invasion,
annexation of part or a whole of a country as a consequence
of the use of force.
It may be noted that the editors of this Article have had
taken into account the distinction between military attack
and invasion, because the attack can be carried out without
an invasion (e.g. an artillery attack across the border or
from the air), while the invasion has to be a penetration of
aggressor’s troops on the territory of the victim of aggression.
Also, occupation as the actual situation is the result of the
invasion, which is a prerequisite for the occupation.
b)
The bombing of the territory of a country by the armed
forces of another country, or use of any weapons by a
country against the territory of another country. According
to the interpretation of the Special Committee for the
definition of aggression, the phrase “any weapon” refers to
both the conventional and the weapons of mass destruction.
c)
The blockade of ports or coasts of a country by the armed
forces of another country.
d)
The attack of the armed forces of one country on land, sea
or air forces of another country. It is, in fact, an attack that
could be done outside the territory of the attacked country.
For example, in the free (open) sea, the air space, beyond the
national jurisdiction of the attacked state.
e)
Use of armed force by one country on the territory of
another country with the consent of the receiving State,
contrary to the conditions stipulated in the agreement or any
extension of their presence in this territory after the end of
the agreement.
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f)
The fact that a country allows that its territory, which it
made available, the other country uses to carry out acts of
aggression against a third country.
Points “e” and “f ” art.3. form a legal option, as follows: e)
that the act of an aggression is committed by the country
which owns the military base or armed forces stationed
in another sense from the foreign country territory on
which military bases and forces are stationed, and such in
two ways. First, if they’re used contrary to the agreement
concluded by the host country and base owner country, or
country to which armed forces belong; this use, contrary
to the agreement ,may be different, as against the base host
country as well as against a third country. And second, an act
of aggression is also their presence in the territory beyond the
contract period specified in the same agreement. In the case
regarding the “e” it is about an aggressive act of the country
which owns military bases or armed forces against the host
country. According to pt. “F” of that article, in the event that
the territory of the host country or the armed forces are used
to carry out acts of aggression, the host state itself, besides the
state whose armed forces or bases were used, would be in a
position to qualify as an aggressor.
g) Deployment by the country or on its behalf of the armed
gang or a group of irregular forces or mercenaries against
another country for acts of armed force so serious to be
equated with these acts, or serious engagement in such
action.
***
CONCEPT, SPACE AND LEGAL STATUS OF THE
FRONT
Front
It is a long ago adopted rule in the law of war that military
operations are conducted on the territories and open spaces
that are under the sovereignty of the warring parties, or
under their factual authority, and from which military
operations are prepared or performed. Except that, the spaces
that are not under the sovereignty of a country (the open
sea and air space above it) fall under the front if their status
is not regulated by special norms of international law to the
exclusion of military operations on them.

home territories or non-self-governed territories (colonies),
trusted territory, if they are used in military purposes,
sometimes warring parties’ condominiums and the occupied
territories. From the moment of the conflicts outset the
designated territories are encompassed by the concept of
the front. Beside these a territory of the neutral state where
neutral countries in peace time allow the bases of a warring
party to be installed can become a front. The territory is
usually limited around the base, on a certain area which is
under military administration of the country’s base.
***
Area of war
Area of war is different from the front. This is an area where
war operations are conducted, and is usually referred to as a
war zone.
Although legally the front was very wide, in many wars
military premises, in fact, included only a few territories. In
the Russo-Japanese War, in the year 1905, only Manchuria
and Korea were military premises. In the first Balkan War
military premise was south of Nis - Sandžak, Kosovo and
Macedonia, as well as the sector of Skadar. In the Second
World War 53 countries of the world were against the Axis
and the front encompassed all of their territory. However,
the military premises considered the Eastern Front, part of
North Africa, southern and Western Europe and the Balkans
and parts of the Far East, while on the territories of many
countries that were at war there was no war operations
(Americas).
***

Gavro Perazić:
International law of war – 2nd updated edition - Belgrade:
Military Publishing and News Center, 1986

***
The front is the territory of countries in conflict, as well
as other territories that are not under the sovereignty of
countries, and can become the frontline in international law,
where the preparation take place and military operations
are conducted. That territory includes land, sea and air over
which it enjoys sovereignty as same as the territories ruled
by conflicted parties even though there is no sovereignty of
either side over them, neither party to the conflict. So, it is
about the conflicted sides’ territories, land, air and sea, be it
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Commanders of TO (territorial defense)units in respect to
the May 27th, 1992 decision signed by Chairman of the BiH
Presidency Alija Izetbegović
Nationality
Muslims

Number
43

%
97,73%

Serbs

1

2,27%

Croats

0

0,00%

TOTAL

44

100%
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Translation of the transcript dated 13th October 2009 – witness Dragan Ćurčić in case
IT-04-74
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Hećimović Esad: GARIBES-MUJAHEDINS IN BiH 1992-1999

***
Hećimović Esad,
GARIBES-MUJAHEDINS
IN BiH 1992-1999,
Zenica: Fondacija Sina,
2006.

***
Video footage of the ceremony has been used by BH State prosecutor as prosecution evidence in case vs. Adbuladhim
Maktouf, BH citizen with Iraqi origin who was indicted for a war crime against civilian population on 10th September 2004
– kidnapping of five civilians in Travnik on 18th October 1993
51
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Some members of the “El mudžahedin” (Mujahedins) unit
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Al Hamad: Network of Evil - International terrorism and “Al-Qaeda”

D-29/5

***
He has always repeated the following words, showing
satisfaction about his involvement in the mentioned attack:
«Thank you, Allah Jalla Shanuhu, for enabling me to kill
your enemies by your own hand. It is a great honour and
pleasure for me»

Esad Hećimović: Garibes – Mujahedin in BiH 1992 – 1999

D-29/6

Esad Hećimović
GARIBES
Mujahedin in BiH 1992 – 1999

Military commander of 7th Muslim brigade
General Halil Brzina and leaders of “El
Mudžahida” Abu Maali and Sheikh Enver
Šaban, together with Halid Čengić and other
SDA (Democratic action Party) politicians
listening to Alija Izetbegović in September
1995 in Vozuća by Zavidovići.
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Sheikh Enver Šaban, religious
leader of the Unit; Alija Izetbegović
Chairman of the BiH Republic
Presidency; Abu Maali, military
commander of the Unit and Sakib
Muhmuljin, Commander of the 3rd
Corps of BiH Army; photos taken
in September 1995 in Vozuća by
Zavidovići.

Abu Hamza Al
Misri, leader of the
Ensarija Sheriat
from London and
veteran of wars
in Afghanistan
and Bosnia and
Herzegovina
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Murder of Petrica
Bilić on June 12ve
1998. Kalibunar
close to Travnik
Trace of steel balls:
photo shows entry
holes on the outer
side of the passenger
vehicle’s floor in
which police officer
Perica Bilić was
killed

Murder of Luka and Pero Jezeričić in their family
home in village Nule close to Travnik, August 30th,
1997
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SOFIĆ (SAFETA) NAIM			
born 19.12.1962., St. Partizanska Fojnica 139
1. Mukoča (Ibrahima) Samir			
21.05.1969., Pločari Polje Fojnica
2. Mukoča (Alije) Halid			
21.05.1962., Pločari Polje Fojnica
3. Omerčević (Refika) Amir			
18.09.1964., Ragole 25, Fojnica
4. Bukvić (Adema) Samir			
07.02.1969., Pločari Polje nn, Fojnica
5. Tulumović (Ibre) Maid			
08.01.1969., Sčitovo Polje nn, Fojnica
6. Mešić (Fadila) Mustafa			
20.03.1963., Rike Vrička 35, Fojnica
7. Huzbašić (Mustafe) Ibrahim		
23.05.1969., Pridola nn, Fojnica
8. Fejzić (Avde) Munib			
16.09.1968., Dusina nn, Fojnica
9. Kurta (Alije) Muradif			
01.01.1969., Ostružnica 34, Fojnica
10. Nuhanović (Alije) Haris		
20.12.1969., Sčitovo Polje nn, Fojnica
11. Bigdanić (Ibre) Rusmir			
09.09.1963., Alanporka 38, Fojnica
12. Pašić (Behazije) Refik			
16.06.1969., Pridola nn, Fojnica
13. Ramić (ibrahima) Zihnija		
28.04.1969., Cemernica, Fojnica
14. Durić (Avde) Latif			
20.11.1971., Rijeka 24, Fojnica
15. Mujin Nijaz				
03.08.1970., Kozica nn, Fojnica
16. Čehajić (Esada) Suad			
1970., Orodjac, Visoko
17. Genjac (Sulejmana) Zihnija		
1963., Podrinje, Visoko
18. Spahić (Ibrahima) Fuad			
1964., Podvinjci, Visoko
19. Imamović (Ćamila) Ibrahim		
1967., H. Muzaferija 8, Visoko
20. Javorovac (Hilme) Sele			
1966., Selo Čitluk, Visoko
21. Sehić (Avde) Selver			
1963., Selo Kološići, Visoko
22. Bašić (Nusreta) Dženan			
1970., Selo Srhinje, Visoko
23. Džafić (Muhameda) Sead		
1968., Selo Ginje, Visoko
24. Mahmut Spahić (Huseina) Hasan
1967., Selo D. Seoča, Visoko
25. Bučuk (Ismeta) Izet			
1965., Selo M. Trnovci, Visoko
26. Huseljić (Halida) Adem			
1971., Selo Tušnjići, Visoko
27. Šaljić (Derviša) Dževad			
01.01.1971., St. Sulje Jahića 59, Sar
28. Bašović (Islama) Behudin		
25.09.1963., St. Izeta Čamore 100, Ilidža
29. Bašović (Islama) Fahrudin		
28.10.1974., St. Izeta Čamore 100, Ilidža
30. Bašović (Islama) Džemko		
14.01.1967., St. Izeta Čamore 100, Ilidža
***
456. Hukić Safet				
457. Hukić Sulejman			
458. Kasapović Mevsudin			
459. Mrakoviović Šahim			
460. Huseinović Ibrahim			
461. Zukić Fuad				
462. Dedić Fahudin 			
463. Bešić Ševal 				
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1971., Bijelašnička 124, Ilidža
1968., Bijelašnička 124, Ilidža
1969., Barska 30L, Ilidža
1959., Sl. Suha, Živinice
1965., Sl. Zelenika, Živinice
1963., Sl. Bašigovci, Živinice
1968., G. Dubrane, Živinice
1969., Gračanica-Živinice
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LIST OF SPECIAL UNIT POLICEMEN COMPOSED FROM
EX-ATTENDANTS OF THE VI. CLASS COURSE WHO FILED A
REQUEST FOR TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
1. MUHAREMOVIĆ SENAD
2. POCRNJA JOSIP
3. PURIVATRA MUJO
4. KOŠAK ZORAN
5. ZIRDUM ZDRAVKO
6. ĐAKOVIĆ STJEPAN
7. GAVRAN DAMIR
8. VIDOVIĆ PEŠO
9. ALIBEGIĆ IBRO
10. ĐAKOVIĆ IVICA
11. VIDOVIĆ BRANKO
12. JAJČEVIĆ ANTO
13. JAKOVLJEVIĆ MARKO
14. ĐAKOVIĆ BLAŽAN
15. DUJMIĆ IVAN
16. KAREŠIK NUSRED
17. KASALO IVICA
18. HNJKAŠ GORAN
19. TRUMIĆ MIRALEM
20. KOLČAKOVIĆ RAMIZ
21. RASPUDIĆ VLADO
22. RAJIĆ MILENKO
23. BABIĆ ANĐELKO
24. SULJIĆ MIRZO
25. TALETOVIĆ ZIJAD
26. SALKIĆ RUSMIR
27. BEDROVIĆ HASAN
28. ZEKO HRVOJE
29. ŠUVAKIĆ HUSEIN
30. HAJDAREVIĆ KIRAM
31. MIJATOVIĆ MATO
32.MAHMUTOVIĆ ADEM
33. VUK PILE
34. JANIĆ MUJO
35. ŠEKLJA IVAN
36. OKIĆ SAKIB
37. HALILOVIĆ NEVZES
38. NUKIĆ MEHMED
39. MEŠAH AHMET
40. KOŠIĆ RIFET
41. IŠERIĆ NIJAZ
42. DELIĆ EKREM
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Response concept of HVO to the Decision dated April 09th, 1992
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President of BiH Crisis Headquaters
Split
Alija Džafo
Delivered
- R BiH Government
- Hasan Efendić, military attache
- Office of R BiH in RH
- Archive
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TOP SECRET
LIST

of volunteers who registered at the KVŠ (High Headquarters for Crisis) in Split for OS (defense forces) BiH and through it
sent to the battlefields across BiH and the Croatian Republic in 1992.
1. Zijad Mehmedović, propaganda photographer at CCH Split
2. Širaz Muftić, propaganda photographer in a War newspaper BiH in Split
3. Džemaludin Alić, journalist			
-II4. Ahmet Muminović,				-II5. Safer Muminović				-II6. Memed Buhić					-II7. Amila Cerić					-II8. Mirsad Oergović, distributer			
-II9. Atif Dzafo, attorney				
-II10. Ahme Bosnić, journalist UNA magazine – Sarajevo in Split
11. Stanko Fišer, journalist				
-II12. Željko Rodić					-II13. Seid Alić					-II14. Josip Svoboda					-II15. Zvonimir di Dallo, sales specialist		
-II16. Jajrudin Hodžić, journalist			
-II17. Šerbedžija Dr. Dušan, advisor			
-II18. Danije Dodić, journalist			
-II19. Daniel Šober, member of KVŠ
20. Asim Neretljaković, logistics – Ribomaterijal Split
21. Haris Mahmutović, specialist - weapons procurement
22. Zajko Hurem, volonteer at missile base Žrnovnica 22.04.1992
23. Dr. Omer Stupac, president of medical commission for volunteers 25.06.92.
24. Muni Čahajić, assistant at KŠ at Alija Džafo 25.06.1992
25. Osman Dželal, Pula logistics – initiated 10 volunteers to OS BiH Visoko
26. Zuhdija Kubat, Varaždin 70 pairs of boots for OS BiH Livno
27. Ana Mažar, RO Jugoplastika 120 pairs of slippers for wounded Tomislavgrad
28. Mersada Balavac, assistant at KŠ
29. Salih Muharemović, volunteer OS BiH Konjic 27.04.1992
30. Jerko Rudan, volunteer OS BiH HVO Livno 30.04.1992
31. Safet Kršlak, volunteer OS BiH Visoko 30.04.1992
32. Sadik Turkfegdžija, volunteer OS BiH Konjic 30.04.1992
33. Ademir Karišik, KVŠ Split 30.04.1992, left the KVŠ on 15.07.1992
34. Alma Šehović, KVŠ messenger 03/05/1992, left the KVŠ on 03/05/1992
35. Nijaz Kurtović KVŠ driver in July transferred to Merhamet
36. Enes Maslo, member of KVŠ for weapons procurement, transferred to Merhamet since 05/05/1992
37. Mirza Žeman, organiz. connection 05/05/1992
38. Dr. Zaim Bilalbegović KVŠ Plit transferred to OS BiH Zenica on 07/05/1992
39. Skelić Meho KVŠ Split 05/05/1992 (left the headquarters)
40. Salih Gafić volunteer OS BiH Bugojno 07/05/1992
41. Sead Šupčić, volunteer OS BiH Bugojno 04/05/1992
42. Hajrudin Salihović, Captain of first class -II- Visoko 07/05/1992
43. Vladimir Mihaljević, KVŠ connection HDZ BiH 05/05/1992 (left the Headquarters)
44. Eufik Dženanović, KVŠ Split refugee driver 06/04/1992
45. Mevludin Durgutović, KVŠ Split logistics for refugee reception and care
46. Filip Jurić volunteer with 12 volunteers in 126 Brigade Sinj 10/05/1992
47. Adem Delić, KVŠ from HRM for cooperation and aid 10/05/1992
48. Miro Radić volunteer OS BiH Žepče-Zenica 16/05/1992
49. Marinko Jurišić				-II50. Esad Zeljković					-IIwww.slobodanpraljak.com
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51. Ćazim Đug volunteer OS BiH Livno 13/05/1992
52. Danijela Prusac helper 14/05/1992
53. Meho Kelić, volunteer OS BiH Bugojno 14/05/1992
54. Alija Tica helper and connection for refugees from Donji Vakuf 18/05/1992
55. Mirelem Zekić volunteer OS BiH HOS (Croatian armed forces) Čapljina – Stolac 19/05/1992
56. Omer Smajić volunteer OS BiH Bugojno 23/05/1992
57. Samir Šutković, volunteer OS BiH Bugojno 23/05/1992
58. Husein Đulić volunteer OS BiH HOS Grude-Čapljina 25/05/1992
59. Džemal Mahmutović volunteer OS BiH Mostar 25/05/1992
60. Muhamed Šošić volunteer OS BiH Bugojno 27/05/1992
61. Salih Kasumović volunteer 		
-II62. Ramiz Mervan volunteer OS BiH HVO Tešanj 27/05/1992
63. Hakija Lutviković volunteer OS BiH Maglaj 28/05/1992
64. Ahmet Huskić volunteer OS BiH Jajce 28/05/1992
65. Ismet Hamamović			
-II66. Mesud Dedić volunteer OS BiH Bugojno 28/05/1992
67. Sabahudin Ćusto			
-II68. Muhamed Đukić			
-II69. Vladi Šurlin volunteer OS BiH HVO Grude 28/05/1992 (deceased)
70. Amina Zvrko KŠ attorney and secretary of SDA (Democratic action Party) assistant
71. Ibro Glavaš volunteer OS BiH Jajce 28/05/1992
72. Kemal Makić				-II73. Isak Karajčić				-II74. Akif Hozan				-II75. Zuhdija Makić			
-II76. Vehbija Devišević volunteer OS BiH Visoko 01/06/1992
77. Josip Masatović volunteer OS BiH Tesalić 01/06/1992
88. Sabrina Dadiković helper at KVŠ from 25/05/1992 to 01/06/1992 missing
89. Kemal Nakičević volunteer OS BiH Tuzla 01/06/1992
90. Ante Balić				-II91. Sead Velagić				-II92. Senahid Duraković volunteer OS BiH Visoko 03/06/1992
93. Enver Dadrić volunteer OS BiH Visoko 03/06/1992
94. Suljo Fuško volunteer OS BiH Travnik 03/06/1992
95. Emin Bašić 				
-II96. Haris Bebić				-II97. Ragib Bajrić				-II98. Dževad Bašić				-II99. Idriz Sarić volunteer OS BiH Visoko 11/06/1992 (from Australia) 15 v
100. Fahrudin karahasanović, assistant at KVŠ office supplies associate
101. Duško Jurić gave his apartment for wounded 11/06/1992 at Trolovke near Split
102. Zlatan Imamović volunteer special forces OS BiH Visoko 15/06/1992 (from Fr
103. Esad Praljević volunteer OS BiH Visoko 15/06/1992 (HRM Polic.)
104. Muhamed Rekić volunteer OS BiH Tuzla with 10 volun. from HRM 15/06/1992
105. Hasan Hadžić volunteer OS BiH Visoko 16/06/1992
106. Mehira Pita 16/06/1992 aid for solders cigarette package for Hrasnica
107. Behadem Imširević volunteer OS BiH Tuzla 16/06/1992 with 5 sold
108. Ismet Bošnjaković volunteer OS BiH Visoko 17/06/1992
109. Mirsad Mahović volunteer OS BiH Visoko 17/06/1992 with 9 volunteers
110. Zijad Ćosić volunteer OS BiH Tuzla 17/06/1992 with 12 volunteers
111. Salih Mujčinović volunteer OS BiH Visoko 17/06/1992
112. Nermin Delić			
-II113. Samir Omerović			
-II114. Aziz Čeliković			
-II115.Mijo Bešlija volunteer OS BiH Jajce HVO 17/06/1992
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116. Admir Bešić volunteer OS BiH Tuzla 19/06/1992 with 7 volunteers
117. Sead Bešić				-II118. Šefik Piragić volunteer OS BiH Bugojno 19/06/1992 with 11 volunteers
119. Hamdija Džafić volunteer OS BiH Tuzla 19/06/1992 with 4 volunteers
120. Velid Malkić volunteer OS BiH Bugojno HVO 23/06/1992 with 15 volunteers
121. Ibro Omervić OS BiH Tešanj HVO and HOS 23/06/1992 with 5 volunteers
122. Alija Bilalović volunteer OS BiH Tešanj HOS 23/06/1992
123. Ilija Kovačević			
-II124. Nasrudin Šečić volunteer OS BiH Visoko 23/06/1992
125. Mihad Žutić				-II126. Muhamed Bašić			
-II127. Ivo Radeljak volunteer OS BiH HOS 23/06/1992 with 4 volunteers
128. Senad Sedić volunteer OS BiH Visoko 24/06/1992
129. Galib Šeho volunteer OS BiH Tuzla 24/06/1992
130. Omer Vinčević			-II131. Sabit Balihodžić			
-II132. Dževad Bašić				-II133. Jusuf Nukić				-II134. Omer Nuhanović volunteer OS BiH Bugojno 24/06/1992
135. Ševal Hrnjić volunteer OS BiH Maglaj 24/06/1992 with 6 volunteers
136. Husein Kapić volunteer OS BiH Teslić HOS 24/06/1992 with 5 volunteers
137. Harjrudin Berbo volunteer driver at BiH government office and OS Zagreb – Split
138. Halid Zejnilović volunteer OS BiH Visoko with 2 volunteers 24/06/1992
139. Zekerijah Mujčinović volunteer OS BiH Visoko 24/06/1992
140. Gabrijel Tolić volunteer OS BiH Visoko 24/06/1992 from Rijeka with 10 volunteers
141. Ekrem Srebrić volunteer OS BiH Visoko 24/06/1992
142. Dževad Verem volunteer OS BiH Travnik with 7 volunteers 25/06/1992
143. Muharem Krak volunteer OS BiH Jajce 25/06/1992
144. Meho Zekan volunteer OS BiH Jajce with 8 volunteers 23/05/1992
145. Džemal Sobo volunteer OS BiH Jajce 01/07/1992
146. Salih Bešlagić volunteer OS BiH Maglaj 07/07/1992 with 7 volunteers
147. Hazim Šuvalić volunteer OS BiH 01/07/1992 for Tuzla with 3 volunteers
148. Ibro Selimović volunteer OS BiH Tuzla 01/07/1992 with 12 volunteers
149. Atif Ahmetović volunteer OS BiH Tuzla 03/07/1992 with 3 volunteers
150. Refik Selimović volunteer OS BiH HVO Grude 03/07/1992
151. Falk Omerović			
-IIlater transfered to Tuzla
152. Šamso Tursanović			-II-		-II153. Fehim Hodžić volunteer OS BiH Sarajevo 03/07/1992 with 4 volunteers
154. Hazim Kalbić volunt. at Daidža in Baško Polje 03/07/1992 OS BiH HVO
155. Munir Macavica volunt. OS BiH Jajce 13/07/1992
156. Halic Mecavica volunt. OS BiH Jajce driver 14/07/1992
157. Adem Spahić volunteer OS BiH Jajce 14/07/1992
158. Adem Hamzić volunteer HRM (Croatian military navy) Split higher officer, for OS BiH First Kraj. Brig. gathered
and prepared 650 people, comm. Osmanović Osman directed to Travnik as well as I. Grop and II. Grop with over 312
volunteers gathered from Zadar, Šibenik, Zagreb and Rijeka 23/07/1992 formations of anti-armed brigade directed to Bihać
– Cazin through Karlovac.
159. Ale Šabić from SDA Pula 120 volunteers directed to OS BiH HVO Baško Polje at Daidža 25/06/1992
160. Jasmin Hujdur volunteer driver OS BiH Mostar 16/07/1992
161. Tale jolo				-II162. Hasan Žužić volunteer OS BiH Jajce 16/06/1992
163. Hasan Macić volunteer OS BiH Konjic 16/07/1992 with 7 volunteers
164. Bećir Fišić volunteer OS BiH Konjic 16/07/1992
165. Osman Marić volunteer OS BiH Sarajevo with 2 sons 20/07/1992
166. Stjepan Majurić volunteer OS BiH Grude HVO 20/07/1992
167. Ćamil Kreso				-IIwww.slobodanpraljak.com
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168. Džabir Delalić		
-II169. Frane Jajalo volunteer OS BiH Jajce HVO 20/07/1992
170. Ante Topal			-II171. Hasan Didin Mjčić from Kozarac 20/07/1992 for OS BiH Visoko took 180 volunteers from area of Pula Istra Rijeka
directed through Split
172. Stjepan Jezerčić volunteer OS BiH Jajce HVO 20/07/1992 training for milit.
173. RO HIDRROGRADNJ Zagreb 119 volunteers 24/08/1992 for First Mostar independent battalion lead by Zlatko
Bećević – directed through Split
174. Zlatan Kilim, volunteer OS BiH Jajce 26/08/1992
175. Haris Zlatan			
-II176. Šaćir Tojaka, volunteer OS BiH Mostar 26/08/1992
177. Safet Rašinović volunteer OS BiH HVO Baško Polje at Daidža 26/08/1992
178. Safet Osmanagić		
-II179. Medin Jašarović, artill. Lut. From JNA Rogatica OS BiH Visoko 29/08/1992
180. Amir Dedić volunteer OS BiH Jajce 30/08/1992
181. Fiktet Ružić			
-II182. Vlatko Lovrić		
-II183. Dževad Ališić		
-II184. Kasim Jejizović, volunteer OS BiH Tuzla 08/09/1992
185. Nusret Suljagić, wounded from rehabilitation OS BiH Sarajevo 10/09/1992
186. Ferid Ahmetović,		
-II187. Savad Šuškić, volunteer OS BiH Jajce 10/09/1992
188. Haris Mrzić, volunteer OS BiH Sarajevo 15/09/1992
189. Bakić Asović, volunteer OS BiH Mostar 15/09/1992
190. Nezir Kukić, volunteer OS BiH Travnik 18/09/1992
191. Marko Sardelić, RO „Radež“ Blato Korčula 18/09/1992 for OS BiH Visoko directed through KVŠ Split 12 volunteers
lead by Mirza Kuraljić
192. Ćazim Bahitić, volunteer OS BiH Jajce 18/09/1992
193. Enes Kaharević		
-II194. Zijad Žuna			
-II195. Nikola Kamenc, volunteer OS BiH HVO Sarajevo 21/09/1992
196. Stipe Marušić, volunteer OS BiH Jajce HVO 22/09/1992
197. Hajdin Hrnić, volunteer OS BiH Tuzla 22/09/1992
198. Nazir Smajić, volunteer OS BiH HOS instructor 23/09/1992 Čapljina
199. Ismet Hehičević		
-II200. Ante Jerković			
-II==================================================================================
Note: According to above list total registered number of volunteers is 1.796. Everybody is transferred according to their
wish and the proper receipt from KVŠ Split was issued. /handwritten/ (1869)
In first 3-4 months KVŠ was working the whole day and the service was organized in form of duty hours where list
of registered volunteers were kept, from which this list was made. The RO List should also be added to this List, which was
organized and directed later, and which will be added to this List. This is the final List of volunteers from Republic Croatia
for OS BiH for year 1992.
In Split 08. January 1993						
Commander of KVŠ Split for
								Aid to OS BiH
								Mehmed Malkoč
/stamped:/
CRISIS HEADQUARTERS /signed/
		
FOR BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
		SPLIT - 1						
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Living in Slavonski Brod 1991-1992, Slavonski Brod, 1992
We meet so many children who trust nobody, and help from
their fathers or mothers gives them no comfort. And for
development of personalities that trust is priceless. Brod is a
city where children on average are very often the victims: while
swinging on swings, walking the dog, playing, running to the
shelter, or hidden in a corner of the basement. The cry of a
child calling for her mother who was killed in her home which
was hit by the „brave“ Serbian army missiles, will not only
resonate throughout Croatia, but throughout the entire world
(no matter how much indifferent). 27 children were killed
and 65 seriously injured in Brod. We particularly congratulate
on this “successes” “the bravest army in the whole world,” the
Serbian Army.
In order to protect our children as much as possible, the
Executive Council has asked the Croatian government to help
shelter our children in safer Croatian regions. Headquarters of
Civil Protection placed around 3,000 children in southern part
of Croatia. Some European countries (Italy, Spain, Belgium, the
Czech and Slovak Republics), also accepted children from Brod,
and we are very grateful to the organizers in these countries.
Citizens of Brod believe that Croatia is also in the region
which suffers the most. Brod is currently such a place. Brod
is Croatia and this part of Croatia that suffers must be helped
by all Croats, to ease their sufferings. Organization of schools
for pupils from Brod in safer areas of Croatia, is a task and an
obligation of the entire Croatian nation and the Croatian state.
People from Brod founded a foundation “Pupils from Brod”
whose primary purpose is education of students whose parents
were killed or died in the war, and helping the poor, highly
gifted students.
CHILDREN KILLED
Age 			
Number of children
0-6 				5
7-10 				7
11-14 				9
15-17 				6
TOTAL 				27
CHILDREN INJURED
Age 			
Number of children
0-6 				9
7-10 				11
11-14 				22
15-17 				23
TOTAL 				65
KILLED FROM BROD MUNICIPALITY
Soldiers and policemen		
242
Civilians			150
TOTAL 				392
WOUNDED FROM BROD MUNICIPALITY
Soldiers and policemen		
993
Civilians			633
TOTAL 				1626
www.slobodanpraljak.com
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From these few pointers, it is clear that the citizens of
Slavonski Brod are stripped of all the rights of human life.
Citizens of Brod are like wild animals left to the evildoers’
will. While going to work in a factory or field, they listen to
determine the direction of exploding shells. Inside themselves
everybody is thinking whether these shells directed by some
unknown assassins will kill them today, or, what is even worse,
their children. For their death no one will know, ask, or much
less answer. The Conferences are in vain, the Resolutions are in
vain! If someone somewhere killed 3-5 dogs a day, which is the
number of people killed with impunity daily around the town
and the villages, animal protectors would stand up and prevent
this crime, so that it wouldn’t be recorded that the generation
of the late 20th century was indifferent to the sufferings of
these beloved animals. But you see, there is no such powerful
protector of people in this world! Something is rotten, but not
only in the “state of Denmark”, and not only in Shakespeare’s
time! Such thoughts occupy citizens of Brod, also, let no one
be offended and surprised, these creatures are also made in the
image and likeness of God, even though their lives are much
like that of a dog, and is worth less than a dog.
People from Brod live with their children in the basements.
In basements, miracles happen. Our physicians save lives
in the basements. Two greatest secrets of human lives are
happening in the basements: children are born and people die.
In basements children go to school, projects are designed and
built, exhibitions are prepared. People pronounce this word in
awe: the basement. We should write an ode to this basement.
Those who claim that they were “threatened”, that they
are “unarmed” and “armless”, kill our people and our
children, destroy our homes, hospitals, churches and tombs
with tanks, planes, cannons, missiles. Or is this just in the
imagination of people from Brod? Maybe these “vulnerable”
and “unarmed” are so beloved by God, they just raise their
hands to heaven, and the “Serbian God” (so they say), in
rage sends his lightning on our basements. This must be the
truth, because world’s just diplomats would not allow for such
crimes to happen event to the dogs (e.g., to keep the dogs in
concentration camps, or God forbid, starved, or destroy one
third of dog houses like what happened in Brod), without
them noticing and without punishing the evildoers.
Here’s a little man from Brod red with shame, because he
thought that his little mind and heart can grasp and feel
something. He thought that there are moments when
conscience of all people in the world must become unitary
conscience of mankind. He misinterpreted that this is such a
moment which people from Brod are experiencing and that
Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina are experiencing. He
made a mistake. He admits his sin. And he is ashamed because
of it.
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ATTACKED - KILLED AS A RESULT OF SHELLING FROM
THE TERITORY OF BiH

ATTACKS FROM BH TERRITORY
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Transcript dated 5th November 1993, Split
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Testimony of the witness Miroslav Crnković in case IT-04-74
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Summary of testimony of Miroslav Crnković in the case IT-04-74

The witness came to greet him. Praljak dragged him aside
and said: “Crni, enter the bus and tell the guys who wants
to leave, leave and who doesn’t go back in the bus, and is
returning back.” The witness entered, and said these words:
“Guys we need to go across. “When you defend a city,
three, four, you can even go 30 kilometers in depth ... So
if there is shelling, such as the one in Slavonski Brod, day
and night, children are dying, people, innocent civilians you should go over to Bosanski Brod. Some 50% returned.
They were volunteers. They were all volunteers. Our troops
were already there. They crossed Sava. The command was
stationed in a school. In Bosanski Brod.
Praljak went with the witness to show him the line. They
went down the highway on foot, all night they were on the
road.
It was not a line, there were too many holes in between.
This was a real war, death and gunfire. You see them on 20
meters. Sunja - we later laughed when we said that we were
in war in Sunja.
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Situation in regards to the troops was the same as in Mostar:
locals - week. There were some Muslim units down, one
Muslim, local. I think there were from Koliba. I think it’s a
totally Muslim. You know, scorched land. There is nothing
there. We were at a village called Žeravica. There were 3040 houses. No house was spared, none, absolutely none.
Everything was burnt. We did not have a place to sleep. We
slept in a pigsty. Each house had a basement.
The witness was present when two or three houses away
from him grenade hit the window of the basement where
guys from Vukovar were stationed. There were six of them
inside. The fights went on day and night. Late Sven Lasta,
the actor, was wounded here. The witness was with Praljak
at the meeting and when he returned to the yard where
he usually was, he saw that everybody is lying down - not
knowing that they were shelled with VBR (multiple rocket
launcher) few seconds before he entered the yard. He saw
the wounded and dead. That was an hour before my injury...
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Sefer Halilović: Cunning Strategy

***
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***
Bosnian patriots at the same time had an Army with five corps and about 250,000 soldiers, which
successfully fought the villains on two fronts. In the history of mankind there are no such examples.
***
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Sefer Halilović, Cunning Strategy, Sarajevo

M. Filipović: I was Alija’s diplomat
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The negotiations began intensely every day at meetings of the two delegations. Adil and I were in
one, Karadžić and Koljević in the other.
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A letter of the President Izetbegović to the President Tuđman
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Miroslav Tuđman, Time of perjury, Zagreb, June 2006
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Letter of the President Tuđman to the President George Bush
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Letter of the President Tuđman to the Security Council 11.12.1992, HINA
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Fikret Muslimović: Arguments and memories on war – first book 1990-1993

1.3 Chetnik rampage in Banja Luka
The decision from JNA headquarters followed that on 21st September 1991,
all thirty students from the Military school are to be assigned to units, which
conducted combat operations in Vukovar and other battlefields on Croatian
territory. With about a dozen students of the Military School, I was assigned to the
Command Operations Group with command post in Šamarice (Petrova Gora) in
Croatia, near Sisak, Petrinja and Glina.
No one except Sefer had any influence on Mido Aljić, who during the take-over
of personnel from the Military Police Battalion exercised very poor triage. He
separated all non-Bosnians, even Bosnians from mixed marriages. To make it
more absurd, during the war Sefer formed a political party and started to organize
propaganda campaign against Izetbegović, Delić and myself, accusing us that we
are to blame that Army of R BiH was mostly composed of Bosnians and that we
allegedly expelled the Serbs and Croats from our ranks.
***
4.8
***

***
I used this opportunity to point out to President Izetbegovic that the relations
between him and Sefer is one of the largest and most sensitive issues that should
be given attention. I expressed the need that President questions Sefer’s loyalty
towards him, because I had reasons to suspect that there were problems in that
respect. President asked me, what I meant by that. I continued, saying that I had
in the past two to three months, several times been present when Sefer, during
appearance on TV, commented his words: “That fool. I do not know what to do
with this old man. I tell him one thing and he does another “etc.
***
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8.2. Salutary arrival of Delić on the head of the BH Army
***

***
8.4.
***

***
8.5.
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8.9. Sefer encouraged conflicts in Sarajevo and doing that he was destroying
Caco, Čelo...
***

*
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8.10. Response to Sefer’s propaganda that we were chasing away Serbs and
Croats from the BH Army
***

8.11. My letter to commander Caco and arrest of members of 10th brigade
***
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Nedžad Latić i Zahrudin Isaković: War memories of general Alagic
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Interview was conducted by Nedžad Latić, Zenica 1997
***

***

***
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Protected zones under UN (20 km)

Alternative routs of refugees movement

„Salvation Road“ from Split to Tuzla and towards Sarajevo

Territory under control of HVO (Croatian Defense Council)

Territory under control of BiH Army

Territory under control of VRS (Army of Srpska
Republic) and JNA (Yugoslav national Army)

SITUATION OVERVIEW OF R
BiH IN MAY AND JUNE 1992.

MUNICIPALITY TREBINJE

MUNICIPALITY LJUBINJE

MUNICIPALITY BILEĆA

MUNICIPALITY GACKO

MUNICIPALITY NEVESINJE

EXPULSION OF 1500 CROATS
AND 16000 MUSLIMS WHO
MOSTLY REMAINED IN THE
REGION OF ČAPLJINA AND
THE CITY OF MOSTAR
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FLOW OF REFUGEES FROM EASTERN HERZEGOVINA ACROSS THE
NERETVA RIVER NEAR ČAPLJINA AT THE END OF APRIL 1992.
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List of units located in Međugorje, role and significance of Ševać Polje in resistance to
the enemy in 1991 and 1992, Ševać Polje, October 1992
***

***

***

***
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Ilija Filipović: coordinator for the HVO Mostar with the EU
and UNPROFOR observers
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Franjo Boras: Bosnian-Herzegovinian Chaos

***
As already mentioned, the first interparty meeting was held
in Brussels and next three meetings were held in Lisbon.
The fifth meeting was held at Konak in Sarajevo on 16th,
17th and 18th March 1992. At that meeting the principles
of the constitutional arrangement of BiH were agreed, and
for offered map, which was the based on absolute and
relative national majority for each municipality, needed
to be further discussed. The sixth meeting was held on
30th and 31st March, 1992. again in Lisbon. And at this
meeting the map of the three constituent units remains
controversial and needed to be discussed further until
May 15th the same year. However, after returning from
Lisbon, under pressure from his party, Alija Izetbegovic
renounced his agreement with Cutilleir’s plan. After that,

the other two participants also withdrew their consent.
Soon after that the general conflict began across the country
between the Serbian army on one side and Croatians and
Muslims on the other side. In regards with Izetbegović
rejection of the Cutilleir’s plan in his later interview with
the Belgrade Blic Cutilleiro confirmed that leader of the
Bosnian Muslims Alija Izetbegovic initially accepted the
plan “just to satisfy Europe, then he withdrew his consent to
satisfy the Americans who encouraged him to do so. “”He
(Izetbegovic) believed that Washington supports his idea
of a unitary Bosnia. Dayton has proved him wrong, “said a
Portuguese diplomat, noting that European Union was also
against unitary Bosnia. *63

*Daily newspaper, Mostar July 7th, 1992 p.5
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“Determined that all issues, including the delineation of
two constituent units - Croatian and Serbian in Bosnia
and Herzegovina resolve through peaceful means and
negotiations, representatives of Croatian and Serbian
national community determined that in relations to the
drafted map of delineations there are a discrepancies in the
following cases:

urgent continuation of the conference.

1. In the city of Mostar Serbian side believes that the border
is a river Neretva, and Croatian side considers the entire city
of Mostar as Croatian national unit.

Total and permanent ceasefire is announced under the
control of the European Community, which shall enter
into force on May 6th, 1992. at midnight.

2. Croatian side considers that south of Mostar is part of
Croatian national unit determined in 1939, ie the border
of Croatian Banovina. Serbian side believes that the border
between Croatian and Serbian units is river Neretva.

Representative of the Serbian national community

3. Both sides agree that the delineation of the two
constituent units in Kupres, as well as in Bosnian Posavina
(Doboj, Bosanski Brod, Bosanski Šamac, Odžak, Orašje,
Modrica and Brčko) takes into account the compactness of
space and communications.

Mate Boban» 64

4. Both sides are determined to persevere in the principles
adopted at the conference of the European Community
regarding Bosnia and Herzegovina, and on which basis
they agree that they will in the process of determination of
disputed and other areas respect the established criteria for
defining the national territory with the arbitration of the
European Union.
5. With this agreement there isn’t any reason for the
termination of the Conference of the European Community
regarding Bosnia and Herzegovina and both sides seek an

It is insists that the delineation through arbitration is
performed in the an agreed period until May 15th, 1992.
6. According to the above agreements there are no more
reasons for armed conflicts between Croats and Serbs
throughout Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Radovan Karadzic
Representative of the Croatian National Community
No notes were taken during the discussions in Graz, nor
was any protocol made. We have also agreed not to issue
any press release. Nevertheless, after two or three days in
the domestic and foreign public a statement appeared,
to which I came across in the book written by Zdravko
Tomac. This was followed by negative reaction from the
world, Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Political
rivals and opponents presented this meeting as a secret
meeting of Croatian and Serbian delegations to divide
Bosnia and Herzegovina. Is it possible from the statement,
which was maliciously published by the Serbian side to
read any kind of division of Bosnia and Herzegovina?
***

Franjo Boras: „Bosnian-Herzegovinian Chaos“
Publisher: M. Hrvatska, Mostar 2006
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Dr. Ismet Hadžiosmanović: The Bosnian-Croatian political reckoning
...

In the second half of April 1992 refugees and displaced persons from Sarajevo and other parts of Bosnia around Sarajevo
were arriving. Local refugees from the suburbs: Gnojnica, Blagaj, Bune, Rodoča, Jasenica, Vojna and Bijelo Polje had already
arrived at the liberated territory. Mostar is becoming overcrowded. The Crisis Committee is organizing a mass settling
of refugees to hotels and private accommodations in Croatia. These refugees and displaced persons are joined by a large
number of people from Mostar. Unfortunately, among them there were many able to fight who sabotaged the defense and
left Mostar. They used all possible methods to escape to Croatian coast. And while town defenders were bleeding, they were
spending their days carefree and enjoying the sea, thinking that the war would soon be over.
Local Serbs in great numbers joined the military aggressor, and the remaining Serbian civilians were leaving Mostar, through
route communications from Mostar to Nevesinje and Stolac. Only a small number of Serbs remained in the city.
IX.4. Decision of Mostar Crisis Staff on new structure of defense of Mostar
Document 011: Decision of Crisis Staff no: 427/92, 29th April 1992
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On the April 29th, 1992 the Crisis Headquarters of the Municipality of Mostar made a decision regarding new structure of
Mostar defense no. 427/92. Here is the full content of the above mentioned decision:
This decision was preceded by a number of meetings of the Crisis Headquarters and proponents of the decision HVO main
Headquarters and its president Jadran Topić. These discussions lasted for several days, and the foundation of discussions was
the first letter which defines the starting point for decision arrangement.

DEFENCE OF MOSTAR AND REPUBLIC BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Political option and situation solution regarding the town should be looked for in terms of discussions and solutions
within the Conference regarding BiH under the auspices of the EC.
Military engagement for the defense of Mostar is carried out by Croats and Muslims.
Military commander for defense of Mostar is Croat – all commands go through him.
										Jadran Topić
										/signed and stamped/

Document 012: The
initial conditions for the
alignment of the final
draft decision of the Crisis
Headquarter
The above mentioned decision establishes the fundamental principles of preservation of the statehood of Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
- Compliance with the applicable decisions of legal authorities,
- JNA is declared the aggressor,
- Protection and defense of the citizens is taken over by the HVO Mostar,
- HVO is composed of the Croatian and Muslim people, and command staff will be appointed on the basis of parity,
- judicial authorities for trial in the war are introduced, appointed on the basis of parity,
- HVO is required to coordinate all operations with legitimate authorities in BiH and
- Once the war operations stop and Mostar is liberated, decisions brought by legal authorities will be accepted.
The next day, Ejup Ganić member of the BiH presidency phoned the president of the Crisis Headquarters Milivoj Gagro
and requested an explanation regarding the decision taken the previous day. He was satisfied with the explanation and
did not ask for any consequences or possible elimination of the decision. On April 29th 1992, as a member of the Crisis
Headquarters I issued a statement which was read in its entirety on Radio Mostar, as well as the complete text of the decision
on the show at 6:00 p.m.
Presidency of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina never formally responded to this decision.
It is interesting to note that in the regions of BiH which were free at that time, especially in central Bosnia, Crisis
Headquarters were formed not by legal authorities, but mostly by ex-communist authorities. Such decisions did not bother
the authorities in Sarajevo.
***
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Document 017: Decision
on appointment of Croatian
Defense Council (HVO)
no: 01-227, 21st May 1992

IX.7. Arkan criminals are coming to Mostar
With the overall aspects of military and political events in Mostar, we are disclosing an important and very interesting
message.

/handwritten:/
Urgently!
Omer Behmen called!

Document 018: The
content of telephone
messages dated April 17th,
1992 received from Omer
Behmen.

Arkan we are moving for Mostar

This message was received by phone on April 17th, 1992. from SDA BiH Central in Sarajevo. The message was sent by
telephone by Omer Behmen, a member of the Executive Board of the SDA BiH, who according to the party program was
responsible for Herzegovina.
The message reads:
“Chetniks - the army is moving for Mostar, block Mostar block, message Hadžija.”
www.slobodanpraljak.com
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Much was said by this dispatch. We remember well photos from TV about the crimes that these troops have committed throughout
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Croatian. The crimes, above all, had a psychological message that we should be aware of what awaits us.
In Mostar at the time, the lines of defense were being hastily reinforced. It is interesting to note that the credibility of the message sent
by Omer Behmen was later fully confirmed. However, it remains unclear how the Omer Behmen learned of this movement?

***
The presented historical documents clearly indicate a very serious military and political situation in Mostar, and negotiations
in Graz between Mate Boban and Radovan Karadžić who held a joint meeting of May 7th and 8th 1992, contributed this
situation in particular. Discussions at the meeting were regarding the future arrangements. These discussions were conducted
at the request of Lord Carrington.
***
Events in Graz, Austria could not pass without severe reaction. Regional Committee of SDA for Herzegovina at this occasion
issued a statement and sent it to interested parties, and warned of the deleterious effects of all these negotiations held without
the presence of Muslim representatives from RBiH.
***
“Considering the very serious military and political situation in Mostar and Herzegovina, SDA as a major legitimate
representative of the Muslim nation, as well as Muslims from other opposition parties accepted and gave its political approval
for the establishment of a unified defense in Mostar which was entrusted to the Croatian Defense Council, composed by
Croats, Muslims and other citizens. We accepted this decision under one condition, namely not to accept any political
solution for the duration of the joint war against the common aggressor. On this fact, we had to warn Mate Boban and
Radovan Karadžić, who had negotiated in Graz »15.
The occupation of Mostar left bank
... On May 11th, 1992 in the early morning hours the aggressor moved to a violent attack in order to break the resistance
and repression the defenders on the right bank of the Neretva. The attacks included all the available power that according
to our information, amounted to about five thousand soldiers, backed by artillery and tanks. The attack was carried out
from the direction of North Camp, through the bypass on the east side of town from direction of the South Camp, Ortiješ
airport, Rodoč heliport. The artillery was firing mercilessly on the right and left side of Mostar, and especially from Hum,
Stolac and airport Ortiješ. Such a violent attack defenders of Mostar have resisted for more than twelve hours.
After that command was issued that all civilians and soldiers have to withdrawn to the right bank in order to avoid a general
massacre.
This is followed by the general destruction of the left bank of Mostar. Houses and facilities were systematically robbed,
mosques were destroyed, and everything that presents Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian culture was burned without mercy.
Mostar Serbs stand out in these robberies. They were organized in a Serbian paramilitary group.
During that period the scale of casulties in Mostar was: committed genocide against Muslims and Croats who were caught
in their houses and apartments, two mass graves at Uborak - city landfill in the village Vrapčići were found. In the first grave
about 80, and in the second about 40 Muslims and Croats were found.
During the period of occupation of the left bank from May 11th, 1992nd until June 13th, 1992, all of the mosques on
15
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the left bank were either destroyed or damaged. Earlier, the crypt and the Franciscan monastery in Podhum, Episcopal
Ordinariate, Cathedral in Balinovac were burned out and so on.
The factories Soko, aluminum conglomerate, Hepok, Vrapčići, Compressor and other smaller companies were looted or
damaged. Vast fortune from the family houses and flats were taken. The value stolen and destroyed property from Mostar
will never be determined.
After the military operation, the aggressor took military position from HE Salakovci the north of Mostar, to Doljani and
Stolac. Areas south of Mostar experienced a similar fate.
The entire Muslim and Croatian population was exiled to the right bank of the Neretva, app. 40 000 inhabitants. Many to
this day have not returned to their homes.
On May 13th, 1992 The Crisis Headquarters of the Municipality of Mostar made the firs preliminary report and informed
the world public about the suffering of Mostar and Herzegovina. All these desperate moves were left without any response or
help.
After the liberation of Mostar in the summer of 1992, a group of experts from Mostar prepared a comprehensive report
about the aggression and sufferings of Mostar and combined them in a book entitled “Mostar urbicid 1992.”
This book was sent to many addresses in the world. The city of Mostar is organized the whole series of public presentations
around the world so the wider world public could get familiarized with the sufferings of Mostar.
Mostar has not yet come to turn to try the individuals for crimes committed in Mostar. Victims of Mostar are patient,
knowing that the perpetrators will get just punishments.
During the period of occupation of the left bank of Mostar, the aggressor demolished with mines: Carinski Bridge, Titov
Bridge, Lučki Bridge, Hasan Brkić bridge, bridge for Vojna, bridge in Žitomislići, bridge in Čapljina, railway bridges in
Raštani and Bačevići. The aggressor’s army destroyed the aviation bridge in Rodoč during the retreat from the Jasenica
heliport.
All bridges over the Neretva river are mined on the basis of technical documentation prepared by the communist government
in Yugoslavia. These projects have been stored in the archives of the Regional Territorial Defense for Herzegovina.16
IX. 12 Arming of the Patriotic League
In the previous section we explained how the reserve police was armed. One part of the weapons from the contingent of the
reserve police was assigned to the Patriotic League in Mostar.
The largest part of the weapons came from Croatian army, which was personally distributed by Mate Šarlija Daidža and
Croatian Crisis Headquarters assigned to help the Muslims of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
After aggressor was stopped at Čepikuće in October 1991 and aggressors’ first defeat, Daidža transferred the command post
to Vrgorac, a little town in Croatia close to the border, where he continued to work defending the Republic Croatia and
organizing the defense of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Upon approval from Gojko Šušak, Daidža conducted an interview with Mustafa Hadžiosmanović so he would guarantee
that the weapons delivered to the Muslims will be properly distributed. Mustafa and Daidža knew each other from the days
when they were imprisoned in communist jail. After completion of the secret meeting, the first contingent of arms from
Vrgorac was taken by Arif Hadžiosmanović, Suad Ćupina, Nail Nožić Pinca. Transportation safety was provided by Zikrija
Džonko, Sejo Čelebić and Omica Đukić.
Transportation of arms was carried out in utmost secrecy and at great personal risk to their lives. Trucks owned by brothers
Husić from Podveležje were used most of the times. Weapons were distributed successively from Stolac, Dubrava, Gubavice,
Buna, Blagaj, Podveležje, Gnojnica, Mostar, Bijelo Polje, Jablanica, Konjic all the way to village Bijelimići towards Boračko
lake.
Weapons were dispatched continuously in small quantities. Daidža delivered approx. 4500 rifles and considerable quantities
of ammunition. Each delivery had their own security, because Daidža wouldn’t allow transportation until he got a safety
guarantee. For each delivered quantity all proper documentation was kept by Daidža himself.
Jovan Divjak was in October 1992. held in detention under the accusation that he provoked the conflicts between Croats and Muslims in Prozor. The whole investigation was
led by the authorities of IV Corps of the BiH, headed by Arif Pašalić. This investigation confirmed that he was informed about the mining of the bridges, but he didn’t submit any
information to the defense authorities of Mostar, although communications with Sarajevo still existed. Central Post office in Mostar was bombarded in May, so he was able to give the
directions on how to save the bridges from destruction.

16
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This process lasted about three months. In similar manner, Croats in Mostar also received weapons from Daidža.
From the same contingent that is from the Croatian Army, Sarajevo and Foča also recived the weapons. To retrieve the
weapons for Sarajevo and Foča guarantee was previously given by Omer Behmen, who personally visited Daidža in Vrgorac.

Page 2.
Three thousand pipes that I stole from my country, Republic Croatia, let them be
halal to you, but I ask of you, please do this for me: order your commanders, or
captains, whatever you call them not to turn them against me, because patience
also has its limits. I especially ask the President of the Presidency, if he still has any
influence and authority, to stop the rampage, and to allow us to pass into the damn
Sarajevo, and I give my word of God and the people, and I swear by everything
sacred that I will never personally go to Sarajevo!

Document 027: Part of
Daidža’s letter to Alija
Izetbegović dated July 6th
1992, which confirms that
three thousand pipes (rifles)
were sent to Sarajevo.
Because of the historical
facts, the full content of this
letter will be shown later,
which reflects Daidža’s great
contribution for liberation
of BiH.

The attached document 028 is a report of weapons and equipment delivered by SDA to Independent Battalion (later the
First Mostar Brigade) in period from April 1st to September 1st, 1992.

-REPORT

Procurement and transportation of weapons and equipment
in period from April 1st to September 1st, 1992.

Document 028: Report for
procurement and shipment
of equipment delivered
for defense of Mostar
and Herzegovina by SDA
Mostar.

1) Automatic rifles 10 pieces (delivered to xxxx) Daidža
2) Hand grenades 100 pieces (delivered to xxxx, Carina)
3) Automat “Zagi” 10 pieces (I. Brigade) Daidža
4) Ammunition 7,9 5000 pieces (I. Brigade) Daidža
5) Ammunition 7,62 x 34 10000 pieces (I. Brigade) Daidža
6) RPG 20 pieces (Luka + Carina) Daidža
7) Explosives 200kg (I. Brigade) Pag.
***
-232) Computer communication system (I. Brigade) SDA
33) Portable radio stations 50 pieces (I. Brigade) SDA
34) Portable radio stations 30 pieces (I. Brigade) SDA
35) Uniform sets 100 pieces (I. Brigade) SDA
36) Rocket Launcher (I. Brigade) Herceg Stjepan
37) Rockets for launchers 80 pieces (I. Brigade) Herceg Stjepan
38) Metal beads 150 pieces (I. Brigade) SDA
39) Blankets 200 pieces (I. Brigade) SDA
					Report prepared by
					Hadžiosmanović /illegible/
					/signed/
NOTE: Dispatch documents stored at SDA Mostar archives.
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The document 029 shows weapons that were provided by Emir and Tarik Bijedić by their own initiative, and document 030
is also a list of weapons and equipment that were provided on their own initiative by Emir Bijedić and Hivzo Kazazić.
Document 030 is interesting because it shows part of the weapons delivered by the Crisis Headquarters of Muslims in
Croatia for defense of Mostar, three days after Mostar was liberated. The weapons were transported by boats in Donja
Mahala across the Neretva River and shipped to the first line of defense in Podvelež, where it was delivered to Podvelež troop
command. Weapons were approved by Šefko Omerbašić and transported by Miralem Batlak, President of SDA Bileća.
At the beginning, weapons were handed over directly to company commanders, and later to Mujo Koto for First Mostar
Brigade and Adil Krgo.
***
The action continued to the next day, when the lines of conflict moved deep into the mountain Velež and communication
towards Nevesinje. Buna, Blagaj, Podvelež, Vranjevići, Bijelo Polje, Dubravska plateau Čapljina, Stolac and the hinterland
town of Neum were liberated. The offensive that started on June 12th lasted several days and the enemy was constantly
suppressed in the depths of their positions.
Thereafter, the defense line was formed that went around the slopes of the mountains Prenj, Velež, Hrgud and Stolac. The
common defense was formed on this line which was occasionally moved in favor of the defenders and it remained about the
same way until the Muslim-Croatian war May 9th, 1993.
In this well-performed action defenders of Mostar nonetheless had victims. Among the Independent Battalion and HVO 15
people were killed and about 30 people were wounded more or less severely.
After the celebration of victory and decrease of euphoria regarding the liberation of Mostar, it was scary to visit and
determine the magnitude of crime committed in Mostar. Indeed, it was a city of horror.
Mostar refugees from Jasenice, Rodoč, Carine, Zalika, Mazoljica, Brankovci, Luka, Šehovina and so on, slowly began to visit
their burned and looted homes and condos. Those were untreatable wounds, fatal to the further recovery of Mostar, which
even after 14 years failes to recover. God only knows whether all this would ever be recovered. One of the world’s famous city
was gone forever known for its poets, artists, coot, jumpers from the bridge, rowers and swimmers from Neretva, who indeed
were the sole of the city. Traditional promenade and beauty and ambiance of the Old Town were gone. Sad and unspeakable
pain will remain for future generations.
The numbers of the first part of the war were horrible, but we thought it was finished and that we will accept all of the
problems as reality, and will find the strength to rebuild our city and country. Unfortunately, it was only the first part of the
scenario Mostar went through. The second part of the scenario commenced on May 9th 1993 when war between MuslimsCroats begun.
For genocide and urbicid committed in Mostar, authorities have filed a complaint with the International Tribunal in Hague
against Momčilo Perišić, the commander of the aggressor’s army and its supporters.
After the liberation of Mostar and parts of Herzegovina, political games were starting over the future status of Mostar. Much
more will be written about the course of these events later in this book.
X. 2 Preparations for the liberation of Sarajevo
Major General Mate Šarlija Daidža (Nijaz Batlak) was directly involved in preparation and implementation of large-scale
action for liberation of Mostar and wider area of the Republic Bosnia and Herzegovina, whose contribution is immeasurable.
Immediately after and due to the liberation of Mostar, Alija Izetbegović, President of the Presidency of BiH and the Supreme
Commander of the BiH Army, by the decree appoints him the Chief Commander of the Southern front, with the aim of
further liberation of the Republic Bosnia and Herzegovina. With this decree all active units of the HVO and the Mostar
Battalion and the BiH Army in the area of Mostar, Jablanica and Konjic are placed under his command.
***
Before the offensive for the liberation of Sarajevo, Daidža created all the prerequisites for Croats and Muslims to jointly head
in a decisive battle for the liberation of Sarajevo. At the first call, six hundred Muslims and Croats volunteered, including me.
Excellent atmosphere was created for this action.
Pursuant to the powers conferred, Daidža issued a number of commands which, in military terms, were strengthening the
www.slobodanpraljak.com
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combat readiness of Mostar and Bosnia and Herzegovina. I would like to name two: the command number. 11057/92. from
May 16th, 1992 regarding the collection of food from the liberated villages to feed the army and refugees and the command
number 11562/92. from May 16th, 1992 ordering the placement of people from Podveležje under a unified command.

SECTOR COMMANDER
MOSTAR-SARAJEVO

Document 038: Special
order to Podveležje, May
16th, 1992 no. 11562/92.

NUBER: 11562/92
DATE: May 16th, 1992.
SPECIAL ORDER TO PODVELEŽJE
In case you do not join or execute the order to join our formations, and you
received the weapons, all and each will be disarmed. Your commander will bear the
greatest consequences.
It is your duty to join the other units in action, or you will all be exiled from
Podveležje.
We can jointly expel the enemy in 24 hours, but those like you who sit and wait
and look for ways to slip under the table, interfere with our /illegible/ and we must
expunge you.
										
				SECTOR COMMANDER
				MOSTAR – SARAJEVO
				
DAIĐA
				/signed/

To Presidency of Republic Bosnia and Herzegovina
Dear Sirs,
After the agreement with you, that is after your whishes and pleads, and in agreement
with the President of Republic Croatia, Mr. Franjo Tuđman, I was approved to
go ahead with your requests. I am prevented by your people to help you brake the
encirclement and to deliver to Sarajevo some brad, weapons, and what is most
important to retract into town one thousand and five hundred people, who now deep
in the background wait for my call /illegible/ and participate in the joint brake of the
encirclement behind the enemies back on Pale. I’m not sure what kind of circus you
are operating with me or with those poor Islamic people who cannot withstand much
more of this. The brake of the encirclement was planned for June 28th of this year,
as Mr. Alija Delimustafić suggested. This plan was stopped by Mr. Zejnil Delalić and
his letter addressed to you, copy of which was sent to me. You can assess why on the
basis of this letter you have put me under the command of some gentleman called
Polutak Mustafa. Excuse me for talking like a solder, I will never agree that some
reserve, ex-officer of JNA, which used to help with the coats and opening the doors,
gives me lessons about strategy, and whose units didn’t move even for 1 meter. You
bear the consequences, because no one from the presidency came to be by my side
to witness bandit operations of international smugglers and road bandits that were
appointed by you as all kind of commanders. Or maybe they appointed themselves.
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I will publicly announce to people of Bosnia and Herzegovina all future rampage
of these people, and place them on Croatian radio and TV, because I can no longer
hide this disgrace. I will tell you one example: there is a commander in Jablanica
called Hindić Safet or so called “Božidar, who at this very night ordered his troops
to raise their arms against me and shoot, because I was going to accept 300 freshly
arrived Muhadzers, to our misery, from eastern Bosnia. I was going to refer the
Muhadzers immediately to hotel “Alem” in Baško Polje, where they would have
peace and quiet, food and good sanitary conditions, and children would be able to
swim in the sea. I beag you, I warn you and I’m telling you this: If within three days
“little A” doesn’t come in front of me, I will stop all supply of food, medicine and
any other aid, which was well organized.

Page 2
Three thousand pipes that I stole from my country, Republic Croatia, let them be
halal to you, but I ask of you, please do this for me: order your commanders, or
captains, whatever you call them not to turn them against me, because my patience
also has its limits. I especially ask the President of the Presidency, if he still has any
influence and authority, to stop the rampage, and to allow us to pass into the damn
Sarajevo, and I give my word of God and the people, and I swear by everything
sacred that I will never personally go to Sarajevo!

Document 027: Second
page of the same letter in
which Daidža confirms
arming Sarajevo defenders.

In his letter Daidža writes to A. Izetbegović explaining the reasons for not breaking the encirclement around Sarajevo on
June 28th 1992. Original part of the letter with explanations is part of the document 039.
The operation development regarding the brake of the encirclement around Sarajevo is clearly evident from this letter.
Participants of these events still have to answer the raised questions.
Why didn’t they allow the liberation of Sarajevo? We remember the Safer Halilović statement at the time “we will not be
liberated by Ustasha”.

Dr. Ismet Hadžiosmanović: The Bosnian-Croatian political reckoning / Mostar, 2004.
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D-47

D-48/1

Alija appointed Daidža

Uborak and Sutina

Two days before the left bank of Neretva was liberated (east side of Mostar), member of JNA (Yugoslav national
army) or VRS (Republic Srpska Army) or paramilitary units killed 114 people of Muslim and Croat nationality.
At village Vrapčići – north part of Mostar, at the mass grave Uborak 88 dead people were found, and at mass
grave in Sutina 26 Croatian and Muslim men and women were found.
I’m writing Muslim with capital M, because this is the way it was written at the time. From total number of
found bodies 107 were identified, and 7 were never identified. The funeral of the remains was held in front of the
Mostar University.
Political and military representatives of Muslim and Croatian people, HDZ (Croatian democratic union), SDA
(Democratic action party), HVO (Croatian defense committee) and Mostar battalion from BiH Army were
present at the funeral.
Investigation nonexistent, offender unknown.
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Liberation of Dubravska plateau and Stolac

D-49

The forces of the HVO and the HV engaged in liberation of Dubravska
plateau and Stolac
Forces engaged in the first phase
A) BG-1 composition: 1. and 2. Company / 1 no. platoon HVO Čitluk, div. platoon Čitlu, commando group Našice,
commando group Zadar, HOS
Forces move in an attack to lines: Bridge in Čapljina - Šurmanci. The goal at this stage - with the forces of BG-2 to break the
enemy on the first line of defense (R. Neretva) and control the broader area of Domanovići.
Clean the free area.
B) BG-2 Composition: 1 company 156. brig. of HV, reinforced platoon 156. brig. of HV,
1 comp. / 1 brig. HVO, a group of HOS, Wolves,
POG/156. brig. HV, Sc. section/156. brig. HV, div. Pilot group
Forces move in an attack to lines: village Struga – v. Čeljevo - v. Gnjilišta - Tasovčići.
Mission: to break the enemy in the area - v. Prebilovci, v. Tasovčići, Hotanj, and strike the communication Domanović Bivolje hill.
Clean the free area.
Forces engaged in the second phase 13.06. - 20.06.1992
A) HVO forces (part of the OZJIH forces)cleans the area of Dubravska plateau, focus was on direction Domanovići – v.
Gubavica and v. Domanovići – v. Rotimlja.
B) HVO forces: “L. Pavlović” and group HOS are extending direction of action to v. Aladinić – v. Maslin – Stolac, pushing
the enemy forces and with forces of “Stolac battalion” liberate Stolac and form safety defense of Stolac .
C) TG-2 forces of HV and “Stolac battalion” operate south of river Bregava, liberating town Stolac and south parts of Stolac
municipality.
They establish cooperation with forces of “L. Pavlović” and HOS forces.
They organize firm defense of town Stolac.
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HVO and HV forces involved in liberation of Dubravska plateau and Stolac
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Liberation of the left and right side of Mostar

D-50/1

13.04.1992
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D-50/1

D-50/2
CROATIAN COMMUNITY HERCEG BOSNA HVO
CHIEF OF DEFENSE OPERATIONS ZA S/W HERZEGOVINA
Čitluk
On April 22nd, 1992.							DEFENSE
									OFFICIAL SECRET
									TOP SECRET
									BY COURRIER
INTELLIGENCE REPORT			

Oper. No. 1-1/92

Dana from April 25th, 1192 from Mostar source
North camp 680 Chetnics
4 tanks and 6 armed transporters. These means are in constant motion. They move from North camp to Orthodox
church in Bjelušine where 200 Chetnics are stationed.
- South camp contains about 6 tanks and 3 armed transporters and 300 Chetnics. One operational tank was given to 		
Montenegro reserve forces, other tanks are out of service because of incomplete crews.
- There are 150 white eagles on Buna. All Serbs on other side of Neretva (Buna, Ortijež, Bjelušine etc.) are armed.
- There are 100 parachutists in Jasenica with a mission to secure command posts and some special tasks.
(Example retreat of Yugoslav soldiers from Dretelj warehouse)
- Aviation bridge: condition unchanged 2 tanks and 1 transporter
- Mostar is shelled mostly from bypass around the city south of Orthodox church for which they use tanks and cars with 		
installed mortars and PAT 120/3 mm – all movable.
- Our units in Mostar are missing anti-armor supply
BST cannon – not enough mines (just few)
- Towards Tasovčići moves reconnaissance troop with commander Mihaljević and special reconnaissance platoon formed 		
on Pijesci by Major Batanić
									CHIEF
									Frano Primorac
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D-50/3
CROATIAN COMMUNITY HERCEG BOSNA
CROATIAN COUNCIL OF DEFENSE
MUNICIPALITY HEADQUARTERS MOSTAR
Number: 05/92.
Mostar, April 30th, 1992
Based on decision from president of HVO for municipality Mostar, no.1-1/92, from April 29th, 1992 I appoint
commanders of HVO units for Mostar municipality headquarters:
I battalion – Bijelo Polje – Marko Radić
II battalion – Rudnik – Mario Mikulić
III battalion – Cim – Ilija Vrljić
IV battalion – Balinovac – Tihomir Mišić
V battalion – Ilići – Marinko Bošnjak
VI battalion – Kruševo – Mile Pušić
VII battalion – Gnojnice – Jadranko Lovrić
VIII battalion – Rodoč – Nino Vidović
IX battalion – Jasenice – Vjeko Čutura
Mostar battalion – Suad Ćupina
Independent company “Zalik” – Vinko Grubišić
Independent company “Goranci” – Pero Raić
Independent company “Drežnica” – “Vrdi” – Karlo Marić
Independent company “Buna” – Mate Brljević
Independent company “Orlac” – Mladen Jurić
Military police HVO Mostar – Željko Džidić
Appointment shall take effect upon its issuance.

									Commander
									/signed and stamped/
									____________________
									Petar Zelenika
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D-50/
15
HVO
INDEPENDENT BATTALION FOR DEFENSE OF MOSTAR
Strictly confidential
Mostar. June 14th, 1992
REGULAR REPORT Op. No. 1
1. The task of crossing the river and establishing a bridgehead on the left bank of Neretva river is fully executed.
a) On the left bank of Neretva river beachhead was established in the area CARINSKI BRIDGE - TEKIJA depth of str. M.
Titus.
b) Units on the left bank of Neretva river:
- Independent Battalion - 1 troop
- 1 / 4 Battalion “TIHOMIR MIŠIĆ”
- Mostar police forces
c) Total number of people: 580
2. Losses during the execution of the task:
- Independent Battalion:

5 killed

				1 missing
				12 wounded
- Other units			

1 killed

				2 injured
3. The operation flow of the task was planned with the lack of a plan for transportation for boat crossings (just one crossing
was operational) because of the high water level, which was customized by the enemy through the dam.
4. Prior and next tasks are executed.
5. REQUIREMENTS:
a) provide the needed and other ammunition according to submitted requirements to HVO logistics dated June 14th 1992,
b) provision of team for battlefield recovery,
c) providing the logistics protection of life and work in war conditions without water or electricity supply.
6. Execution of the operation for next activities and reaching the line of the main road is planned for June 15th 1192.
										COMMANDER
										Arif Pašalić
										/signed and stamped/
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XVI.
THE MAPS WERE
DRAWN FROM
MEMORY AND
THEREFORE CERTAIN
IMPRECISIONS
AND SLIGHT
INACCURACIES ARE
POSSIBLE.

APPROVED
commander
brigadier general
Slobodan Praljak

I APOLOGIZE TO MY
COMRADES - IT IS
THEIR VICTORY, I
DID NOT WANT AND
DO NOT WANT TO
EMPHASISE MY ROLE
AS THE COMMANDING
OFFICER, BUT IT
IS NOT FAIR NOR
CORRECT THAT
THOSE WHO DID
NOT HAVE ANY PART
IN THOSE ACTIONS
DISCUSS AND BRING
JUDGEMENTS ON
THEM
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DECISION

DEFENSE

of commander of OZ NWH

MILITARY SECRET

for offensive activities

TOP SECRET
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INDEX
DIVISION COMMAND
REGIMENT
MULTIPLE ROCKET
LAUNCHER
ARTILLERY
105MM HOWITZER
AND HIGHER
105MM HOWITZER
AND LOWER
100 MM GUN AND
LOWER
100 MM GUN AND
HIGHER
57MM ANTI
AIRCRAFT GUN
120 MM MORTAR
82MM MORTAR
ARMOUR UNITS
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INDEX
Mostar Municipal Headquarters
Regiment
Anti-hail rockets
VLR / Multiple rocket launcher
Artillery
130mm gun
76mm gun
PZO / 57mm anti aircraft gun
88mm coastal gun
120mm mortar
82mm mortar
Artillery scouts
Main line of attack

Additional line of attack

KB / Two combat units of
Convicts Batallion

Part of 5th Ilički Batallion
Croatian Defence Council
(HVO) Mostar
Part of the 4th Balinovac
Battalion Croatian
Defence Council
(HVO) Mostar
Part of the 2nd Rudnički
Batallion Croatian Defence
Council (HVO) Mostar
Part of the PB /Poskok
Battalion Široki brijeg

Part of the 4th Battalion
of 4th Guards Motorized
Brigade

ZM /Commanding Post of
the 4th Batallion of the 4th
Guards Motorized Brigade

OK / Armoured / platoon of
the 4th Battalion of the 4th
Guards Motorized Brigade
Armour Platoon (T-55)
within 4th Battalion of 4th
Guards Motorized Brigade.
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INDEX
Mostar Municipal Headquarters
Anti-hail rockets
Regiment
Artillery
105mm Howitzer and higher
105mm Howitzer and lower
100mm gun and lower
100mm gun and higher
PZO / 57mm anti-aircraft gun
120mm mortar
82 mm mortar
Armour units

Artillery scouts

Main line of attack

Aditional line of attack

Part of Bjelopoljska
Batallion Croatian Defence
Council (HVO) Mostar
Part of 5th Ilićka Battalion
Croatian Defence Council
(HVO) Mostar
Part of 4th Balinovac
Batallion Croatian Defence
Council (HVO) Mostar
Part of the 2nd Rudnička
Battalion Croatian Defence
Council (HVO) Mostar
Part of Cimska Batallion
Croatian Defence Council
(HVO) Mostar
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INDEX
Mostar Municipal Headquarters
Anti-hail rockets
Regiment
VLR/Multiple Rocket Launcher
Artillery
105 Howitzer and higher
105 Howitzer and lower
100mm gun and lower
100mm gun and higher
PZO/57mm anti aircraft gun
120mm mortar
82mm mortar
Armoured units
Artillery scouts

Main line of attack

Aditional line of attack

KB/Two combat units of
Convicts Batallion

Part of 5th Ilički Batallion
Croatian Council of Defence
(HVO) Mostar
Part of the 4th Balinovac
Battalion Croatian Council
of Defence (HVO) Mostar

Part of the 2nd Rudnički
Batallion Croatian Council
of defence (HVO) Mostar
PB/Part of the Poskok
Battalion Široki brijeg

Part of the 4th Battalion
of 4th Guards Motorized
Brigade

ZM/Commanding Post of
the 4th Batallion of the 4th
Guards Motorized Brigade
OK/Armoured/ platoon
of the 4th Battalion of
the 4thGuards Motorized
Brigade / Armoured Platoon
(T-55) within 4th Battalion
of 4th Guards Motorized
Brigade
HVO defence lines (Velež
repeater)
HVO strongholds
Enemy attack lines
(VRS)
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D-51/1

Submissions of aplications for participation of the allocation of flats

1. SPAHIĆ, OSMAN, MUHAMED

12.05.1992.

2. VOLJEVICA, IBRO, MUJO		

23.06.1992.

3. GOSTO, AVDO, HUSO		

16.06.1992

...............
44. KARIĆ, FADIL, FADIL		

06.05.1992.

45. LETUKA, MEH..., FADIL		
25.05.1992.
							
						COMMANDER
						Arif Pašalić
						/signed and stamped/
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D-51/2

1. REBAC
IBRAHIM
2. ĐELILOVIĆ IBRAHIM
3. ČESIR
HASAN		

ADIS
TOFIK
HALIL

.....
7. MARIĆ
8. NIŠTOVIĆ

IBRO		
MUHAREM

HADŽE
OSMAN

					COMMANDER
					Arif Pašalić
					
/ signed and stamped /
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D-51/3

1. PAJEVIĆ
HASAN		
HADŽE
2. GOSTO
RAMO		
SENAD
3. VUK		ASIM		FADIL
.........
21. HAMZAI
22. ŠALJA

AZEM		
AVDIJA		

RAMADAN
FATIM

					COMMANDER					
					Arif Pašalić					
					/signed and stamped/
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D-51/4

1. OMANOVIĆ

MUHAREM

AHMET

2. FIŠIĆ		

DURAN		

AHMET

3. LJELJAK

NAFIJA		

OMER

4. ZUKIĆ

ADEM		

MEHMED

5. MIKULIĆ

JADRANKO

MARKO

					COMMANDER
					Arif Pašalić
					/signed and stamped/
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D-51/5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

KOTLO
MUSTAFA
MUŠINOVIĆ KEMAL			OMER
KOLIČIĆ
KEMAL			MUSTAFA
MARIĆ		KEMAL			ADEM
HUSNIĆ
HUSO			OMER

....
682.
683.
684.
685.

POBRIĆ
SALKO			HASAN
DVIZAC
HABIB 			
HAMDIJA
ŠABIĆ		SEAD			MUSTAFA
KEVELJ		JASMIN			HAMID

						COMMANDER
						Arif Pašalić
						/signed and stamped/
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Request for assistance to displaced persons from Gacko located in Mostar

D-52

From the book:
Dr. Ismet Hadžiosmanović, the Bosniak-Croatian political
reckoning, Mostar, 2006.

REPUBLIC OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
/Coat of arms of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina/
										/Handwritten:/ Document 050
WAR PRESIDENCY OF GACKO MUNICIPALITY
with temporary headquarters in Mostar

REGIONAL BOARD OF SDA HERZEGOVINA
MOSTAR
SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE TO DISPLACES PERSONS FROM GACKO

LOCATED IN MOSTAR

Please, within your capabilities help the displaced persons from Gacko who are temporarily located in Mostar.
Thanks you for your support and cooperation, and please find enclosed a list of displaced persons from Gacko in hope that
you will continue to assist this noble humanitarian mission.
MAHSUZ SELLAM!
Mostar, October 27th, 1992.
War Presidency
Memić Dževad
/signed and stamped/
Registration stamp imprint						

Internal delivery book no.____________

										

____________

SUBJECT: LIST OF DISPLACED MUSLIMS FROM GACKO LIVING IN MOSTAR
Logo SOUR “Veselin Masleša” Sarajevo						
IRO Forms and teaching resources
Mark for order 15/20 edition 1/89
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Herzegovinian soldier, journal of the 4th Corps of the Army of the Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Mostar, February 1993, 1st issue

***
From the war diary of 4th Corps of the BH Army
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D-54

08th February
Again, the most severely was on the Konjic battlefield, where the Chetniks tried to break
through with infantry after the artillery preparation.
They were rejected, but there were two killed and one wounded combatant on our side. The
crew was disabled and the cannon was damaged.
***
***

***
During the first days of war, while we were still wondering what was going on, during those
crucial and the most difficult days, the following were killed:
Šaćir Šaćirović, killed in Donja Mahala, 20.04.1992.
Nadija Pašić, killed in Donja Mahala, 19.04.1992.
Edin Kajić, killed at Carina, 26.04.1992.
Alija Kajan, killed at Mazoljice, 30.04.1992.
Perica Karaul, killed in B. Krpo street, 03.05.1992.
Ozren Vrtikapa, killed in B. Fejića street, 03.05.1992.
Fadil Karić, killed at Stari Most, 06.05.1992.
Muhamed Spahić, killed in Donja Mahala, 12.05.1992.
Erman Ćorda, killed in Donja Mahala, 04.06.1992.
Avdo Karabeg, killed in Donja Mahala, illegible.06.1992.
Alija Maksumić, killed at Merdžan Glava,27.06.1992.
Zoran Galuza, killed at Stari Most, 14.06.1992.
Meho Husnić, killed at Podveležje, 16.06.1992.
For each issue of the journal we shall prepare several interviews with the families of the killed
combatants. If we will be able to, we shall publish the authentic information on killings of
some combatants.
***
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About constitutionality of HZHB
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Who was in command of HOS / Croatian Defence Forces?
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Order by Alija Izetbegović to lift the blockade of Sarajevo
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Who was in command of HOS?
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Stjepan Šiber: Deceptions, delusions, the truth - 1992 war diary

D-62

***

Stjepan Šiber: Deceptions, delusions,
the truth - 1992 war diary, Sarajevo, 2000
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D-63

The order for the offensive operation

									MILITARY SECRET
									STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
									“BURA”
Class: 8/92-01/40
Ref. no :3105-01-01-92-10
Ploče, October 20th, 1992
Sections 1:50000													
			
- Mostar 2 and 4
			
- Nevesinje 1 and 3
			
- Ston 2
			
- Trebinje 1
1. ENEMY
Forces of Herzegovina Corps is located in eastern Herzegovina from Rupni Do - Trebinje to Borci - Konjic with total
strength of: about 5 000 Chetniks, 30 tanks, 40 self-propelled equipment, 12 OT, 12 VBR , around 60 different canons and
40 different air defense assets.
1.1. Forces layout
- 23. Brigade TO (territorial defense) Bileća deployed in rayon: Oštri Kuk tt. 494 - Ibrahim Do - Ljubinje.
- 13. Motorized brigade Nevesinje deployed in rayon: Ravnice - Ljubljanica - v.Kameni Obor.
- 10. Herzegovina brigade deployed in a wider rayon: Nevesinje from v. Ljubljanica - Rošci mountain - Nevesinje.
- TO unit Borci deployed in wider Borci rayon: v. Glavatičevo - Paklena tt. 907 - Sivadija tt 1967.
- 47. Motorized brigade Trebinje deployed on wider rayon of Trebinje: Rupni Do - Popovo Polje - v. Donji Mionići.
1.2. Position and Intent
After losing position on the left bank of the Neretva river the enemy was forced to withdraw. New positions were taken on
the battlefield Podvelež - Ošljak - Stone - Kotašnica - Drenovac - Dvrsnik - Žegulja which is well fortified, obstructed, a
front end secured with MMP.
Subsequently, the front end of the defense and depth of the battlefield is reinforced with technical equipment in line with
withdraw from Prevlaka, and enemy characteristic is that has more technology than manpower.
With regrouping of forces and further strengthening with resources and personnel from the Dubrovnik battlefield enemy
will gradually seek to create conditions for the offensive action with the intention of breaking out on the left bank of the
Neretva river, across the plateau Dubravska.
…
15. COMMAND AND COMMUNICATION
Continuously take measures for increasing the security of command and communications.
From start of combat operations to the greatest extent possible, use wired connection, and in the absence use PTT (Post and
telecommunications).
Use radio connection only during combat with the mandatory use of TKT.
Regular reports deliver each day until 6:00 p.m. with the situation at 05:00 p.m. and until 06:00 am with the situation at
05:00 a.m.
Outstanding reports submit IMMEDIATELY.
During the performance combat activities gather information about the enemy (VP, composition, action, losses, etc.), and
deliver them promptly and openly.
IZM (division command post) Čapljina										
								COMMANDER OF HVO HERCEG BOSNA
								Brigadier Milivoj Petković
								/signed:/
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Plan for operation offensive - “Bura”, Map XXI

D-63/1

PLAN FOR OPERATION
OFFENSIVE “BURA”
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„Bihac“ Brigade

VRS Attack directions
„Rama“ Brigade

Legend:

Blue names, e.g. 105th Brigade

HVO unit names
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„Knez Branimir“ Brigade

„Knez Domagoj“ Brigade

„Stjepan Radić“ Brigade

„Kralj Tvrtko“ Brigade

„Ban J.Jelačić“ Brigade

„Herceg Stjepan“ Brigade

„Rafael Boban“ Brigade
„Čikota“ Brigade
2nd Brigade Mostar
3rd Brigade Mostar

5th Brigade Posušje

„Kralj Tomislav“ Brigade

„P.Krešimir IV“ Brigade

„Ante Starčević“ Brigade

„Kupres“ Batallion

„N.Š.Zrinski“ Brigade
„Eugen Kvaternik“ Brigade

115. Brigade Tuzla-Soli

108. Brigade

107. Brigade

„Travnička“ Brigade
„Frankopan“ Brigade „J.Francetić“ Brigade
II. „Zenička“ Brigade „Bobovac“ Brigade
„Kotromanić“ Brigade
„S.Tomašević“ Brigade „Viteška“ Brigade

115. XP Brigade

110. Brigade

106. Brigade

105. Brigade

104. Brigade

103. Brigade

102. Brigade

101. Brigade
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The HVO units and VRS attacks, Map XXII
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OPERATIONAL
ZONE MOSTAR

OPERATIONAL
ZONE
TOMISLAVGRAD

OPERATIONAL
ZONE VITEZ

OPERATIONAL
ZONE ORAŠJE

„Knez Domagoj“ Brigade
Čapljina

„P.Krešimir IV“ Brigade
Livno

„Travnička“ Brigade
Travnik

„Stjepan Radić“ Brigade
Ljubuški

„Kralj Tomislav“ Brigade
Tomislavgrad

„Frankopan“ Brigade
Travnik

„Čikota“ Brigade
Široki Brijeg

„Rama“ Brigade
Rama

„S.Tomašević“ Brigade
Novi Travnik

„Herceg Stjepan“ Brigade
Konjic

„Ante Starčević“ Brigade
Uskoplje

„Viteška“ Brigade
Vitez

105. Brigade

2nd Brigade Mostar

„Eugen Kvaternik“ Brigade
Bugojno

„N.Š.Zrinski“ Brigade
Busovača

107. Brigade

5th Brigade Posušje

„J.Francetić“ Brigade
Zenica

101. Brigade
102. Brigade

3rd Brigade Mostar
„Knez Branimir“ Brigade
Čitluk
„Rafael Boban“ Brigade
Grude

103. Brigade
104. Brigade

106. Brigade
108. Brigade
115. Brigade Tuzla-Soli

„Kupres“ Batallion
II. „Zenička“ Brigade
Zenica
„Kotromanić“ Brigade
Kakanj
„Bobovac“ Brigade
Vareš

HVO battalion Bihać

111. XP Brigade
Žepče
110. Brigade
Usora
„Ban J. Jelačić“ Brigade
Kiseljak
„Kralj Tvrtko“ Brigade
Sarajevo
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Engagement of forces towards Gornji Vakuf – response

D-67

REPUBLIC OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA				
DEFENSE OF THE REPUBLIC
3rd CORPS COMMAND							MILITARY SECRET
Strictly confidential number 02/33-181						STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
Zenica, 20.01.1993.
/hand written number 38 circled/
Engagement of forces toward Gornji Vakuf- response To the Command Headquarters of Bugojno defense and 307th Brigade
We appreciate your thoughts and suggestions, but we draw your attention to the performance of the assignments in the area of
responsibility. Do not engage in activities that are not in your domain. Write reports so as to reflect the combat situation and not to
be a political lesson.
For conflicts in all towns of Croatian Community Herceg Bosna is still premature, although this option is also foreseen. Try to do
everything you can and help Vakuf.
COMMANDER
Enver Hadžihasanović
Verified by stamp
stamp with crest of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the sign 3rd corps /signature illegible/
/circled by hand/
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(Note: text was underlined by the author of the document)
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Letter of Prime minister of Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina mr. Mile Akmadžić to
the Senator Joseph Biden
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Letter of the Prime minister of Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina mr. Mile Akmadžić
to the UN secretary general Boutros Boutros Ghali
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REPUBLIC OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
No. 13-42-14/93
Sarajevo, February 25th 1993

GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
SARAJEVO
Case: putting the districts of Mostar and Livno into operation
Under the provisions of Article 19 of the Decree with legal power on Education and Work of Districts (Official Gazette of
the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, No. 12/92, 14/92, 18/92 and 21/92) the District Assembly educates the district
presidency. At the same time, Article 60 of this provision regulates that the Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina appoints
the Republic’s district commission whose main task is to execute the preparations and organize the constitution of district
assembly.
In accordance with stated provisions the presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina has brought a decision on educating of
Republic’s district commissions (Official Gazette of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina no. 16/92 and 19/92) which,
among other things, indicated that the Republic’s district commission shall function as s district presidency until the
constitution of the district presidency.
According to latest information from the districts, received before February 25th 1993, district authorities were formed
in districts: Bihać, Goražde, Tuzla and Zenica, while in districts Banja Luka, Doboj, Sarajevo and Travnik Republic’s
commissions appointed for these districts perform the function of presidencies of these districts.
Mostar district for the areas of municipalities: Bileća, Čapljina, Čitluk, Gacko, Grude, Jablanica, Konjic, Mostar, Ljubinje,
Ljubuški, Mostar, Neum, Nevesinje Posušje, Stolac and Trebinje and Livno district for the area of the municipalities Glamoč,
Kupres, Livno, Prozor, Tomislavgrad have not yet been put in function.
Due to known reasons, primarily political in nature relating to the establishment of the so-called “Herceg-Bosna” authorities,
the constitution of Mostar and Livno districts in accordance with the applicable laws of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina has not been immediately started.
However, with an aim of putting these districts into function the Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
sent a letter to Mr. Mate Boban on September 27th 1992. which regards the question of putting these districts into
operation, and inter alia states: “... at the beginning of the war, in very complex conditions in the Mostar and Livno region
the provisional authorities of Herceg-Bosna have been formed.
It was determined by the Agreement of July 27th 1992 between the Republic of Croatia and the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina that the interim government of Herceg-Bosna shall comply with the legislation of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Therefore we suggest that in order to ensure uniform practice of organizing war authority throughout the
territory of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina you initiate the proceedings of relabeling of Herceg-Bosna temporary
authority for the regions of Mostar and Livno into district authorities of Mostar and Livno district, in accordance with that
provision. At the same time, by this letter it is requested from Mr. Boban to propose candidates for the most responsible
positions in the organs and bodies of those districts.
According to the findings of this Ministry there was no official response or position on this issue received from Mr. Mate
Boban. For these reasons, the Ministry of Defense is re-launching the initiative for districts Mostar and Livno to be put into
function, and proposes to the Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina in accordance with Article 56 and 60.
of the regulation, to forward to the Presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina the proposal on the adoption of a
decision
1. Districts Mostar and Livno are being put into function with March 1st 1993.
2. With the aim of constituting the district Assembly of Mostar and Livno and other organs the Presidency of the Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina is appointing the Republic’s commissions for stated districts, with three members from among
members of the Assembly of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina from the areas of these districts.
DEPUTY MINISTER
Munib Bisić
/ signed and stamped /
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Crest of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Government
_____________________________________________
Sarajevo, March 3rd 1993
Number:
ARMY OF BOSNIA AND HEZEGOVINA
4th CORPS COMMAND
Mr. Arif Pašalić, Commander
MOSTAR
Mr. Pašalić
We are sending you the conclusion of the Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina on the implementation
of emergency measures for the purpose of putting the district of Mostar and Livno into operation. We are asking you
to, in cooperation with the Security Services Center Sarajevo and other political actors in this field, make contacts and
consultations on the election of three commissioners from among the members of the Assembly of the Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina (list attached), so that these commissioners could carry out the necessary activities in order to activate the
district of Mostar and Livno.
In addition to the above conclusion and list, we will send you an instruction on the application of regulations on
organization and functioning of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina in war conditions.
Sincerely,
						
Deputy Prime Minister of Bosnia and Herzegovina
						Dr. Zlatko Lagumdžija
						signature /illegible/
						
(official seal with the inscription in Latin and Cyrillic - Republic 		
						
of Bosnia and Herzegovina Government of the Republic of Bosnia
						
and Herzegovina Sarajevo, the Crest of the Republic of Bosnia and
						Herzegovina)
copy delivered to:
CSB Mostar
(Mr. Ramo Masleša, Chief )
-Mr. Jadranko Prlić
(commissioner of the Government of the Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina)
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Excerpt from the tape recorded session of the Presidency
of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Government
of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the
parliamentary parties that is presidents or party
representatives of parties held on March 10th 1993. The
discussion was led with regards to the preparation for the
session of the Assembly of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, which was supposed to comment on the
Vance Owen plan.

Bosnia and Herzegovina. Especially in three provinces. They
as such would further pose a great threat to the security of
citizens who support Bosnia and Herzegovina, Muslims and
Croats in particular.

IZETBEGOVIĆ: I would like to have a useful conversation.
... So, are you familiar with the contents of the military
document that was signed in New York, or do you think it
would be good to read the introduction? Well, then it will
be brought and we will read it ....

***

HALILOVIĆ: Mr. President, gentlemen, I would just give
certain opinions related to the military paper ....

5. At the international level to animate all friendly countries
to exert pressure on Croatia to drop support for “HercegBosna” and work actively to its abolishing.

It comes out from it that one of the basic problems of
the entire, even the military part of the agreement, is the
fact that the solution to the war would not follow as a
consequence of basic military victory over the aggressor,
which would cause that the party who actualized the
massacres and other forms of genocide against the Muslim
and Croatian people, to remain in the role also of the
organizer of the part of government in the Republic of

***
2. Freeze the activities of political parties and form a
patriotic front of citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina for the
defense of sovereign state.
4. On the political agenda, finally resolve the most
important issue with the Republic of Croatia, and that is the
logistics for the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina that is
the armed forces.

6. To ensure that the port Ploče and direction Ploče Mostar-Sarajevo - Zenica is in constant function for the
needs of the State of Bosnia and Herzegovina. If it is
necessary, engage international forces for this cause and if
needed secure that space with our own forces.
***

Charles R. Shrader: The Muslim-Croat civil war in Central Bosnia,
a military history 1992-1994
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And many other witnesses appearing before the Intenational Criminal Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia in The Hague. As
Nakic succintly stated, „The Croats and Muslims, the local ones, would never have entered into a conflict were it not for the
influx of these refugees who sought a space for themselves, having lost their own in Western and Eastern Bosnia. 5

Charles R. Shrader,
The Muslim-Croat civil war in Central Bosnia, a military history 1992-1994,
Golden marketing-Tehnička knjiga Zagreb - 2004
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Territory under HVO
control ( Croatian
Defence Council)

Territory under A BiH
control (Army of Bosnia
and Herzegovina)

Territory under VRS
control (Army of
Srpska Republic)

Situation in BiH
April- May 1992

1.
Situation in BiH - April- May 1992
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Situation in Herzegovina until and around April 10th, 1992

2.
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Mutual operations by HVO and A-BiH, situation in the period from April 10 until June 7, 1992
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Mutual operations by HVO and A-BiH in the period from June 1992 until October 29, 1992
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Mutual operations by HVO and A-BiH on October 29, 1992 VRS occupies Jajce
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Relations between HVO and A-BiH - January 1993
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A-BiH attack on HVO - April 1993
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A-BiH attack on HVO - May 1993
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A-BiH attack on HVO - June 1993
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Relations between HVO and A-BiH on June 30, 1993
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A-BiH attack on HVO - July 1993
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Situation in the territory under A-BiH and HVO control on July 30, 1993
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Relations between HVO and A-BiH on November 8,1993
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Ratio of forces A-BiH and HVO, March 1993, structure and
arrangement OZ CB, April 1993

Structure and arrangement of
OZ SB /OPERATIONAL ZONE
CENTRAL BOSNIA /
April 1993
STRENGTH IN NUMBERS OF OZ CB:
1. Travnik brigade approximately 800 solders
2. Brigade Frankopan approximately 600 soldiers
3. Stjepan Tomašević Brigade approximately 700 soldiers
4. Viteška Brigade approximately 1100 soldiers
5. N. Šubić Zrinski Brigade approximately 1400 soldiers
6. B. Josip Jelačić Brigade approximately 1900 soldiers
7. Jure Francetić Brigade approximately 850 soldiers
8. II. Zenička Brigade approximately 400 soldiers (in 		
formation)
9. Kotromanić Brigade approximately 600 soldiers
10. Bobovac Brigade approximately 700 soldiers
11. 111. XP Brigade approximately 1400 soldiers
12. 110. Brigade approximately 650 soldiers
- 4. /Light transport rocket division/Ltrd AAD
approximately 170 soldiers, MTD / Mixed artillery 		
division / approximately 170 soldiers
- 4. bVP / battalion MP / approximately 300 soldiers, 		
PPN / Unit for special purposes / Vitezovi 60 soldiers
- LOB / logistic base / approximately 150 soldiers, West
OZ CB approximately 50 soldiers

14.

Ratio of forces
ABiH and HVO
March 1993.
NUMBER OF BRIGADES OF BH ARMY
DIRECTED TOWARDS LAŠVANSKO-LEPENIČKA
VALLEY
- From 3. Corps 15 Brigades with approximately 45,000
soldiers
- From 6. Corps 2 Brigades with approximately 4,000 		
soldiers
- From 1. Corps 2 Brigades with approximately 4,000 		
soldiers
- From squad for special purposes approximately 1000 		
soldiers
TOTAL OF APPROXIMATELY 54,000 SOLDIERS
Ratio of forces in Lašvansko-Lepenička valley 7 : 1

TOTAL OF APPROXIMATELY 12,000 SOLDIERS
THEREOF:
- In Lašvansko-Lepenička valley approximately 7,400
soldiers
- Outside Lašvansko-Lepenička valley approximately
4,600 soldiers
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Scheme showing separation lines with aggressors forces and deployment of HVO forces in
Central Bosnia on April 1, 1993
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LEGEND:

Forces HVO

Forces VRS

Forces A RBiH
Chief
Zićro Suljević
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Central Bosnia – front lines and deployement of military forces
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Defence of Vitez after April 20, 1993
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HVO positions in Vitez, May 1993
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HVO positions in Vitez since July 1993
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Organization of forces and attack of the Army of Bosnia and Herzegovina on Vareš, November 5th 1993

COMMANDER’S WORKING MAP
BEGINNING: 14.00, 05.11.’93

MILITARY SECRET
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
END: “E21F”
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Line to be taken

Ustashas

Chetniks

Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina

LEGEND:

COMMANDER
AMIR KUBURA
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Sefer Halilovic’s order to give up the cooperation between ABiH and HVO
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D-81/7
REPUBLIC OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA			
DEFENSE OF THE REPUBLIC
Army of Bosnia and Herzegovina					
MILITARY SECRET
v.Bradina April 21st 1993, 21:15h					
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
								-URGENTCombat Report							to 4th CORPS COMMANDER
								MOSTAR
During the day our units have taken the line: village Prevlje - below the village Turija - Old Town - Pomol - Babin nos village Orahovica - Lisina and hence surrounded the remaining part of the HVO on the left side of the Neretva river. On
this shore on the way to Jablanica there is still a HVO stronghold in the Radešine village. That stronghold is also surrounded.
During the night a part of the forces from the city will be brought to rayon Radešina with a mission to crash HVO forces
in the village Radešina rayon, conquer the place and in that way unblock the Konjic – Jablanica road. In parallel with this
action the action to liberate the village Unca and Ljesovina facility in Klis will take place tomorrow. As for the “Zlatar” object
the major part of it is preserved in technical sense while the building is considerably damaged due to the Chetnik shelling. In
an underground part almost all of the equipment has been put into operation so for now we have these capabilities:
- Maintaining KT UKT connections
- Maintaining wire post and telecommunication and inductor connections
- Eavesdropping Chetnik’s and HVO’s radio relay connections
- Other which is not for the public because neither this way of me reporting to you is safe .
Today I eavesdropped on a conversation which the Chetnik Colonel Risto Lazarevic from village Bijela had with a certain
Colonel Djeram. Risto reported to him that the Croats who were suppressed by our forces have asked him to receive them
in Bijela and through Nevesinje to transfer them to Mostar. Djeric hasn’t approved it and ordered to be shot at HVO and
the ABiH. Djero has informed Risto of coming of the reinforcements in sight of the army and artillery led by Boro Antelj,
commander of the local Chetnik brigade.
Otherwise I have already reported here we captured a number of very important HVO documents, which speak of
cooperation with the Chetniks, bargains regarding Konjic, ultimate goals of the HVO, etc. For that reason I have moved the
documentation to a safe location and the team with Sejo Branković should break their way to you so I can give this to him
and this closes the circle and here are the answers to all questions related to the HVO.
Today, the Chetniks were intensely bombarded the city in order to support the HVO. Risto Lazarevic supports the HVO
with the artillery because he knows what awaits them in Bijela and Borci when we finish this with the HVO. The ground
part of the „Zlatar“ facility was shelled with no major damage.
I’m sending the forces to help Jablanica today.
PNS for ONP
Esad Remić
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Aggression - attack of the A-BiH units against HVO

KONJIC MUNICIPALITY - SITUATION IN THE PERIOD FROM APRIL 13, 1993 UNTIL APRIL 25, 1993
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The remaining enclaves under HVO defence - after A-BiH attack
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KONJIC MUNICIPALITY - SITUATION FROM MAY 1993 UNTIL JULY 10, 1993
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KONJIC MUNICIPALITY - SITUATION FROM JULY 10, 1993
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MUNICIPALITIES IN BiH IN WHICH SOME OF THE MEMBERS OF A BiH
(MUSLIM UNITS) COMMITTED CRIMES AGAINST CROATS

D-84

In Konjic municipality 85 persons were killed:

GOSTOVIĆI
23.03.’93
- 4 victims

BUŠČAK
13. and 14.04.’93 - 3 victims

MRKOSOVICE
01.05.’93 - 2 victims

ORLIŠTE 25.03.’93 – 4 victims
JUKIĆI
17.04.’93 – 2 victims

GORANI
12.06.’93
– 1 vicitm

GORNJA VIŠNJEVICA
28.05.’93 – 1 victim
VRCI
23.03.’93 – 9 victims

BOKŠEVICA
11.05. and
06.07.’93 – 7
victims

PODORAŠAC
22.04.’93 – 2 victims
BJELOVČINA
19. and 20.04.’93 – 5 victims

TRUSINA
16.04.’93 – 23 victims

OVČARI I GALJEVO
18.04.’93 – 3 vicitms

RADEŠINE
25.04.’93 – 4 victims

ČELEBIĆI
16.05.’93 – 2 victims
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POLJE BIJELA – SPILJANI
10.07.’92 – 4 victims (family)

ORAHOVICA
14. and 17.05., 30.08.’93 – 8 victims

ZABRĐE
28.06.’93 – 1 victim
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BUŠČAK
13. and 14.04.’93 – 3 victims
- MIROSLAV (Josip) MAJIĆ
- BRANKO (Jakov) MAJIĆ b. 1963.
- SLAVKO (Ljuban) MAJIĆ b. 1959.

426

GOSTOVIĆI 23.03.’93 – 4 victims
- MATO (Stjepan) STJEPANOVIĆ b. 1966.
- ZVONKO (Pero) ĐOPO b. 1966.
- MATO (Tadija) DRLJO b. 1942.
- DRAGAN ( Bosiljko) VUJIČEVIĆ b. 1963.

ORLIŠTE
25.03.’93 – 4 victims
- IVAN KOSTIĆ b. 1923.
- ANĐA KOSTIĆ b. 1923.
- BRANKA KOSTIĆ b . 1937.
- JANJA KOSTIĆ b. 1913.

POLJE BIJELA – SPILJANI
10.07.’92 – 4 victims (family)
- ĐURO GOLUBOVIĆ b. 1951.
- VLASTA GOLUBOVIĆ b. 1958.
- PAVLE GOLUBOVIĆ b. 1987.
- PETAR GOLUBOVIĆ (child)

VRCI
23.03.’93 – 9 victims
- IVAN (Ante ) ANDRIĆ b. 1966.
- MIRKO (Stjepan) ĐOPO b. 1966.
- IVAN ( Mato) ANDRIĆ b. 1970.
- IVAN ( Pero) STANIĆ b. 1935.
- STOJA STANIĆ b. 1935.
- ANUŠA KOŽUL b. 1929.
- KATA KALEB b. - ˝Malezuša˝b. 1910.
- ĐOKO RISTIĆ b. 1918.
- PETRA RISTIĆ b. 1918.
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TRUSINA
16.04.’93 – 23 victims
- NEDJELJKO (Marka) KREŠO b. 1953.
- PERO (Cmiljka) KREŠO b. 1960.
- STIPO (Pero) LJUBIĆ b. 1961.
- MILENKO ( Stipe) MANDIĆ b. 1961.
- ŽELJKO ( Slavka) BLAŽEVIĆ b. 1965.
- IVAN ( Andrija) DRLJO b. 1971.
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- ZDRAVKO (Ivan) DRLJO b. 1962.
- ANTE (Tado) ANĐELIĆ b. 1972.
- JURE (Ante) ANĐELIĆ b. 1926.
- ANDRIJA (Ilije) DRLJO b. 1947.
- FRANJO ( Ilije) DRLJO b. 1942.
- ANTE-TUNJO (Jozo) DRLJO b. 1936.
- IVAN (Pero) DRLJO b. 1933.
- KATA DRLJO b. 1932.
- TOMO (Ante) DRLJO b. 1932.

BJELOVČINA
19. and 20.04.’93. – 5 victims
- ZORAN KULJANIN b. 1969.
- MATO SOLDO b. 1930.
- IVKA SOLDO b. 1931.
- MARIO IVANKOVIĆ b. 1935.
- MARIJO KOVAČ b. 1975.

- ILIJA (Antun) IVANKOVIĆ b. 1927.
- ANĐA (Jure) IVANKOVIĆ b. 1936.
- CMILJKO (Mirko) KREŠO b. 1940.
- IVICA (Jure) KREŠO b. 1935.
- VELIMIR-VELJKO (Andrija) KREŠO b. 1934.
- STIPE (Andrija) MANDIĆ b. 1930.
- BRANKO (Andrija) MLIKOTA b. 1925.
- ANTE (Tade) ANĐELIĆ b. 1972.

OVČARI I GALJEVO
18.04.’93. – 3 victims
- PETAR (Mile) GRGIĆ b. 1947.
- MATO AZINOVIĆ
- APOLONIJA ( Nikola) AZINOVIĆ
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RADEŠINE
25.04.’93. – 4 victims
- ŽELJKO AZINOVIĆ b. 1965.
- STJEPAN PANDŽA b. 1942.
- BRANKO RAJIĆ b. 1937.
- LUKA MATKOVIĆ b. 1928.

BOKŠEVICA
11.05. i 06.07.’93. – 7 victims
- DAVOR (Vinko) ILIĆ
- JELKA BUZUK
- EMILIJA MILETIĆ b. 1908.
- ŠIMA MERDŽO
- KATA (Ilije) BLAŽEVIĆ b. 1941.
- ANĐELKO STOJANOVIĆ
- ANTE (Marko) BELJO b. 1950.

GORANI
12.06.’93 – 1 victim
- JOZO (Ilije) JURIĆ b. 1931.

ČELEBIĆI
16.05.’93. – 2 victims
- DARKO MATIĆ
- MARKO (Mato) MATIĆ b. 1920.

MRKOSOVICE
01.05.’93. – 2 victims
- CVITAN KNEŽEVIĆ b. 1933.
- ILIJA (Mijo) ILIĆ b. 1918.

ORAHOVICA
14. and 17.05., 30.08.’93. – 8 victims
- SLAVEN (Vinko) KOLAR b. 1968.
- ZLATKO TRLIN b. 1970.
- ANTE (Ivan) BANOVIĆ b. 1954.
- JOZEF ( Jozef ) BRVENIK b. 1947.
- JOZO RUŽIĆ b. 1928.
- STANKO RUŽIĆ b. 1932.
- PERO SKOČIBUŠIĆ b. 1939.
- MATO ŠIMIĆ b. 1932.

ZABRĐE 28.06.’93. – 1 victim
- ANUŠA PETROVIĆ b. 1954.

PODORAŠAC
22.04.’93 – 2 victims
- MLADEN ( Vlade) JURIĆ
- DRAGICA ZOVKO b. 1921.

GORNJA VIŠNJEVICA
28.05.’93 – 1 victim
- GRGO TURIĆ

JUKIĆI
7.04.’93 – 2 victims
- STJEPAN (Dane) JUKIĆ b. 1922.
- ANA JUKIĆ b. 1922.
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ABiH PLAN FOR OCCUPATION OF CENTRAL BOSNIA AND BREAKING
INTO NEUM AND PLOČE
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ABiH PLAN FOR OCCUPATION OF CENTRAL BOSNIA AND
BREAKING INTO NEUM AND PLOČE

ABIH INTENTIONS

SPRING-AUTUMN 1993
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Situation in Bosnia
and Herzegovina
Summer – Autumn 1992

Legend:
VRS (Army of
Srpska Republic)
ABiH (Army of
Bosnia and
Herzegovina)
HVO (Croatian
Defence Council)
Directions of
operation
HVO defence (
Croatian Defence
Council )
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Situation:
November 2nd 1992

Legend:
VRS (Army of
Srpska
Republic)
ABiH (Army
of Bosnia and
Herzegovina)
HVO
(Croatian
Defence
Council)
HVO defence
lines
(Croatian
Defence
Council)
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Situation:
November
2nd 1992

Legend:
VRS (Army
of Srpska
Republic)
ABiH
(Army of
Bosnia and
Herzegovina)
HVO
(Croatian
Defense
Council)
Directions
of Croatian
exodus
Directions
of Muslim
exodus

Review of
the HVO
operational
zones
December 1992
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Legend:
VRS (Army of
Srpska Republic)
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(Army of Bosnia
and Herzegovina)
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Defense Council)

Lines of HVO
operative zones
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HVO
(Croatian
Defense
Council)

ABiH
(Army of
Bosnia and
Herzegovina)

VRS (Army
of Srpska
Republic)

Legend:

Organization and
deployment
3rd Corps A BiH
December, 1992
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OF WHICH:
In Lašvansko-Lepanička valley app 7000 soldiers
Outside Lašvansko-Lepanička valley app. 4600 soldiers

TOTAL app. 12 000 soldiers

LOB app. 150 soldiers, Command of the OPERATIONAL ZONE CENTRAL
BOSNIA app 50 soldiers

OPERATIONAL ZONE CENTRAL BOSNIA STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
1. „Travnička“ Brigade app. 800 soldiers
2. „Frankopan“ Brigade app. 600 soldiers
3. „Stjepan Tomašević“ Brigade app. 700 soldiers
4. „Viteška“ Brigade app 1100 soldiers
5. „N.š.Zrinski“ Brigade app. 1400 soldiers
6. „Ban J.Jelačić“ Brigade app. 1900 soldiers
7. „Jure Francetić“ Brigade app. 850
8. II. „Zenička“ Brigade app. 400 soldiers (in forming)
9. „Kotromanić“ Brigade app. 600 soldiers
10. „Bobovac“ Brigade app. 700 soldiers
11. 111. XP Brigade app. 1400 soldiers
12. 110. Brigade app. 650 soldiers
- 4. Ltrd Anti Aircraft Defense app. 170 soldiers, MTD app 170 soldiers
- 4. bVP app. 300 soldiers, PPN Vitezovi 60 soldiers

HVO (Croatian
Defense Council)

ABiH
(Army of Bosnia
and Herzegovina)

VRS (Army of
Srpska Republic)

Legend:

April 1993

OPERATIONAL
ZONE CENTRAL
BOSNIA

Structure and
arrangement
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Strength ratio in Lašvanska valley is 7 : 1

TOTAL app 54 000 soldiers

15 Brigades from 3rd Corps app. 45 000 soldiers
2 Brigades from 6th Corps app. 4000 soldiers
2 Brigades from 1st Corps app. 4000 soldiers
1000 soldiers from the Special Unit for special operations

Number of ABiH Brigades directed towards
Lašvansko – Lepinička valley

HVO
(Croatian
Defense
Council)

ABiH (Army
of Bosnia and
Herzegovina)

VRS (Army
of Srpska
Republic )

Legend:

OPERATIONAL ZONE CENTRAL
BOSNIA 15% app. 12 000 soldiers

3rd Corps 85% app. 70 000 soldiers
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(Croatian Council
of Defense)
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Ideas - Intentions
A BiH (Army
of Bosnia and
Herzegovina)
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Blockage by A BiH
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Situation:
January
1993
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Bringing in of the
fresh forces A BiH
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Situation:
March/ April
1993

Legend:

VRS (Army
of Srpska
Republic)
ABiH (Army
of Bosnia and
Herzegovina)
HVO
(Croatian
Defense
Council)

Operational
directions A BiH

Place of conflict
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Situation:
June 1993

Legend:
VRS (Army
of Srpska
Republic)
ABiH (Army
of Bosnia and
Herzegovina)
HVO
(Croatian
Defense
Council)

Operational
directions A BiH

Place of conflict
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Situation:
July 1993

Legend:
VRS (Army
of Srpska
Republic)
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HVO
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Defense
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directions A BiH
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September
1993
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Legend:
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November
1993

Legend:
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Republic)
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HVO
(Croatian
Defense
Council)

ABiH (Army
of Bosnia and
Herzegovina)

VRS (Army
of Srpska
Republic)

Situation:
November
1993
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Armed aggression of ABiH against HVO

Muslim and Croat armed conflict in the period
from April 1993 until February 1994
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Dr. Ismet Hadžiosmanović: Bosniak-Croatian political reckoning – Mostar 2006

D-86/1

Dr. Ismet Hadžiosmanović: Bosniak-Croatian political reckoning – Mostar 2006.
(political reckonings in Mostar)
***
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The main actors of the joint gathering of HVO and R BiH Army soldiers on April 17th, 1993 were Safet Oručević and Zijad
Demirović, while an organized war crime in Ahmići and Trusina near Konjic were committed. During that time, A. Pašalić
writes a command about the attack on the HVO and HV in the area of responsibility of the Fourth Corps no. 01-3191/93
dated April 17th, 1993.
In areas of northern Herzegovina situation is dramatically deteriorating between the units of HVO and BH Army. There are
real fights in a wide region of Konjic and Jablanica. ...
Political developments during the aggression confirmed and proved that individual claims about creation of Islamic state of
Bosnia are being realized. Coming of Muslim-Mujahedeen as they called themselves, their clothing, their march songs and
crimes performed by some mujahedeen troops, it was sufficient to find one drop in a sea of crime and say that war crimes
are carried out under the motive of jihad and for Islam. It is clear that with this statement, the justifications are made for the
committed crimes carried out by certain groups of Mujahedeens in Bosnia.
Partial Islamization of BH Army was made. Second Muslim Brigade was created in early 1995. Mufti of Tuzla Kavazović,
Sakib Mahmuljin, Deputy Defense Minister of the BH Federation Army and Rasim Delić commander of the Joint Staff
of the Federation Army were present at the ceremony. Claim about the Islamization of the army as a military force that
wants to proclaim Islamic state, has put A. Izetbegovic at fait accompli, which he could not resist. Video recordings of these
ceremonies have been published around the world, and this act is viewed with suspicion and disbelief in good intentions of
Muslim army of this kind.
In the area of responsibility of the Fourth Corps, there was an armed unit called “Muslim Armed Forces”, whose first
commander was Senad Mičijević. Later he was dismissed and Ibrahim Mimić was appointed by the Mufti of Herzegovina
Hajji Seid ef Smajkić. The appointment of the commander “of Muslim armed forces” in the Fourth Corps was held by Mufti
S. Smajkić according to the approval of “emir” Mahmut Karalić, commander of Muslim forces in the BH Army, whose
headquarters was in Zenica. This is irrefutable proof that there was an organization of Muslim armed forces within the BH
Army and that religious officials were directly responsible for the organization, especially in the Fourth Corps of the BH
Army.
A. Izetbegović cannot distance himself from these facts, because he knew of the existence of a parallel military organization
within the structure of the BH Army.
***
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Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina				
Islamic community BiH					
Mufti for Herzegovina

/ in Arabic /
88000 Mostar, Đački dom, tel/fax 088/32-164

Document 169-1
							/ handwritten /
							Mostar, 28.11.1992
							/in Arabic /
/ handwritten text /
Based on authorization of chief emir of Armed forces of Bosnia and Herzegovina, from 25th November 1992 issued in
Zenica
Appoint
Mimić (illegible) Ibrahim as emir M.S. Mostar until further notice.
							M.S.
							/ round seal /
							
							Mufti
							Smajkić Seid
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D-87
MUSTAFA HADROVIĆ –EXCERPTS FROM THE
TRANSCRIPT
22/02/2007
On Prosecutor’s question about the Old Bridge, witness
responded:
THE WITNESS: I’ll tell the Trial Chamber the truth, the
D-86/2real truth. I have a document and a photograph too. Mr.
Praljak was with us in the old town at the time, and he said
that -- Mr. Praljak, the general. General Praljak. And I took
a photograph, because I wanted to be seen standing next to
a general who had already started to -THE INTERPRETER: The interpreter didn’t understand
what.
THE WITNESS: [Interpretation] And I took a photograph
of him and Mr. Culajsic [phoen], Ali Pasalic [phoen],
Hasic, and Kemo, the small pilot. Your Honour, then I took
another photograph and I stood next to -***
THE PROSECUTOR: You were watching the Odl Bridge?
444

ANTONETTI: But one other point… The gentleman did
indicate that he had some photographs taken with General
Praljak. We understand that he has them with him. If it
would be possible for the gentleman to turn them over or at
least maybe copies for us or for the registry to make copies
of those photographs, I think that would be something that
we would welcome.
***
You said you had photographs on you, with you. So the
Defence would like to see them. Could you hand them
over to us so that we can make photocopies of them and
then you can take the originals home. Do you have the
photographs with you?
THE WITNESS: [Interpretation] I do, Your Honour, yes.
24 Your Honour, I’ll give you the first photograph for you
www.slobodanpraljak.com
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to photocopy and 25 to see who Mr. Praljak was sitting
with, and then later on I’ll give you the second photograph
to have a look at or, rather, to photocopy.
***
THE WITNESS: [Interpretation] On the second
photograph the same people I was with, Mr. Praljak, Arif
Pasalic, Mica Lasic, Hasic the pilot, and Kemo. Now, this
young man, Kemo, is working, and Hasic is the proprietor
of a chemist shop in Mostar, a pharmacy.
JUDGE ANTONETTI: [Interpretation] On the first
photograph there are six of you. So one person took the
photograph. Who was the seventh?...
… Unless it was one of those automatic cameras that take
photographs when positioned themselves?
THE WITNESS: [Interpretation] No. The first time I
took the photograph with Mr. Praljak, Pasalic, Mica Lasic,
Kemo, and Hasic. And the second photograph is the
one that I wanted to be in, too, with the gentlemen, and
that photograph was taken by Mr. Sisirak, Hara took the
photograph. It’s a cafe in the old town right by the Old

Bridge.
JUDGE ANTONETTI: [Interpretation] Mr. Praljak, yes,
you have the floor.
… PRALJAK: Just a small question. Was this it taken in
April 1993? I’m sure you’ll remember -- as far as I remember
it, this was April 1993, mid-April somewhere.
THE WITNESS: Thereabouts, yes, because the conflicts
hadn’t started yet. We had crossed the Neretva and went
back from Podvelezje and from Velez. We returned from
there. Mr. Praljak, you know that we all came back from
Podvelezje and that the Chetniks had left at the time and
had gone to Nevesinje.
PRALJAK: But if you remember correctly, and I’m sure
you remember correctly because I also remember this, this
photograph, as far as I remember, was taken roughly in midApril 1993.
THE WITNESS: Before the conflicts. Just prior to the
conflicts.
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General Slobodan Praljak,
Arif Pašalić next to him and
General Mića Lasić
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4
FIRST MOSTAR BRIGADE
Number: 22-1
Mostar, August 10th, 1992
Request delivered						Post office Mostar
We request 3 lines in the following directions:
1. Konak - A. Šantića
2. Konak – Cernica – Krpića
3. Konak – Gojka Vukovića (scouts)
These lines are necessary in order to smoothly carry out the task for defense of the city.
NJ/MH								Commander
								Arif Pašalić
								/signed and stamped/
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THE PLAN OF ATTACK BY A-BIH ON HVO IN MOSTAR – APRIL 1993

A

ORDERS BY A.PAŠALIĆ
AND MIDHAD HUJDUR
ACCORDING TO THE
PLAN A-BiH ATTACKED
HVO IN MOSTAR ON
MAY 9, 1993

* enlareged and more 		
reviewed map can be
found in the pocket at the
end of the book
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1
Header of the Croatian Defence Council
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Community of Herceg Bosnia
Croatian Defence Council
Office for expelled persons and refugees
Operational number: 10-102-II/93
Široki Brijeg, 10th of May 1993
Phone/facsimile 088/700-143, 700-811, 700-350, 088/32-067
						Logistics centre of the BH Government
						Split
Dear gentlemen,
By listening and watching the radio and TV-stations we found out that the Logistics centre
of the Government of BIH in Split has got warehouses overloaded with humanitarian help,
as well as plenty of perishable goods. Bearing in mind the existing cooperation and the
quantity of humanitarian aid that the logistics centre in BH from Split directed to these
areas, we ask to be provided with urgent help in accommodation of new expelled persons
from the Northern Herzegovina and Central Bosnia.
We hope that you would, in comparison to the practice so far, come out to meet us and help
people who really need help.
We want to remind you that the HZ HB office for expelled persons and refugees accommodates
approximately 148,000 of expelled persons and refugees, out of which 70% are Muslims as
well as we want to remind you that we haven't received one gram of humanitarian help from
the Logistics centre of the Government of BIH from Split.
We also remind you that the humanitarian aid that comes to your address, comes from the
Croatian people in the same quantity.
Bearing that fact in mind and in relation to the existing situation, we ask your urgent help
in significant quantities of food and other necessary items, as well as in accommodation of
new expelled persons from endangered areas.
Sincerely yours,
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REPUBLIC BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
CROATIAN COMMUNITY HERCEG-BOSNA
CROATIAN DEFENSE COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
Number: 02-1/1-58 / 93
Mostar, 5th June 1993					
/handwritten:/ 2487
								
							Lord David Owen
							Co-Chairman
							International Peace Conference on
							Former Yugoslavia
							Mr. Cedric Thornberry
							Director for Civilian Affairs
							UNPROFOR
							General Philipe Morillon
							UNPROFOR
							Chairman of Presidency of BiH
							Alija Izetbegović
							
Chief of Staff of the Supreme Command of BiH Army
							Sefer Halilović
Dear Sirs!
Croatian people and the HVO in Travnik municipality since 4th June 1993 are open and exposed to brutal attacks by the
Army of BiH.
Attacks on Croats from Travnik municipality and HVO continued today with undiminished force.
3rd Corps Command of BiH Army issued an order for a general attack on HVO units. Engaged in these attacks by 306.
Brigade, were also forces of the 7. Muslim Brigade, 17. Krajiška Brigade, 312. Mountain Brigade, and from Zenica 314. and
303. Brigade.
At the negotiations held on 04th June 1993 between HVO and BiH Army in the presence of UNPROFOR and the
European observers, representatives of the Army BiH stated that, “We have a state and its army and we will not allow the
existence of the two armies.”
The intentions of the political leadership of BiH Army are to:
- Military “cleanse” Central Bosnia “ of HVO
- Arrest civilian and military leaders of HVO
- Carry out a general mobilization of Croats to BiH Army units and refer them to the toughest battlefields against the Serbs
In previous attacks there is a higher number of dead and wounded soldiers and Croat civilians. They do not allow retrieval
of wounded, and they themselves do not take care of them. Men are taken to dig trenches, and women, children and elderly
people are assembled at homes and kept under the house arrest.
We ask the following - if the political leadership of the Muslim nation and the BiH Army in this manner applies the
STATEMENT from Zagreb and Međugorje Agreement, whether in this manner they apply the Vance-Owen Plan which
was discussed yesterday on 4th June 1993 with the co-chairs?
Was 4th June 1993 accidental or planned against the highest civilian and military leaders of HVO?
We are writing to you, co-chairs of the Conference on Former Yugoslavia to hastily influence the political leadership of the
Muslim nation to stop this offensive on Croats from Travnik municipality.
We address the UNPROFOR to get engaged in protection of Croats from Travnik, as they are here also for our safety and
protection. We address the MCK and the European Union observers to help protect Croats from Travnik municipality
within the limits of their capabilities.
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We request Mr. Izetbegović and Halilović to command their forces to cease all hostilities against Croats and HVO.
							Chief
							Bruno Stojić
							/signed/
					/stamped:/
Republic Bosnia and Herzegovina
							Croatian Community Herceg-Bosna
							Mostar
							Department of Defense
							Croatian Defense Council
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REPUBLIC CROATIA
MINISTRY OF DEFENSE						DEFENSE
MAIN HEADQUARTERS						MILITARY SECRET
COMMAND OF MILITARY DISTRICT ZAGREB				
CONFIDENTIAL
Ilica 242
Class: 032-03/93-01							/receipt stamp:/
Reg No: 1075-03/93-147							REPUBLIC CROATIA
Zagreb, June 10th, 1993							145. BRIGADE
									Received: /handwritten/ 13.6.1993
									Classification:
									Registration no:
									/handwritten/ 3002/93-1773

Subject: Information
Based on data from Bulletin No. 70 of Political
Administration of MORH (Ministry of defense of Republic
of Croatia) information department, we submit an extract
material which can be used in consideration of the current
political situation in your unit.

consequences of Serbian campaign against Srebrenica,
hostilities broke out between Muslims and Croats. It was
a welcomed opportunity for an excuse not to blame only
the Serbs but also Croats, and therefore that military
intervention in Bosnia is not required.

1. Events in Bosnia and Herzegovina

DW - But how do you interpret the changes in the Muslim
block?

1. Interview with Carl Gustav Strohm with President Dr.
Franjo Tuđman carried out in Die Welt issue dated May
24th, 1993.
DW - You were recently in Herzegovina in attempt to
influence the termination of conflict between Muslims and
Croats. How did sudden mutual attacks from former allies?
- Between Bosnian Muslims and Croats there is a profound
distrust. There is a lack of understanding for need to
cooperate.
D. W. - What is the reason for this distrust?
- Croats in BiH fear that Muslims only goal is Islamic
Bosnia. In addition, it should be noted that about one
hundred thousand Muslims from eastern Bosnia, which was
occupied by Serbs, had fled in the areas that according to
Vance-Owen plan was to become the province of number
eight and ten. Refugees have completely changed the
demographics of those areas inhabited mostly Croatian
population, changing the relationship ratio in favor of
Muslims. And Muslims in those areas started campaign
against the Croatian population in the intention to occupy
the area from Mostar, Konjic, Jablanica to Travnik, which
according to the Vance-Owen plan should become Croatian
region. Muslims probably do not believe that they will retain
the provinces occupied by Serbs.
DW - Well, these are probably not the only reasons?
- Of course there are extremists on both sides. For example,
on Muslim side there are “Mujahedeen” forces. They want
at all costs to cause and prolong the war. Individuals on
the Croatian side consider that such a policy should be
opposed by force. While the world was watching horrific
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- There is much evidence that there are former member
of KOS (Yugoslav intelligence service) among Muslim
leadership, which were deliberately inserted there. They
made a truce with the Serbian general Mladić. After that,
thousands of Muslim soldiers were withdrawn from the
Muslim-Serbian battlefield and launched in the campaign
against the Croats.
DW - But in the ranks of the Bosnian Croats there have also
been noted some unpleasant occurrences ...
- Yes. British TV showed a unit, which allegedly belonged to
HVO, which bears marks of the Ustasha and Hitler regime.
This was a provocation aimed at compromising Croatia.
DW - How strong is your influence on Bosnian Croats?
- This conflict is primarily a problem of Muslims and Croats
in Bosnia. Croatia has some impact because it helped Croats
and Muslims in the fight against Serbian aggression. The
local Croatian population agreed with our suggestion for
referendum on independence of Bosnia. However, the
misconception must be eliminated: Croatian army units
were not present in the areas where the conflict broke out. I
summoned Lord Owen, Mr. Stoltenberg and Mr. Peterson
that we all together put an end to the conflict. The result
of these initiatives was a conference which was not held in
Mostar, because of the ongoing conflict, and therefore the
conference was held in Međugorje. Russian min. of Foreign
Affairs Kozyrev arrived with me in Split. I accepted his
proposal on border control - not just the border between
Serbia and Bosnia, but in general including international
border control of the border between Serbia and Bosnia, as
well as the international border control between the Serbia
www.slobodanpraljak.com
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and Croatia, and between Croatia and Bosnia.
DW - What kind of agreement was reached between Croats
and Muslims in Međugorje?
- The Croatian side has once again confirmed that it accepts
the peace plan. The Croats stated they were willing to
immediately release all Muslim prisoners - Muslims have
not done this with Croatian prisoners. Croatian and Muslim
delegations were immediately able to visit parts of the city of
Mostar, which are under Croatian control, but were not able
to visit the parts under Muslim control.
DW - What did you say to your Bosnian counterpart
Izetbegovic?
- To him and other Muslim representatives I said the
following, and Lord Owen said the same at the conference:
if the cooperation agreement between Muslims and Croats
is not possible, how can anyone talk about the survival of
Bosnia and Herzegovina? Under this pressure, Muslims have
also agreed to Vance-Owen plan and to stop hostilities. We’ll
see what happens. Muslims do not accept the proposals on
the equal representation of people in different positions in
the government. This is going to be a suicidal policy.
DW - You are constantly addressed with accusations
that you are working on dividing Bosnia and that in
collusion with Serbs, you have already started with its
implementation. Is this true?
- This is a very widespread deceit. It is true that I have
met with Milošević and Izetbegović before the war broke.
Even then it was clear to me that the whole crisis of former
Yugoslavia, will be focused on Bosnia and that war need to
be prevented, which later took of such a barbaric genocide
- worse than the one in Croatia. There are no secrets here.
I said even than: if Yugoslavia was only able to survive as a
confederation union, BiH can only exist as a community of
three constituent nations.
D. W. - What were your counterparts’ reactions?
- Mr. Izetbegovic evaluated that confederated arrangement
would lead to the disintegration of Bosnia. My evaluation
was quite the opposite. After the experience of this war,
I’m even more convinced that BiH can only exist on a
confederation basis - as a community of three people under
UN supervision. However, we must also ask why did Europe
and United States allow for Serbian aggression in Bosnia to
takes such barbaric dimension and why Serbia even today,
under the burden of stricter sanctions and under threat of
military intervention, continues this aggression?
D. W. - Can you give an answer to this question?
- On one hand, the West probably does not want an Islamic
state in Bosnia. On the other hand, the West is very sensitive
to Serbia because it fears that tougher position would
provoke certain forces in Russia - whether they are Bolshevik
www.slobodanpraljak.com

or conservative orthodox forces. In Bosnia, on Serbian side
Russian volunteers and on Muslim side Islamic volunteers
are fighting.
DW - How do you assess the political viewpoint of the
Muslim leadership of Bosnia today?
- It, unfortunately, does not support a moderate influence
of Turkey, but the influence of radical Islamic currents from
other countries that want war.
DW - In the West, it is a widespread opinion that in
Yugoslavia all nations and nationalities lived together in
peace - until the arrival of nationalism which destroyed
everything.
- West continually shows that it doesn’t understand the
situation in this area. The former Yugoslavia was an
artificial creation, and consisted of people who embedded
different national individuality, and belonged to different
civilizations. The old Yugoslavia in 1941 disintegrated
without any resistance due to national differences.
Tito as a Croat understood the problem of nationalities.
With his internationalist, Marxist views he tried to offer
equality of all nations. With such a policy he provoked
Serbia’s animosity. Already in the Second World War,
Tito was not successful in Serbia. At that time Churchill
found Partisans have been active in Croatia, and Chetniks
in Serbia. After Tito’s departure from the stage, Belgrade
is dominated by anti-Tito atmosphere. Serbs wanted to
turn Yugoslavia into a centralized Great Serbia. Under the
concept of Yugoslavia, Serbian policy has always implied
Great Serbia. All this caused a general opposition of other
nations. All perceptions of the West on the possible renewal
of some sort of Yugoslavia are totally unrealistic. It is not the
only multi-ethnic Yugoslavia fell apart, but also multi-ethnic
Czechoslovakia. But there, this process proceeded in peace
as both nations belonged to the same civilization.
DW - Why among all the peoples who live in the area, only
Serbs who only count 12 million - have developed this will
for power and warrior features?
- I do not agree with your opinion on their warlike qualities.
During the preparations for war against Yugoslavia, the
German General Headquarters counted on strong resistance
on the basis of the Serbian military traditions. But the fact
is that Germans and Italians in 1941 have not encountered
a noteworthy resistance. And now it turned out: Serbia had
under control the whole Yugoslav-Communist army. It was
one of the strongest armies in Europe.
Although JA possessed the most advanced battle technology,
which included 1500 tanks, missiles and heavy artillery, it
could not break Croatia. Despite the superiority of the Serbs
in Bosnia they were only able to win in the areas where
Muslims were not ready for defense. In areas where the
Croatians have prepared for defend Serbs had no success.
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One of the key goals of the Serbian side was moving Serbian
border to the Neretva River, and the conquest of Mostar
and Dubrovnik. They did not succeed in spite the fact that
Croats were not armed as well. The notion that Serbian
soldiers are fearsome is actually a myth.
DW - Where, then, lies the secret of Serbian dynamics?
- Serbs like seldom few nations, follow irrational, nationalist,
imperialist ideology. They imagined that all Serbs must
live in one state. Based on this ideology they started a war
against Croatian and against Bosnia. They considered it to
be unthinkable that after the breakup of Yugoslavia, Serbs
in Croatia and Bosnia will have to live outside their state.
Another factor should be noted: their intransigent attitude
towards Muslims. Shortly before the outbreak of war, the
Bosnian Muslims were negotiating with Belgrade, with
the intention that Bosnia along with Serbia is joined in a
common state. In this way all Muslims in this region - from
Kosovo over the Sandžak to Macedonia - would also be
united in one state. This would create optimum conditions
for Muslims in respect to their tendency to increase
birthrate. Serbs have rejected this idea because of their
historically irreconcilable attitude towards Muslims and
went to war in order to eliminate them.
DW - After these experiences, have Muslims changed their
opinion?
- After the brake of war, and Serbian genocide and ethnic
cleansing, and after the defeat of Serbia in the war with
the Croatian, Muslim leadership has begun to change its
position: wanting, relying, inter alia, in power in Muslim
countries, to resolve the Serbian question in the Bosnia with
war to extreme consequences.
D. W. - And Serbs?
- Besides the irreconcilable attitude towards Muslims, Serbs
are marked with another complex: they think that in all the
areas where they live in, they must be a constituent people.
Even in areas where they are a minority they are not willing
to come to terms with the role of minorities. So, even if
the number of Serbs in Croatia is twelve, ten, or only eight
percent of the total Croatian population, they want to be
constituent nation. At the same time they are not willing to
acknowledge equal rights to other nations in Serbia - such as
the Hungarians in Vojvodina and Albanians in Kosovo.
DW - How do you intend to solve the problem of the
Serbian minority in Croatia?
- The Serbian minority in Croatia is not unique. In its ranks
there are about ten percent of the extremists who have
embraced the ideology of Great Serbia. Most of the Serbs
were being cheated. They were told that the new Croatian
government is preparing a prosecution - at the same time,
crimes done by Ustasha in the Second World War were
magnified tenfold. We had the impression that even in the
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leadership of those Serbs, the notion that they have found
themselves in dire hopelessness is getting stronger. We have
created the prerequisites for the solution of the problem
with local governments, which should be assigned to the
Serbian minority. But no country can tolerate an armed
uprising on its territory. Areas of Croatia occupied by
Serbian forces were never part of the Serbian state.
DW - But why were Croats accused of aggression even after
the fall of Maslenica bridge and the attempt to recovery the
territory that the Serbs have occupied?
- UN peacekeepers arrived in Croatia after the agreement
was signed with the Croatian and former Yugoslavia. UN
forces have enabled JA to leave Croatia. But, mentioned
JA has handed their weapons to local Serbian volunteers
in these areas. In this way, armed Serbs prevented the
implementation of the Vance Plan for peacekeeping force
in Croatia. Since the UN forces were not allowed, in case it
was necessary, to carry out their task and with armed forces,
so they were forced to passively watch as JA is handing
down guns, tanks and other weapons to local Serbs.
DW - When visiting Zagreb, German Foreign Minister
Kinkel said he has requested from you to “bring things in
order” in Mostar or that Croatia would otherwise bear the
consequences?
- If this is really what he said to the press, it is a one-sided
view. Croatia as a state and I as President surly have an
influence on the Croatian people in BiH. But this in no way
means that we manage local affairs.
The local conflicts are primarily the problem of Bosnian
people. I offered my services and said that I would try to
influence the Croats. They have the right to represent their
interests, but their actions must not jeopardize the interests
of the Croatian state. However, I also told the Muslims that
they cannot expect that the Croats would let through the
shipment of weapons that they will then use against the
Croatian population.
DW - Some circles in the West demanded the extension
of sanctions targeted against Serbia to be applied also on
Croatia?
- No serious politician could present such a proposal. Such
a move would only serve to conceal the policy of EC, U.S.
and UN, who do not know what to do with the “Bosnian
pot”, Croats in Croatia and Croats in Bosnia did not set out
to conquer other people’s territory - they are just defending
the areas where they live.
DW - Why do Croats in relation to the West have greater
difficulty than other post-communist nations?
- Not only Serbian propaganda, but also a certain powers
in the West who want to rebuild the former Yugoslavia,
insinuated that the Croats were the main culprits for the
collapse of Yugoslavia. We should not forget the mortgage
www.slobodanpraljak.com
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of the Second World War and the former Croatian state
under the leadership of Pavelić. But the truth is that in the
Second World War there was far more powerful anti-fascist
movement in Croatia then the one in Serbia and other
countries. If we consider the position of a part of German
media towards Croatia, I cannot get rid of the impression
that Germany is burdened with the complex of the Third
Reich.
DW - How long could war in Bosnia take?
- I believe that already this year could be decisive. Serbia is
so exhausted that they cannot fuel the war neither in Bosnia
nor in Croatia. Therefore, there must be a political solution.
However, Europe and the United Nations and the United
States and even Russia have all been compromised.
2. Defense Minister Gojko Šušak on the events in Bosnia
- in the show “Slikom na sliku” (image on image)
When asked how it can be expected that the agreement
signed between Croats and Muslims from Međugorje can
be sustained, Šušak has expressed hope that the Croats
and Muslims find enough wisdom to realize that their
conflicts are useful only to the opposing side. Šušak said
that an essential condition for the existence of Bosnia as
a state is the co-operation of Muslims and Croats. When
the journalist suggested that because of the Croatia policy
towards BiH is threatened with sanctions and his question
whether there is built also on Croatian side, Gojko Šušak,
said: “If there is, I do not see it. We had a clear position
towards Bosnia. We have represented and supported this
attitude before the United Nations and other international
actors. Everything that was offered as s solution of problems
in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia was the first to accept
and sometimes even forced the Croats in BiH to accept. “
When asked about the offer of President Tuđman to A.
Izetbegović that Croatia and Bosnia should conclude a
military alliance, Croatian Minister said that Izetbegovic
concluded that the alliance would “irritate the third party”
and therefore the offer was not accepted.
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Arif Pašalić speech on the War radio BiH on June 30th 1993 at 11:00
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/All handwritten/
Strictly confidential No: 03-0420
Mostar: May 16th, 1993.
GS (Main Staff) Report at 8:00 am
1. As far as Mostar is concerned, Serbs and Muslims are attacking. We must defend
ourselves.
Delivered to:
GS Mostar						Commander
ONO OZ BiH						brigadier
							M. LASIĆ
							/signed/
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REPUBLIC BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
CROATIAN COMMUNITY HERCEG-BOSNA
CROATIAN COUNCIL OF DEFENSE
THE TRUTH ABOUT ARIF PAŠALIĆ AND HIS “FIGHT”
This morning at 11 o’clock, across the Muslim radio station in Mostar, Mr. Arif Pašalić, commander of the 4. Corps of
the Muslim army or what is pompously called the Army of BiH addressed his people. The reason for his speech is that this
morning at 3:45 am started the Muslim offensive, undertaken with the goal of controlling the entire urban area of Mostar.
To avoid any possible confusion about who is who in this tragedy, we consider it to be appropriate to present the average
Croatian reader and listener what has Mr. Pašalić said this morning.
For those, however, that even after reading or listening to this angry pamphlet, it is not clear what and who is the man for
whom there is only coexistence “of Muslims, honest Croats, and loyal Serbs”, someone who believes that the “Ustashas have
spawn back again in our homeland after the 1944-45, “one more information should be added. Mithad Hujdur - Hujke,
about whose death by “Ustasha” shell Mr. Pašalić is talking, is actually in reality the victim of Mr. Pašalić conflict with those
who were engaged in fighting for Mostar during the Serbian aggression, that is with all those in Muslim ranks who have
raised hopes in the possibility of peaceful resolution of existing conflicts. In all this, the same Hujke was the first person who
Mr. Pašalić encountered when in JNA officer uniform and with officer’s bag over his shoulder, at the end of July 1992 have
crossed the old bridge. On this occasion Hujke was merciful. And year later Arif showed his gratitude by shooting him in
the back (according to statements of four captured soldiers of the Muslim army: Mirsad Bektić - Pike, Safet Bijedić - Nuno,
Abdurahman Spahić - Didi and Dželaludin Junuzović - Dželo).
We submit Mr. Pašalić speech in full. Conduct the processing in a way your professional awareness and conscience requires.
								Information Department
								Slobodan Lovrenović
								Mostar, 30 June 1993, 16:45
								Ref.: 01-010/93
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The findings of observers of the international community about the events in Mostar
on June 30th, 1993

Observers of the international community had a very
accurate insight into these events and knew with certainty
that BiH Army during the night carried out the assault on
the northern part of Mostar and that fighting continued
throughout the day, and that the shelling temporarily
weakened in the afternoon.
The same day observers of the international community
knew with certainty that during the night hours,
coordinated attacks with the support of the Mostar First
Brigade(BiH Army) were carried out, in which Muslim
soldiers of the HVO Battalion located in Bijelo Polje,
attacked Croatian troops and their positions in village
Raštane and North military barracks.

The commander of the Mostar First Brigade (BiH Army)
Midhat Hujdur died in the battle.
According to the medical information that the observers of
the international community had, during the same day there
were many more dead soldiers, three dead soldiers of HVO
- who were brought to the HVO hospital, in which during
that day another 30 wounded soldiers and 2 wounded
civilians were brought.
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Location of ABiH military assets in Mostar after 30th June 1993
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Deployment of military units in Mostar after June 30, 1993; Deployment of the
Army of Republika Srpska (VRS) artillery units.
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AREA RETURNED UNDER HVO CONTROL –
AUGUST 1993

AREA CONTROLLED BY ARBiH (4TH CORPS) FROM
JULY 01, 1993 UNTIL THE EDN OF THE CONFLICT

AREA CONTROLLED BY 41. MTBR – 4.K ARBiH FROM
MAY 5, 1993 UNTIL JUNE 30, 1993

VRS POSITION

HVO POSITION

ARBIH POSITION

INDEX:

MEANS OF VRS(HK):
- VBR
- TANKS
- HOWITERS 105 I 122mm
- FA GUNS 20/4-3
- BsT
- 82 AND 120 mm MORTARS

DISTANCE OF SEPARATION LINES
BETWEENARBIH AND HK VRS:
- 300m AT LEAST
- 1000 to 1200m AVERAGE
- 2500m AT THE MOST - 		
sporadically

FROM ITS POSITIONS, THE (HK)
VRS WAS ABLE TO TARGET THE
OBJECTS IN THE CITY, CIVILIAN
AND MILITARY TARGETS WITH
ANTI AIRCRAFT GUNS, CANNONS
IN ALL CALIBRES, 82 AND 120MM
MORTARS, AUTOMATIC GUNS OF
ALL KINDS AND CALIBRES AND
ROCKETS OF ALL TYPES
The map was drawn by the authorities of the BiH for the Hague Prosecutor’s Office
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REPUBLIC BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
CROATIAN COMMUNITY HERCEG-BOSNA
HVO FIRST BRIGADE „KNEZ DOMAGOJ“
INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT

Class: /handwritten/ 893-09/93-03/18-1
Number: /handwritten/ 1100-09-11-93-50				
MILITARY SECRET
Date: 3rd July 1993							Strictly confidential
INTELLIGENCE REPORT

Based on the intelligence and knowledge, derived from intelligence sources of intelligence work, in conjunction with the
latest developments in the area of responsibility of the First Brigade “Knez Domagoj” we present an overview assessment of
the intelligence security situation in zone of responsibility of the First Brigade “Knez Domagoj”
- Despite the significant results achieved in the control of former and potential members of the Army, we assess that a
considerable number of military capable remained hidden in the area.
- In relation to the above there is a real possibility of group and individual subversive-terrorist and intelligence activities of
these individuals and groups.
- In particular, we wish to point out the possibility of action of these individuals and groups to connect and organize
themselves with the intent of their “breakthrough” in the direction of the Army troops in the wider area Blagaj. In this
regard:
- It is likely they will try to establish connections / e.g. courier / with the members of the Army units from a wider area of
Blagaj, as well as organized and coordinated action towards our front line of defense.
- Given all the above, we suggest:
1. Inform all units and responsible personnel in the zone of responsibility of the First Brigade “Knez Domagoj” with this
assessment and possible activities by the members of the Army.
2. Take all necessary measures of intelligence and security and other forms of security of individuals, units, resources,
facilities, routes and areas, particularly in the first line of defense. Continue with planned activities to put under control
former and potential members of the Army, with a focus on difficult and wooded areas in accordance with the intelligence
and security assessments and findings:
					
Head of Department of Defense operations
					/signed and stamped/
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REPUBLIC BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
CROATIAN COMMUNITY HERCEG-BOSNA
HVO FIRST BRIGADE „KNEZ DOMAGOJ“
INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT

Class: /handwritten/ 833-05/93-01/19-1
Number: /handwritten/ 1100-05-11-93-52				
MILITARY SECRET
Date: 11th July 1993						Strictly confidential
INTELLIGENCE REPORT

With analytical processing of intelligence information received from intelligence sources, we reached the following findings:
1. 3 groups are spotted / total of about 150 people / in the forest tent above the Šatorova gomila in the area towards
Stanojevići.
2. The age of the majority is between 25 and 30 years.
3. All members of these groups have automatic rifles, and some “Zolja” and RPG’s.
4. At the entrance to the forest, there is an organized guard.
5. Another large group of fugitive members of BiH Army that lies in our depth is located in the hills Vjenac, which adjoins
the area of the riverbed Bregava.
6. We especially emphasize that members of these groups have no intention to surrender to units of HVO without fight.
7. The basic communication between the runaway groups - is a courier connection, there is a possibility that one / or more /
of them owns the means of wireless / i.e. radio / connection.
8. Based on the foregoing, there is the possibility of links between members of these groups with the majority of army forces
in line Mostar - Blagaj, therefore, organized and synchronized operation can be expected.
-29. One of the chief commander and organizer of the listed fugitive members of the Army, which are hiding in depth of
our area of responsibility - is Tahir Turajlić. In connection with this information, we would like to indicate that we have
previously warned of the contents of captured message: “Let Tahir and his men position themselves in the area Lokve”.
10. Some group commanders, consistently insist on sabotage-terrorist actions and activities.
/ One of these is Asim Bilal /.
11. All these findings, we can connect to information from our ET, that in the zone of responsibility of 41. NtBr. - Mostar:
“Zuka arrived with his men.”
- Based on all of the above information and past experience on methods of combat offensive of the member of BiH Army
/focus on the activities of the infiltrated group violent reconnaissance and sabotage-terrorist activities/ be advised of the
possibility of stronger, organized and coordinated actions of members, units and army forces in Bosnia and Herzegovina on
the first line and in depth, on important objectives, resources and HVO units, in the area of responsibility of our first HVO
Brigade “Knez Domagoj” and in zones of responsibility of other HVO units that are near the combat zone of immediate
combat contact with the forces of IV Corps of the BiH Army.
								
							HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT
							FOR INTELLIGENCE SERVICES
							Bruno Krvavac
							/ signed /
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Čapljina, 08th February 1996
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MAP OF SECURITY-ZONE OF RESPONSIBILITY OF 1ST BR HVO /
Croatian Defense Council/

D

Location and positions of HVO which were on June 30, 1993 and later in July of that same year
attacked by the units of A-BiH and HVO soldiers of Muslim Ethenicity - classic act of betrayal
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Minor conflicts

Alternate control pass checkpoint of VP/Military Police/
Patrol of VP/ Military Police/

Checkpoint of MUP /Ministry of internal affairs/

Alternate checkpoint of VP / Military Police/
Checkpoint of VP / Military Police/
Control pass checkpoints of VP /Military Police/
Control pass checkpoint

Headquarters of MUP /Ministry of internal affairs/

Possible places of gathering of armed extremists and number

Places with extreme population
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Approved
Commander
ŠVK OS /Supreme
Command of
Armed Forces/
Rasim Delić
OPERATION
“NERETVA”

DEFENSE OF THE REPUBLIC
MILITARY SECRET
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
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Attacks by A-BiH on Mostar and the valley of the Neretva river/ Offensive of A-BiH
against HVO - “Neretva 93”
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Aggressor forces

HVO forces

A RBiH forces

LEGEND:

CHIEF OF ŠVK OS
/Supreme Command
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Sefer Halilović
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A-BiH plan for the occupation of the central Bosnia and breaking into Neum and Ploče

A-BIH PLAN FOR THE OCCUPATION OF THE CENTRAL BOSNIA
AND BREAKING INTO NEUM AND PLOČE
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Attentions of ABiH

A BiH

HVO

VRS

SPRING – AUTUMN 1993
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Šefko Hodžić: UNSEALED ENVELOPE
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Hodžić, Šefko „UNSEALED ENVELOPE”
Sarajevo, DES 2000.
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Sefer Halilović: Cunning strategy
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BiH municipalities in which some members of the A-BiH (muslim units) commited crimes
against Croats

In Čapljina municipality 15 persons were
killed in:
STANOJEVIĆI, KVANJ I LOKVE

ČAPLJINA MUNICIPALITY
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OPLIČIĆI
12.11.1993
5 victims

GAGRICE-LOKVE
10.10.1993
2 victims

KVANJ
02.10.1993 – 2 victims

STANOJEVIĆI
12.11.1993
6 victims
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In Mostar municipality 43 persons were
killed in:
Đikovina, Rodoč i Grabovica

MOSTAR MUNICIPALITY
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32 victims

5 victims

6 victims
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In Jablanica municipality (in the village of
Doljani) 43 persons were killed in: Doljani

JABLANICA MUNICIPALITY
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63 victims

Bodies of 6 Croats on Stipića Livada near Doljani, killed by 44
Mountain Brigade of ABiH. Victims are:
From the left: NEDJELKO SOLDO, ANICA RIPIĆ, IVAN TOPIĆ,
MATO BILIĆ, SLAVKO VRLJIĆ and ANĐELKO MATIĆ
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41 victims

24 victims
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In municipality Gornji Vakuf 32 persons were
killed in places: G. VAKUF, UZRIČJE, KRUPA,
PERNICE, BOJSKA, Canyon of Bistrica River,
BISTRICA, ŽDRIMCI, PAIĆ POLJE, HRASNICA,
DURATBEGOVIĆ DOLAC and GAJ.

GORNJI VAKUF MUNICIPALITY
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BUGOJNO MUNICIPALITY

31 victims

In municipality Bugojno 119 persons were
killed in places:
BUGOJNO, KULA, GLAVICE, VUČIPOLJE,
VESELA, VRBANJA, KARADŽE, ČAUŠLIJE,
KANDIJA, GORUŠA, GOLO BRDO, ODZAK,
GRANČANICA, ROSULJE, ZLAVAST, SIĆI,
DRVETINE, VRČEĆ, SULTANOVIĆI, GRGIĆI,
JABLANJE and ZANESOVIĆI

4 victims

2 victims

10 victims
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7 victims

1 victim

3 victims

3 victims

3 victims

4 victims
2 victims

1 victim
7 victims
21 victims

4 victims
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1 victim

3 victims

3 victims

3 victims
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TRAVNIK MUNICIPALITY

In municipality Travnik 118 persons were killed in
places:
TRAVNIK, MILETIĆI, DOLAC, POLJE, DOLAC BILA,
BRAJKOVIĆI, GRAHOVČIĆI, OVNAK, KRPELJIĆI,
ORAŠAC, ČUKLE, MALJINE, ŠARIĆI, BUKOVICA,
PEŠEVIĆI, RUDNIK, and JANKOVIĆI.
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Dr. Miroslav Tuđman: The truth about BiH
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Dr. Miroslav Tuđman: The truth about BiH
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Source: Večernji list,
17th September 1993
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Esad Šejtanić: Herzegovinians at the igneous gate of Bosnia
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In ABiH terrorist action
in the background
the following persons
were killed and massacred:
Marinko Vidić
Pero Puljić
Rudo Pavlović
Viktor Križanović
Vlado Vidić
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Taken from photo elaborate
of investigation on killed
and massacred soldiers of
HVO
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DREKOVIĆ, RAMIZ: In the stranglehold: Krajišniks and Herzegovinians in battle on two fronts
Zenica, Dom štampe, 2004
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Dr. Ismet Hadžiosmanović: The Bosniak-Croatian political reckoning
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PLAN For the attack operation: South Move

PLAN
APPROVED BY
COMMANDER
Lieutenant General
ANTE GOTOVINA

FOR THE ATTACK
OPERATION
“SOUTH MOVE”

KEY
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DEFENSE
MILITARY SECRET
Strictly confidential
SOUTH LINE

DEPUTY COMMANDER
General Major
RAHIM ADEMI

COMMAND OF CROATIAN FORCES - IZM
(divisional command post) ŠIPOVO
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Y

PLAN For the attack operation MAESTRAL

APPROVED BY
COMMANDER
Lieutenant General
ANTE GOTOVINA

COMMAND OF CROATIAN F
(divisional command post) VRB
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DEFENSE
MILITARY SECRET
Strictly confidential
MAESTRAL

CHIEF OF STAFF
Staff Brigadier
RAHIM ADEMI

FORCES - IZM
BA
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Positions held by the Croatian Army (HV), the Croatian Defence Council (HVO) and the Army of Bosnia and
Herzegovina (ABiH) after the ultimatum delivered by the USA - Christoper, Hoolbrooke, Galbraith / Autumn 1995
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Slobodan Praljak - brief biography
I was born on January 2nd, 1945 in Čapljina.
Primary and high school education (Realna gimnazija) – 4
years – Rama, 6 years Široki Brijeg – 2 years Mostar.
University of Zagreb:
I have graduated the eight–semester studies from the
following fields:
a) Faculty of Electrical Engineering – profession,
MS in Electrical Engineering (weak current –
telecommunications).
b) Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences – Professor of
Philosophy and Sociology.
c) Theatre and Film Academy – profession, Director.
Professional experience:
– As a student I worked in Stockholm company „Akla“
and I was washing dishes in restaurants, and during my
student years I have worked for five summers as a waiter
in Germany, Titisee.
– Head of laboratory for electronics – Technical high
school “Nikola Tesla”–Zagreb.
– I taught “Fundamentals of electrical engineering”,
“Theory of electrical engineering”, “Theory of automatic
regulation” to Associate students.
– In 1973 – I became “Freelance artist“, living on
honorarium.
– I worked as a director in theaters in Croatia and BiH, I
have directed two TV movies, a serial for children, one
feature film and documentaries.
– I participated in establishing HDZ (political party –
Croatian Democratic Union).
– I was a General Secretary of HDS (political party –
Croatian Democratic Party).
– In spring of 1991, I withdrew from political activities.
– As a volunteer soldier I went to Sunja (near Sisak)
and on September 5th, 1991 I was appointed Defense
Commander of Sunja.
– November 26th, 1991 – I received the rank of Colonel of
Croatian Army (HV).
– March 10th, 1992 – I was promoted to Brigadier of
Croatian Army (HV).
– March 14th, 1992 – I left Sunja to become an Assistant
Minister of Defense of Croatia for IPD – Informative–
psychological activities.
– April 3rd, 1992 – I received the rank of Major General.
– From April 11th, 1992 to May 07th, 1992 I went to BiH
(Herzegovina) as a volunteer and performed a duty
of the Commander of Operational Zone of Southeast
Herzegovina – Čapljina – Mostar – Jablanica –Konjic.

– June 1st, 1993 – I requested to be released from Croatian
Army due to my transfer to BiH.
– June 15th, 1993 – I was released from my duties in
Croatian Army.
– July 24th, 1993 – I was appointed Commander of HVO
– (Hrvatsko vijeće obrane) Croatian defense council.
– November 9th, 1993 – I withdrew from my duties as a
Commander of HVO.
– I returned to Croatian Army.
– Later I performed various functions in Croatian Army,
including the Head of the Military Cabinet of the
President of Republic of Croatia, Dr. Franjo Tuđman.
– As a volunteer I participated in military action „Oluja“/
Storm/ on route Hrvatska Kostajnica – Dvor na Uni.
– At my personal request, I retired on December 1st, 1995.
– After my retirement, I worked as a director (manager),
and later as Chairman of Supervisory Board in the
factory „Chromos boje i lakovi “– cooperating with
“Sigma” from Amsterdam (marine paints).
– In early April of 2004, I was in custody in The Hague,
accused for many atrocities.
– On May 29th, 2013, by the first instance verdict, I was
sentenced to 20 years in prison.
Slobodan Praljak

– On October 27th, 1992 I’ve been appointed at VONS
– (Vijeće obrane i nacionalne sigurnosti RH) Croatian
Council of Defense and National Security.
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Information about the website www.slobodanpraljak.com:
CONTENT OF THE WEB PAGE www.slobodanpraljak.com:
•

Slobodan Praljak’s opening statement at the beginning of the main hearing of the criminal proceeding before the ICTY
on April 27th, 2006.

•

War documents – overview of war documents by monographic units (100 monographic units published so far, with
55,000 authentic documents which can be searched via search engine by title, author, place of origin and date of origin

•

3 video galleries: war videos, video of General Slobodan Praljak’s testimony, videos of cross-examination of General
Slobodan Praljak’s witnesses.
Total duration time of video materials exceeds 1,400 hours with over 8,000 pages of description and content of war
videos with associated transcripts of video galleries related to the trial before the ICTY.

•

Statements about Slobodan Praljak and wartime events – 188 statements, with English translations, published so far.

•

Testimonies and expert findings of professor Slobodan Janković regarding the destruction of the Old Bridge in Mostar,
prof. Vlado Šakić regarding the socio-psychological aspects of war and prof. Josip Jurčević regarding the historical aspects
of war.

•

Trial documents – court decision, judges’ opinions, trial transcripts, final filings (submissions), documents presented to
defense witnesses of dr. Jadranko Prlić

•

Slobodan Praljak’s letter against Carla del Ponte, selection from books and press publications, transcripts, 58 audio
recordings

•

Publications on war – monographic overview of major war events in BiH and their consequences.

WEB PAGE STATISTICS
Until March 2014, web page had more than 7,000,000 visits from over 140 countries, reviewing more than 12 Tb of web
content in over 60,000 different files (documents, video materials, photos, texts...).
Web page www.slobodanpraljak.com provides free download.
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Army of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Defence
Allah j.sh. /Jalla Shanuhu/
Autonomous Province of Western Bosnia
Autonomous Province of Western Bosnia
Combat Activity
Mountain Brigade
Mountain Battalion
BH Patriotic Leaque / Patriotic Leaque
of BiH
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Brigade
Defence Line
Chief of Command of Central Headquarters
Central Logistics Base
Military Training and Education Centre
Communication Center
Civil Protection
Sabotage Group
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Degtyaryov-Shpagin Calibre
Volunteer Fire Department
European Community
European Community Monitor Mission
European Economy Community
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Guards Brigade
Main Staff
Croatian Defense Council Main Staff
Chemical Weapons
Herzeg-Bosnian News Agency
Croatian Information Service
Department Store
Croatian Defense Forces
Croatian Republic of Herzeg-Bosnia
Croatian Navy
Croatian Peasant Workers' Party
Croatian Radio and Television
Croatian Air Force
Croatian Television
Croatian Army
Croatian Defense Council
Croatian Community of Herzeg-Bosnia
International Committee of the Red
Cross
International Criminal Tribunal for the
former Yugoslavia
Implementation Force
Executive Committee
Executive Committee

IPD
IZM / IKM
JNA / JA
KČ
KM
KO
KOG
KOS
KOV
KOV
KPJ
KŠ
KV
KVŠ
KZ
LARD
LoB
LRL
M/V
MAD
MB
mbr
MKBJ
MKCK /
MCRC
MO
MORH
MOS
MP
MRUD
MTBR
MTS / TMS
/ MS
MVP
MZ
MZ / IC
NDH
NŠ
NŠVK
OAC
ObP
OG
Okb
OkŠO
OKŠTO
ONO
OPG
OpŠO
OpŠTO

Informative Political Activity / Informative Propaganda Activity / Informative
Psychological Activity
Separate Command Post / Forward Post /
Divisional Command Post
Yugoslav People's Army / Yugoslav Army
Company Commander
Command Post
Detachment Commander
Counterintelligence Group
Counterintelligence Service
Land Army
Land Army
Communist Party of Yugoslavia
Crisis Staff
Platoon Commander
Military Crisis Staff
Cryptographic Protection
Light Artillery Rocket Division
Logistics Base
Lightweight Rocket Launcher
Motor Vehicles
Mixed Artillery Division
Mortar
Mechanised Brigade
International Criminal Tribunal for the
former Yugoslavia
International Committee of the Red
Cross
Ministry of Defense
Ministry of Defense of The Rebublic of
Croatia
Muslim Armed Forces
Military Police
Directed Fragmentation Mine
Motorised Brigade
Material and Technical Equipment /
Technical and Material Equipment /
Material Equipment
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Local Community
International Community
Independent State of Croatia
Chief of Staff
Supreme Command Chief of Staff
Operative Administration Center
Intelligence and Security
Operative Group
Armored Battalion
District of Defence Staff
District Territorial Defense Staff
All People's Defence
Operative Group
Municipal Defense Staff
Municipal Staff of Territorial Defense
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OS
OSMP / OSPP
OZ
OZ JIH

Armed Forces
Owen-Stoltenberg Peace Plan
Operative Zone
Operative Zone of South-East Herzegovina
p/m
Infantry Weapons
PAT
Anti-Aircraft Gun
Pdo
Anti-Terrorist Squad
PNŠ
Assistant of Chief of Staff
POČ
Anti-Armour Company
POG
Anti-tenk shell / Anti-Armour Group
PZO / PVO
Air Defense
PZT
Temporarily Occupied Territory
RBiH
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
RH
Republic of Croatia
RPG
Rocket-Propelled Grenade
RRF
Rapid Reaction Force
RRV
Radio Relay Communication
RS
Republic of Srpska
RSK
Republic of Serbian Krajina
RT
Rocket Artillery
RTB
Radio-Television Belgrade
RTS
Radio -Television of Serbia
RV
Radio Communication
RV / PVO
Air Force / Air Defense
SANU
Serbian Academy of Arts and Sciences
SAO
Serbian Autonomous Region
SAO Krajina
Serbian Autonomous Region of Krajina
Sb
Independent Battalion
SDA
Party of Democratic Action
SDAH
Party of Democratic Action-Croatia
SDB
Service of National Security
SDB / DBJ
State Security Service / State Security of
Yugoslavia
SDS
Serbian Democratic Party
SFRJ / SFRY Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
SIS
Security Informative Service
SJB
Public Security Station
SKC
Split Clinical Center
SKH
Alliance of Communists of Croatia
SKJ
Alliance of Communists of Yugoslavia
SKOJ
Yugoslav Communist Youth Association
Smtb
Independent Motorised Battalion
SN.SL. / Sn.Sl. Medical Service
SO PN
Special Unit for Particular Purpose
SPABAT
Spanish Battalion
SR BiH
Socialist Republic of BiH
SRJ
Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia
and Crna Gora)
SVK / VSK
The Serbian Army of Krajina / Army of
Srpska Krajina
SZUP
Office for the Protection of the Constitutional Order
ŠVK
Supreme Command Staff
TANJUG
Telegraphic Agency of New Yugoslavia
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TKT
TLF
TO
tt
UB
UGOB
UNPROFOR
UZP / ZZP
Vb
VBR
VEP
VES
VG
VK / KV
VOMP /
VOPP
VONS
VRS
VT
WEU
WWII
ZNG
ZRNS
ZTS
ZZ VF
Ž/S

Secret Commanding of Troops
Telephone
Territorial Defense
Trig Point
Security Administration
Bihać District Citizen's Association
United Nations Protection Forces
Joint Criminal Undertaking
Vitez Brigade
Multiple Rocket Launcher
Military Economic Mission
Military Occupational Speciality
Military Garrison
Supreme Commander / Military Command
Vance-Owen Peace Plan
Council of Defense and National Security
Army of Republic of Srpska
Firing Positions
Western European Union
World War II  /  Second World War
Assembly of National Guard
Ground-based Radio Navigation System
Aviation Technical Proffesions
Joint Command od Federation Army
Living Force
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